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i iu' immense value of the potato crop
Slate nt' Maine, the. importance of
a our liehl.s o! tiie Colorado Beetle,
'■it now ihretitens them in vast nuin■md tiie necessity of employing the
;e<t and most reliahle means for their
-traction, induces me to present to our
■

tiie foliowinp statement: repardinp
history and habits of the insect, and
best methods of keeping' it in cheek.
In
Colorado Beetle, so called, is the
phora lit-lineata of naturalists, a true
'• oi
the order Coleoptera, fust dele 'i homas Say in 1824. In 1801
ddeoly appeared in immense herds
tiie potato lields oi Kansas and wetstI" a
ia I.-iii and I slid appeal hip in
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very destructive tlirouphiIn entire Noithv,est: in I -71 and
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,''aided to northern New York,
mi v l\ aiiia
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and kentlleky
in 1874 it
a in
Now .lei ey. Mary land. Yiri ’eim-yh atiia and ('omieet ieut : ill
l-7.> in Mas.-aeliusetts. and last year in
ms parts of our ow n State.
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a regular in al lorm,
I llal liriiratli, ol a hard,
-1 .a i'imis texture. -inooih and
shining,
tn-iglit draw color, with ton black
:»■■ 111>mi thi- hack nt’ its closed wing
-er
It is one half of an inch in length,
in eggs, which are a deep orange color,
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of them, or of burning or scaldinglarge quantities at a time, have by beinginhaled frequently proved fatal. This

should be avoided.
I sc only a pure article of the Paris
•been.
The pure is cheap at *1 per
pound: the poor is dear at 'JO cents per
pound. An ounce of the pure is worth a
pound ot the adulterated. Old painters
can tell good lrom
poor; so can expert
dealers in colors.
Hemeinher: Paris (been is a deadly
poison .mil must be handled with extreme
care.
liy inhaling its dust, by its contact
with sores or raw surfaces, or even bycontact with a moist and perspiring surtace, it may produce dangerous effects.
Hut used as directed, with judicious care,
no e\ il results will follow.
SAMl'KI, 1
lioAlih.MAN,
Scv'y Hoard of Agriculture.
Tho

Apple Worm.

The mdliny moth m miller, the parent
of the worm tiinmi inside the
apple, makes
its appearance the last ol June nr t lie fore
depo-anl o,i thr under side of the pari of July. when the female
spends her
i.ito li a\ es : the larva
the voracious lime and energies in the
orehard. Ilyiny
dn
upon llie lea\ r.-. (the heetle itself Horn apple to
apple, depositing her eyys
'• eating the Ir.ivrs
liringlmt slightly oil the blossom end of the fruit. 11 is est iihi
m this re-|icet.) are of a reddish
timated that a sinyle moth will deposit
me 'lor.
rite three stages in the life not less than HKt
eyys on as many apples.
ike iu.-eet are passed through in less
I-'mui these soon hatch a little worm that
a
ii
month, and there are usually three
immediately heyins to cat its way to the
'"ds in a year.
The iirst two broods core of the
apple. The worm remains inii :tlHnit
to eliauge to llie pupa, go side till it
completes its yrowtli and havlie ground and appear in the hectic
iny destroyed the vitality of the halfat ten or 1 w ei vr
day I lie third or yiown fruit the latter tails prematurely
: "lie remaining in the
all
ground
from tin tree, either before or after the
ah
and appearing in time to lay its worm leaves it. The
fnll-yrown worm
the first I
put forth hy the now seeks some shelter secure from birds
"ling potato plant.
or other enemies, tinder which to underHi'a
only one w ay to deal w ith the yo its transformation. The most of these
wii' ll tiley t. te pos-ession Ilf a popupa- remain wound up in these silken
:in
nut t lie killed.
Iii many
I'lienoiis till the follow iny
spriny. Some
limit the West it appear- ol the earliest of
them, however, complete
lieii uuaihel s a to discourage I he tInnr transformations and
enter the pera
t'rimi attempting any means of fected
"f moth state in a few
days, and
:• I i"ii. and 1 lie
oil-eipieliee was the soon deposit eyys, as did their
mothers,
..
increased to an alarming extent: in the blossom end of
the apple, for a
iiiiteh so that they were only rntiquer- ■second brood of
worms.
These worms
aiier tiie most vigorous efforts. WlierIroni the second brood are the ones found
r t lit hectic appears in Maine this year,
in the fall.
So destructive arc these little
mu.-: lie -lamp'd out at whatev er cost !
that in many orchards nearly half
pests
I'" not in dismayed hy numbers, but put
the apples are mined by them.
Many
a
live and vigorous use the most ap- !
tanners recommend allowiny sheep and
"’. ed means of destruction.
swine to run in the orehard to devour the
Aft'
many years of experience, the wormy apples as
they fall from the tree.
linin', aieiit of meehanieal means of kill- 'I Ins
as far as ityoes: hut its
isyood
many
\
: tli'-m. and of
arimis kinds of poison- of the worms leave the
apple before the
appiieations. the funnel's all through latter lull, and as the half yrown
apples
\\ estcrti and Middle Slates have setare not
readily eaten by the sheep or
'■d down to poisoning with Paris tJrecn,
swine, the preventive is not a sure one
iIn lie.-; and most effectual mode of
The plan now recommended by cntomnlthem.
is
no
there
king
other oyists for
Indeed,
riddiny our orchards of them is
which
amounts toa total destruen."dy
to wind around the trunks of the trees
u ol'heetle and larvie.
Paris Green is bands ol st raw.
paper, or old cloths about
most pure arsenite of copper, and very
the time the worms leave the tipples,
'‘iimiis: but. says I’rof. Hailey, the aewhen, in their search for secure places to
mplished head of the I s. Kntomologi- spin their cocoons,
many of them will
rouimission: ••When a]iplied jmlicrawl under these bandayes for that pur:t
i.-both
efficient and harmless."'
.oitsly
pose.
l!y cxamininytlic.se bandayes two
i
an almost impalpable powder, and
or three times a month, thousands of
bother there is air stirring or not, when
larva-may he killed. < »nc half thus killed
ug the powder it is almost impossible
(allow iny one-half to be females) will he
IIIit so its presence cannot lie felt ill
just so many less to deposit each ion or
ie mouth and throat.
W hen mixing it
more eyys on as
many dillercnt apples,
"
for appliealion to the plants, or
allow iny sheep or swine free access to
liy
lien applying it. the mouth must he
the orchard many of the worms will be
muffled.
destroyed by them, liy united efforts on
I m sv .in- l wo modes ol applying; it :
! the
part ot the orchardists in trapping
i-t, a.'a powder: second, suspended (it j them in
the manner referred to, their denot soluble.) in water.
structive inlliicnccs can he very much lesTo apply d u -a powder, mix the .neiiiisened.
A both sexes of this moth, unII*' I 'a
(li.-eu with from twvtfty -live to
like t lie females of the canker-worm moth,
'liirty tiin*- it v.••iu.hl in cheap llonr. are
provided with winys for Ilyiny, the
fttt
than ashes, plaster, -la* ktar hands recommended for the one will
1
linn*, and other like ahstanee which not
answer for the other, but the
paper
used hi-eause they are cheap: as it
will.
It the loose scale bark
a son ol
adhesive paste when ap- bandayes
natural hidiny places) be scraped
(their
I *1 lo the potatoes, as it should always
oil the tree the bandayes will be more efn early nioruino when the dew is on I
fective, as more of them will find their
*
1
a | [ I y il. tail out a’nout hail the bottom
way beneath them. lint, unless these
•: .i starch box having a t iulu
cover, tack- bandayes are examined
occasionally, and
on "ire cloth over tile opening, and
the larva- killed, they will do more harm
Hi a handle tia iieil on to flic side oil lie
than ynod. as they will alibi'd the worms
make a sort of dlvil.aill”' hox. by
just the place they were si-areliiny for to
■..ii
of which the powder may he dust
their chrysalid state secure from
pass
\
or tinini
Tire Paris (liven and birds.
r must he lhorouuldy
mixed.
A
a
i ipiiii. use one talilespoonful of
Sheep-Watching Dogs.
pure o-reen to a bucket full of water.
!'
hi tlir wool-ymwiny districts of South
e.reen is not soluble, and without
hi taut
.\11n-lica it is not uncommon for doys to
agitation, it settles to the hot
u.
I‘re|i.iii-d in a bucket used tor no lake almost tile entire care of sileep.
her purpose, and applied with an old
I hey v ill otteii tend a lloek that is a mile
111sp lirooin. il will keep the water so nr two away from any habitation. The
•■a i.intly
tirrod as to lie ipiite e\ riily
method of education consists in sc pa rati I ill I*'d over tile surface of the leaves :
iny the puppy while very yutiiiy from the
*iil i'oi.)r-idiuallie wastc a-tlaches to its use
hitch, and in keepiny him away from
In form.
ha\ e found children ami other ilnys.
Kilry say s:
A ewe is held
uni u more con\ellieul to use the pow
two or three times a
day for the little
i■
u i.” a- alio',
de-enlied. “when it call he creature to suck, and lie is allowed a lied
li'laiiii'd ready mixed lo machinery."
of wool to sleep in.
When a lew months
Ki'i i'iiiK. many articie have appeared "hi he is castrated, alter which there is
n lhe press of New
filmland from May little disposition to associate with his
In times of danyer one of these
oinpelent hand. iliseoiir.ufin*' the use of kind.
(l i"i a a i on ii’-eounl of its
I'.ii
poisonous doys will hark and the sheep yather
lure.
Indeed, so mi neat a chemist as j around him.
lie will leave th, lloek two
>. Italia
Hayes of .Massaehlisi*tts. is1 si three times a day to yo to the house
At these times he is liable to
"Hy' that mimher, an I he says in a re- j lor meat.
■lit letter to the press, that ■■the hulls- i he set upon hy other doys, hut hi* w ill dem’male use of Paris (1 reen may lie more tour his loud quickly, or takiny it in his
nous in iis results than the loss of! mouth, will run hack to his
woolly associ1 nil
crop.- of potatoes." Ilis letter is ] ates, who will yather around him.
ui
to lead astray. because farmers w ill !
; use it from fear of
injurious rt stilts
Plaster.
.I
teas there is, in fact, no other posi'■
Me have, oltcn heard the declaration
remedy, and when ..iidieimisly used,
unioned above, no injury can result made that plaster was not a fertilizer by
itsell.
i"111 it. while if not it oil our potato fields
lint this must he a mistake, beaiise plaster is
ill be devastated by these insects beyond
composed of sulphur, lime
n
hope of extermination ! When it is aiid water. Sulphur and lime are fertimeiubered that Palis (liven lias been lizers, more so for some plants than ldr
"thers: more so for clover than for corn:
"d tlmiuohout all portions of the eotiulaMi.oeil by the potato beetle, during' more so for the stalk of corn than for the
There is no doubt that bv
past twelve y ears, at the rate of from seed oi corn.
uve hundred to live hundred
tons per a drilling oJ plaster we not only afford the
mum, w ith hardly a ease of injury to plant a supply of sulphur and lime, hut
si ms. or of the
poison bein.a eonuniuii- we also afford it the means of obtaining
trom the soil large supplies of
uled to the tubers, and with evidence
potash and
"iistantly aeiauiiidatina from [iraetieal magnesia. So that \ve get by the use of
vperieiiee that it is the most reliable plaster four most valuable and essential
constituents of plant growth and plant
our farmers need not
enieily known
hesitate to use it.
food, \iz... sulphur, lime, potash am! magI lie quest mil lias lieeli
lrcquem Ly askeil nesia. W hen we consider the value of
I lues the use ill' Paris Green poison the potash in the growth of plants, we must
lalters growing in a lielii to which it has confess that this disintegrating inllucnce
.. applied !"
In answer. I ipiote from ol plaster, this unlocking of the soil, is
Prof. K p. Keil/ie, ot' tiie Michigan State one ol its jinist valuable properties. It is
\grieultnral College, in the report of the just as well to set the potash free that is
in the soil, as to
lu liigaii State Board of Health for Is77>.
apply it outwardly.
lie says:
••pour years ago, Blaster is the agent to do this.
huge 17.
iileil In m\ assistant, now Professor of j
chemistry in tiie State Agricultural ColA STKANV.n Lawsuit.
It would seem
ge of Kansas, I made a etireful investithat there are things enough in this world
g it ion to determine
wliether the potato
to go to law about, hut out in Iowa
'liter absorbed arsenic when Paris Green
they
ipiarrel about things from other sphere's.
■•'as applied to tin- vines to
the
destroy
A law suit over a ideteor, an event
I took potatoes raised in
probpotato beetle.
the urdinan course of Held culture, lmt ably without a parallel in the history of
has
been
finished
in
jurisprudence,
just
V'hose vines hud been repeatedly dusted
that State. Two years ago tt huge meteor
i111 Paris Green, and others to which all
tiie Paris Green had been applied that went over the State and hurst in Iowa
hi Id lie used
without destroying the county. A man named Maas found one
plant, but in no instance could I find a of the pieces weighing 75 pounds in the
race of arsenic in the tubers,
other road, and took it home and was ut once
lieinists have made similar investigations sued for its possession by a society which
lie claimed it by right
with similar results.’' lie further says, owned the road,
of discovery, but the society held that it
(same report, p. do,) that ‘‘Paris Green,
when applied in small quantities, does belonged to their property by accretion
not seem to elleet the health of the potato horn natural causes, and the court decided
for the latter.
nr wheat
plant : the arsenic which it contains does not reappear in the tuber of
An exchange says, “Shall we cherish
In- potato or the grain of tiie wheat, and
ihat these substances are not injured ns the heautitul ?” Of course we shall—two
human food by the small quantity of Paris nr three at once if necessary. It is a pretty
Given which is required to free our Helds mean sort of a man who will not do ail
from a most destructive insect.
Paris the cherishing he can when the preponGreen does not pass from an inert into an derance ot women is as three to one. We
active firm by prolonged contact with the have found, however, that it is not well
soil. The power of the soil to remove to cherish more then one in the same town.
from solution and bold in an (insoluble [Norwich Bulletin.
ftriii arsenious acids and arsenites will
protect the water supply from deadly conPeople have misery and suffering to go
tamination by this agent unless the poison through in this would; it makes our hearts
is used in excess of any requirements as the purer, and makes the
pleasures when
an insect destroyer.”
they do come the more enjoyable. But
Another question is “Are the beetles it is hard to depict the misery of the man
and larva; poisonous?" The juices of the xt the theatre who has by some
mishap
insect on the human skin “are us a rule wcured the last scat in the
row, is
harmless," says Riley, “yet the rule is not hemmed in by a small army of people, and
without exceptions." But the exhalations is thus unable to make his
way out beresulting from bruising or crushing large tween the acts to buy some cloves.
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Trifle.

They loved and laughed, they kissed and dialled.
They threw the happy hours away;
That's the way the world goes round—
That's the story of Yesterday.
They talk of fate, and calculate.
And keep accounts, and measure, and weigh
That’s the way the world goes round
That’s the story of To day.

;

—

They'll see on high in yonder sky
The (lod whose power destroyeth sorrow
That's the way the world goes round—
That s the story of To-morrow.
| Mortimer < 'oilins.
The

Squire’s

Apples.

It made no little stir in Cranston when
it was rumored about that Esquire Waters bad been heard to say, in the presence of some twenty or more persons,
that whoever he had the good luck to
find meddling with his early fruit, he
would treat in a manner not over and
above palatable. No little stir. 1 say, it
occasioned, because the good people of
the thriving, populous village were keen
to learn (as all such good people are) who
the trespasser upon the grounds of the
wealthiest man in town might be.
*
Hut there was a little mystery about
the affair that the people of Cranston
could not see through.
Had they been
told, in confidence, that the morning alter the depredation there were innumerable tracks of tiny, dainty shoes upon
the green turf, and soft, brown soil of the
nursery : that in one place was found a
small kid glove, and in another a bit of a
cambric handkerchief, with the name of
the owner delicately traced in the corner
had they been told this, I say, they
would have better understood the quiet
way in which the gentleman treated the
robbery, and the profound silence which
lie kept when the subject was discussed
in bis presence.
Hut, one day, when the little wonder
had quite died out in the village, to those
who knew “the signs of the times” there
seemed an event of some importance
brewing. All day, in the old brick academy, the laughing, mischievous girls were
knotted together in various places, chatting in low, confidential tones.
For awhile as they wound along the
shady way they were silent and cautious,
hardly daring to breathe a sentence above
a whisper: but each moment they
gained
courage, and before they had traversed
through half the grounds their mirth got
the better of their fears, and they laughingly joined their daring leader, in a plan
to capture the squire if he should trouble
them.
“The one that shall catch him first,
shall have him,” broke in a light, musical voice, above the buss and laughter of
the party.
“Hood, good,” answered another, “but
that will be Kate Weston : our Captain
Kate. 1 am sure, for she can outrun any
girl in Cranston. Why girls, she goes it
like a deer!
“Hush, hush!" Captain Kate turned
about suddenly as she spoke, and held
one white hand 11(1 threateningly toward
the party. “If you mention the old ogre's
name he'll be sure to be out here.
I’emember, his apples are dearer to him
than his gold —for like most men he
thinks more of hav ing his stomach well
tilled than bis pocket-book.'7
nun

iiiMiuimi sue

moneii, siamung up

there in the lull, clear moonlight -brilliant, daring Kate Weston !
••Pshaw, Kate, don’t let’s try to keep
stiil!
Let him chase us if he wants to,
and see what he’ll catch," sounded the
pleasant, musical voice of little Lucy
Smiley. "1 don’t believe I shall drop another glove for him to pick up, let me
run ever so last.
I hope lie was pleased
with my name stamped upon tile wrist."
"He didn't trouble himself much about
you or your name. I'll wager you, when
he had Kate’s dainty 'kerchief to wear
ne.\t his heart.
That isn’t the best of it
there was a specimen of her handwriting upon one corner of it, and if he isn't
as blind as a bat he'll see who favored
him with the bushel-may-basket made
out of the cabbage heads.
Kale wrote
the verses,” retorted Mary Prince, laughing and clapping her hands.
••Hush, I say, girls: you nmsn’t run on
so; 1 don't won't to be caught without
If 1 have to run, 1 prefer to
any apples.
run upon a full stomach.
So speak low
if you cannot keep from speaking. We
are almost there, now.
Hush I see the
ripe, yellow fruit glisten in the clear

moonlight!”

Kate 1 ip-toed up to the little thicket of
trees, followed by the hushed group.
“Alter all, I don’t believe there is any
use in keeping so still,” she said looking
around. “It, seems too much like real
out-and-out stealing, instead of gracious-

ly condescending to test our lordly squire's
So help yourselves, dears,
hospitality.
while 1 preside as well as I can in place
of the gentleman himself. No doubt he'll
thank me for it when he gets a chance I"
Perhaps, after all, lie’s hid in this
•■

thicket of trees and when we get to helping ourselves, as you say, he’ll come jumping out in the very midst of us," suggested some one. in a timid voice.
“
Pshaw—don’t fear, llattie!
Why,
we’ll scare him to death in live minutes
if he ventures to show his head.
There,
take this apple, and this, and this! ('atcli
them as fast as I throw them. That’s
brave! Stand out where you arc, and if
you hear any noise, why, run!" cried
Kate, turning again to the tree. “Here,
catch my hat. and bring me some locust
leaves! I’m going to ornament on this
occasion !”
She twined the dark leav es in and out
her glossy braids, and then looping her
white apron on one arm commenced to
(ill it with apples.
“One for Elly (fray, two for dame
’Lizabeth, three for little Hobby, and that
nice big bouncer for me! Thank you,
thank you, Mr. Waters. The company
beg me to tender you. in their behalf,
their their -what’s that girls
as Kate spoke mere was a crackling
noise among the apple honglis, in the
thicket at her hack anil before she had
time to sound an alarm, Squire Waters
bounded out in the very midst of the
frightened girls, who ran, screeching lustily, in every direction, lint could there
have been an eye-witness to the comical
scene, it would have been very easily observed that the squire cared little about
capturing any save the wild, reckless
leader. I)own the long mall Kate llew
like the wind with the bachelor following
closely after her. Faster, faster, she
went, her long glossy braids falling about
her face and down her shoulders—her
light gray scarf, like a banner of rosy
mist, floating out upon the breeze as she
flew along. Faster, faster! Another moment passed and she was within a single
leap of the wide gate, lint the squire
was there before
her, and like a frightened deer she sprang away in a different
direction. There was another
gate that
led from the west side of the
grounds,
and like lightning she shot toward it.
But oh, horror of horrors!—it was locked
fast! She turned about again, but the
squire was close upon her track, and
there was no hope of escape for her.
Banting and trembling she stood silent
until lie came up to her.
“Permit me to escort you to the house,
Miss Weston,” he said, bowing low before
her, and speaking as though nothing in
the world had happened to mar his self-

possession.
“No, I thank you, sir, 1 will

go home
if you please.”
Kate’s voice shook as
she spoke, and she fairly reeled, as she
made an attempt to take a few steps forward.
“I cannot permit you to go home while
you are so weary. You cannot walk without assistance even. Lean on my arm; in
a moment we will reach the house.”
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lint Kate did not accept Ins aid willingly: and so ho went forward, and gently
putting his arm around her, drew her in-

The

ward the house. Her breath came freer
and easier in a moment’s time, and when
site stood within the wide old hall she
was quite herself again.
‘•I will not go further, if you please,
sir.” she said, pausing there, and giving
a hurried glance over her
disarranged
toilet.
“This to a man of my hospitality, Miss
Weston .' This way if you please."
He
threw open a door into a small sittingroom and motioned her to enter.
When
•she went hesitatingly forward, lie drew a
large lolling chair up before the window 1
and begged her to he seated.
“(*h. hut our fruit! Excuse me for not
relieving you before of the harden !"
Kate crimsoned to the very roots of her
hair, as he motioned to her apron of apples, which she still held looped up over
her arm. The next moment he had galliered them into a silver fruit dish, and
was ringing for plates and knives.
“Excuse me, sir, hut I cannot remain
longer." said Kate, rising, and giving a
Hash of light into his lace.
"Hut 1 shall insist upon it.
I have a
|
moral right to detain you to-night, re
member.”
•on
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March

of

the

Cossacks.

The Bucharest correspondent of the
London Standard, who lias been giving
us the liveliest pictures of that luxurious
and immoral town, describes a turnout of
these legendary horsemen, the Cossacks
of the Don, the other day, at theChausee
near the city. All Bucharest was there to
see.
The Cossacks usually march under
Hags of their own, dedicated to certain
saints, but when the faith is menaced
they bring out the holy banner, and declare a ji'liml or religious w ar. This they
have now done, and all the sotnias marched under the Creek cross upon a ground
ot different colors.
After the Cossacks in
this day’s parade came 1 lie Demidoti'
liuzzars, the regiment of which the Princess Denuded’ is Colonel. She rode at the
head of the regiment and was accompanied by a young girl in full soldier's uniform, tin1 Princess wearing a skirt. B\
the siile of the ladies rode the acting
colonel, and they created a great sensation.
But we must quote what the correspondent says of the Cossacks and the
Bucharest ladies:
i lie l liausee was clou ded with
pretty
women, chattering gaily from carriage to
carriage across the avenue. (Jentleinen
liiiedthe side, paths, making innumerable
cigarettes and gossiping in the shade. A
charming sight it wuSf as I drove up, the
brilliant .summer toilettes (lowing down
to the very carriage wheels, the white
necks outstretched in pretty impatience
to behold the coming lines, chequers of
hot sunshine falling upon eager faces
through the pale limes above, and the
shrubberies on either sid" all pink with
blossom. Our brief spring is ended almost before it had lit gun.
A fortnight
since ladies still shivered in fur, while today they are wearing low dresse.- of muslin and languidly bemoaning the heal.
No spectacle less interesting than a real
sotnia of Cossacks could have tempted
the indolent beauties of Koumania out of
doors between sunrise and sunset in such
weather. We have a heat nore than tropical to expect henceforward, which will
last probably till the middle of October
a parched, breathless, down-pouring of
sunshine, under which green dries into
yellow and disappears, dust lies six inches
thick for yards along the roadside, and
the muddiest, water has its value. This
dreary forecast of summer divides conversation with the Cossacks. At least a
dozen times one hears the sigh of resignation, “Yoila done les ehaleiirs <jui reeomineneent!” instantly followed by a vivacious change of subject, "II parait que
les ( ossaques sont ires gentils garcons
liein

able to purchase my own ransom.
I
think 1 understand you.
May I ask at
w h: t price you value your fruit ?"
.-he drew her purse from her pocket
with one hand, and pointed to the siher
fruit dish with the other.
The squire's lip curled for a moment,
and his steady ey es burned beneath their
perfect brows, with ;t deeper light; but
when he spoke, his voice was as linn and
mellow as though the faintest ripple of
passion lmd never broke over its quiet
surface.
"by the peck apples are w orth let me
see
some lilty cents, at the early season
of the year.
Perhaps I can alford to discount a bit upon the price, since you have
taken so large a quantity.’'
"No, no, sir; do not discount the smallest fraction of a mill upon them, as you
value your happiness.
if I have not
enough money in my purse, I can apply I
to some friend to loan the remainder."
■■.Miss West on!”
Squire Waters spoke her name in a
low, stern voice.
"You chose well, sir. I am sure. Among
the score of girls who visited your orchard
to-night, 1 am the only one who has not
some friend to buy them from the unhappy consequences of this adventure.
There is my purse, sir !"
she threw it down on the carpet at his
in
process 01 nun-, ai me eim oi me
feet, as she spoke, and then ashamed of
avenue lined with carnages, sharp
her ungenerous worths and high How of long
eyes behold a denser column of dust arisburst
into
tears.
passion,
ing. It thickens and draws nearer smart••Miss Weston!”
A cry of delight and impatience passes
The squire’s voice was a little tremu- ly.
all along ladies eagerly stand up. favorlous now, but it detracted nothing from
ed gentlemen climb upon the coach-box.
its deep sternness. I [e stepped in front
and the wheels. The column of dust ap
of the door, as he spoke, as he divined
proaches and presently the Cossack lances
an intention on the part of Kate to glide
pierce it. glittering in the sun. Dark and
from the room.
colorless masses loom through it, and we
"A moment, if you please
i will not
become aware of a strange but stirring
detain you long," ho said, inclining his
music. The famous horsemen are almost
I believe you too true
head toward her.
us before we see them, so neutral
and generous. Miss Weston, to think me among
are their colors, and so thick the dust alof
such
meanness
as
have
guilty
just
you
ready. Not a sound is heard even while
| ascribed to mi'. 1 am sure that, fora long
that martial war song
time you must have known me better. If they jiass, except
of the hoards who head each sotnia, and
Per a
you have not it is not my fault.
the shrill accompaniment of whistles modlongtime 1 have been interested in you. ulated to weird
No rattle of
harmony
Your face pleased me when I lirst looked
accoutrements betrays the Cossack : his
1
felt
it
no
and
that
was
common
it,
upon
very horse seems trained to move with
soul, no poor spirit, that spoke out so silent
activity. With that pa-an in one’s
It
from
may ears, and the whistles
eloquently
your features.
screaming through
:
have been weak in a man of my years to
it. one beholds without astonishment
follow you about, though I have endeav1 these warriors
glide past, stealthily and
ored to treat you with the courtesy and
swift, die recognizes the surviving race
respect which were yours by right, as 1 of an earlier time. To the same war
song,
have done,
l'havc esteemed you very
perhaps, marched the ancestors of these
1
—have.
am
almost
the
afraid,
highly
by
people when they overran litissia. The
i little pang I feel at my heart to-night,
Ihicharest ladies were a little impressed
been allowing myself to love you even.
and not a little frightened. They looked
That is all. I promise you as a true genat each other blankly with little, shrugs of
tleman that i will not annoy you.
You
the shoulders to express amaze and disnow.”
may go
((tie of them afterwards confessed
taste.
aside
muii
me
doin'lo
alin-stepped
to me that her Muscovite sympathies
low Kate to pass out., but she stood bevanished at sight of the lirst Cossack, so
fore him without moving to no, while the
I could not
and so dirty was he.
ugly
u ill fid tears still broke up from the depths
Soldiers and otlicei's too,
agree with her.
of her beautiful eves and fell upon her
aii' dirty on
campaign, and Antinous
cheeks.
himself could not be prepossessing if
“I will not detain you longer," he reblack with dust and bedabbled with perpeated, hesitatinn'ly, seedin' that she stood spiration. 1 Silt the Cossacks are by no
immovable and silent.
means so ugly as is tradition illy believed.
She drew up her hauehty head as he
A great number have fair hair, and the
spoke and dashed the burninn tears from moustache ot nearly all is bleached
her cheeks; then she started forward1
white by the sun.
Many have good
w ithout lookinn up into his fa.ee.
Fur a
features, of an Knglish rather than a
moment' she tottered the threshold, pressKerman type, and though I observed
inn her slender tinners over her wet eyes, j the Tartar cheek bone to tie more com*
and then turned back auaiu to the squire.
mon
than in other regiments 1 have
who stood, w ith his head bent toward her.
it was very far from being a rule.
"I
I
do not waul to no!'’ she cried, seen,
j As soldiers, the men appeared to me
to
back
and
out
him,
holdinn
sprinniiin
most promising
tall, well set up, lull of
both white hands to meet his eua'cr, paslife and spirit.
They looked about them
sionate ni'iisp. Then then but .Squire
as they went with free lint not insolent
Waters is too aristocratic a personan'e for
Discipline was evidently lax.
curiosity.
me to meddle with this one delicious lit- |
so iar as orner ami
regularity arc contie love scene of his life.
Von must
cerned, blit I should think the men were
iman'iue the rest yourself, dear reader.
under command. The. uniform
All 1 can say is, that Kale Weston be- ■< perfectly
is very ugly.
Upon the matted hair,
came his wife in consequence of the af- !
worn long, cut squarely oil', and trained
fair of the apples.
with hideous ingenuity to stand nearly
straight from the back of the head, is set
sideways a kind of unornamented shake,
Streot Flirting.
covered with torn oilskin and provided
| From the Chicago Journal. |
with a peak.
Nothing so ugly as this
One of the saddest results of what 1 has been devised by the military tailor
many girls regard as innocent amusement j in our epoch. Tao tunic and breeches
street Hirting
that has ever been i were blue once, 1 suppose, but How their
chronicled was reported to the police last color is rust.
Very clumsy boots the
night. The. alleged tacts, as near its could ; Cossacks wear. They have each a long
be learned, tire that some time ago a lance with triangular blade, a turwar
young girl tunned Mary lilide, residing at j and a carbine; a certain number also
-IS!> Twenty-fifty street, became acquaint- | have revolvers.
They carry tentes d'ared, through a street flirtation, with a , bri, fodder, rations, water bucket and
“nice-looking young man,” who at differ- their very simple kit. Some were loaded up like market women, and all had ;
ent times gat e his name as Walter Kcyltalcs and Walter Dttpey. The couple met half-dozen sacks at least hanging round
several times, and last evening another their saddle. Their ponies 1 would not
meeting took place, Mary being accom- hastily criticise. They do not outwardly
panied by her cousin, Annie E. lilide, show those qualities with which everywho resides at ds Hanover street, and the body credits them, and until able to
young manhaving with him aiiotheryouiig speak by experience 1 shall not other an
man, whose name is not known.
They opinion. They are ridden without a
paired off and started for a walk, and curb. Like ail Orientals, the Cossack
after walking awhile a ride on the lake sits upon his horse's shoulders, with
knees very high.
The attitude looks
was proposed. At first the girls demurred,
hut finally consented, and started out, clumsy and uncomfortable to us, but we
each occupying a separate skill'. They know that it commends itself to some of
did not venture out very far nor get the best horsemen in the world.
widely separated, and about it o’clock |
were a couple of hundred yards out
A despatch from Detroit says tin'forest
opposite the foot of Twelfth street. At this tires in the lower peninsula of Michigan
time Man lilide, from whom the inform- extend from Tamils to Harrisonville,
forty
ation is obtained, noticed movements in miles along the shore of Lake Huron for
the boat containing her cousin and escort an indefinite distance inland. The dethat indicated a struggle. Annie was also struction is
very great. No towns are in
calling for help, and the man who was immediate danger, but unless heavy rain
with her appeared to bo trying to restrain soon comes no one can tell where or when
her and force her to he quiet, in a few the fires will cease. The smoke on Lake
seconds the boat was capsized, and Mary Huron is dense and navigation is dangerthinks both her cousin and the young ous.
Fires are also raging on Delta,
man were drowned, as they were not seen
.Marquette and Schoolcraft counties, in
after the capsizing. .Mary's companion the upper peninsula.
rowed her hastily ashore, and jumping
from the boat ran away. Annie lilide
While bartenders are closing up their
was about seventeen years of age, rather
drinking saloons in the East, they are enpretty and the daughter of a highly re- couraging the tipplers to further activity
in the West.
A Santa Barbara, Cal., saspected family.
loon keeper offers to every one who takes
a ilriuk a numbered ticket.
Every time
A sweet little creature sat next me at
a drink is taken a new number is given.
the first recital of Chopin's music, given At
the end of the month the numbers are
by Mine. Essipotf. During the pathetic put into a lottery wheel, and the lucky
Funebre”
from
“Marche
the sonata, opus number
draws $35. Of course the toper
35, her attention waslixed, as if the music who has the
largest number of tickets is
had entranced her very soul.
Her eyes
supposed to have the best chance for the
glistened with emotion, and her whole $35.
face was expressive of admiration and
excitement. When the pianist had iinThe cude, embryonic condition of sociished, the gentleman who was with this ety in the West is shown in the fact that
sweet little creature turned to her and they have fairs out there where kisses sell
said
for forty cents apiece with no wholesale
“How beautiful!”
rates. This explains why so many NorTo which site replied, “Yes, indeed ; wich men who have
gone West with fordoesn’t it lit her exquisitely in the back i tune ranging from $100,(MM) to $900,000
How much do you suppose it cost a yard ?” have returned in a few months
bankrupt.
[Music Trade Review.
[Norwich Bulletin.
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Calvin is dead.
His origin and ancestry were
shrouded in mystery: even his age was a‘matter
of pure conjecture.
Although lie Was of the Alai
tose race, 1 have reason to
suppose that he was
American by birth as he certainly was in sympa
thy. Calvin was given to me eight years ago hr
Airs. Stowe, but she knew nothing of his
age or
origin. He walked into her house one dav out of
the great unknown and became at once at home,
as if he had been
always a friend of the familv.
He appeared to haw aYtistie and liter.irv taste's,
and it was as if he had inquired at the door if that
was the residence of the author of
Fncle Tom's
Cabin." and, upon being assured that it was. had
decided to dwell there. When he came to Airs,
btowe he was as large as he ever was. and
appar
eiiily as old as he ever became. Vet there was in
him no appearance of age; lit* was in tin*
happy
maturity of all his powers, and you would rather
have said that in that maturity he had found the
secret of perpetual youth.
Anil it was as ditlicult
to believe that he would ever be
aged as it was to
imagine that he had ever been in immatureyouth.
There was in him a mysterious perpetuity.
After some years, when Mrs. Stow* made her
'winter home in Florida, Calvin came to live with
us.
From the lirst moment he fell into the wavs
oft,hr house and assumed a recognized
position in
the family- 1 say recognized, because alter he he
fame known hr uasalwavs
for
hv visit
inquired
ors. and in the letters 1.» tiir other members of the
tauiil' lie
always received a message. Vlthougli
tin* least obtrusive of brings, his individuality al
\\ a\ s made iiseii
frit.
msapj>eai mice mui mueli to do with
was of
royal mould am! had an air of
lit* was large. Imt In* had nothing
ol the hit g ossm-ss of the celebrated Angora fain

lliis. for In*

high-breeding.

i!y

arrivin'? at Jerusalem, looking
Syrian photographs, ! was much
struck by two, for the grace as well as
pathos with which ruin was invested.
Capernaum—which I was never to see.
except through the photograph—had a
most licit confusion of carved cornices

though powerful, he

was

often repeated. Calvin lnnl tin* prac
passing a portion of the night in tin* con
tcmplation of its beauties, and would come into
our chamber over the roof of the
conservatory
through tin* open window, summer and winter,
and go to sleep on the foot of
bed.
Jle would
my
do this always exactly in this wav he never was
content to stay in the chamber if we
compelled
him to
was

tiee oi

Cat.

exquisitely propor

up stairs and

through

the door, fie had
Grant. But this is by the
way. In the morning he performed his toilet and
went down to breakfast with the rest of the fam
ily- Now when the mistress was absent from
houn*. and at no other time. Calvin would come
n tin* morning when the bell
rang, to the head of
the bed, put up his feet and look into mvf'tce. fol
low me about when 1 rose, “assist" at the dress
ing. and in many purring ways show his fondness,
as if he had
plainly said: :1 know that sin- has
gone away, but I am here." Such was Calvin m
the

obstinacy of

rare

moments.

Gen.

He had his linrtations.
Whatever passion he
had for nature. In* had no conception of art.
There was sent to him once a tine and
very expressive cat’s head in bronze by Fremiet’.
1
placed it on the floor. He regarded it intentlv.
approached it cautiously and crouehingly, touched
it with his nose, perceived the fraud, turned awav
abruptly ami u *ver would notice it afterward’.
On the whole his life was not
only a successful
om*. but
a happy one.
He never* had but one
fear. <<> far as I know : he had a mortal and a rea
souablt* fear of plumbers. He would never
stay I
in tin* house when they were here. No coaxing
could quiet him. Of course In* didn't share om
tear about tin ir charges, but he must have had
some dreadful
experience \ itli them in that per
tion of his life which is unknown to us. A
plumb
er was to him tin* devil, and l have m> doubt that
in his scheme plumbers were foreordained to do
him mischief.
"1

.uvnu:

1*1

in*

"'Mill.

11

lit*

lit

OCCIIl'Cll

to estimate falvin by tb
worldly standard.
know that it is customary ow. when any out
dii-. to ask how much lie was worth, and that no
obituary in the newspapers i- •• mi ler»*d complete
without such an estimate. Tn plumher* in our
house were one da; overheard t say that. "They
sav that she
says that In says that he wouldn't
take a hundred dollars lor him.” It is unnecessary
to say that I never made such a remark, and that.
>n far as < alvin was
concerned, t.icre was no pur
chase motley.
As I look back upon it. Calvin’s life seems to me
a fortunate one. for it was uatural and unforced,
lie ate when he was hungry,
slept when lie was
sleepy and enjoyed existence to 'he very tips of
bis toes and the end of his expressive ainl slow
moving tail, lie delighted to roam about the gar
den and stroll among the trees, and to lie on ’the
green grass and luxuriate in all the sweet iiillu
eiices of summer.
You could never accuse him of
idleness, and yet he knew the secret of repose.
The poet u ho wrote so prettily of him that his lit
tie life was rounded with a
sleep, understated his
felicity: it was rounded with a good many. His
conscience never seemed to interfere with his
slumbers
la fact lie bail good habits and a eon
tented mind. 1 ran see him now walk in at the
sit
down 1>\ mv chair, bring his tail
study door,
artistieullv about his feet, and look up at me with
unspeakable happiness in his handsome face.
1 often thought that In* felt tin* dumb limitation
which denied him the power of language.
But
since he was denied speech lie scorned the inartie
til ate mouthings of the lower animals. Tin* mil
gar mewing and yowling of the eat species was he
neath him ; he sometimes uttered a sort of articii
lilt«• and wi-li bred ejaculation, when he wished to
call attention to something that lie considered re
markable, or to some want of ids. but In- never
went whining about.
He would sit for hours at a
closed window, when be desired to enter, without
a murmur, and when it was
opened he never admitted that he had been impatient by "boltiim’''in.
Though speech lie lnul not and the unpleasant kind
of utterances given to his race In* would not use.
he had a mighty power of purr to express his
measureless content with congenial society. There
was in him a musical organ with
stops of varied
power and expression, upon which I have no doubt
In* could perform Sebastian Bach’s celebrated eat
to iin*

I

fumed mid as graceful in even- movement a a
young leopard. W hen he stood up to open a door
he opened all tin* doors with old fashioned
latches
lie was portentously tall, and when I
stretched on the rug before the lire he. Seemed too
long for this world -as indeed lie was. Ilis coat
was the iinest and softest I have ever seen
a
shade of quiet Maltese: and from his throat
downward, underneath, lie wore the whitest and
most delicate ermine; and no
prison was ever
more
fastidiously neat. In his lim-lv formed head
you saw something of his aristocratie character:
the ears were small and
cleanly cut, then* was a
tinge of pink in the nostrils, his face was hand
some and the
expression of his countenance ex
eeedingly intelligent- 1 should call ii even a sweet
expression it the term were not inconsistent with
his look of alertness ami sagacity.
It is di Hi cult to
convey a just ‘idea of his gavetv
in connection with his dignity and
gravity.Which
his name expressed.
As we know
nothing of his
family, of course it will la* understood that Calvin
was his Christian name.
11c had times of rclaxa
turn into utter playfulness,
delighting in a hull of
yarn, catching sportively at stray ribbons when his
mistress was at her toilet, and pursuing his own
tail with hilarity for lack of anything better.
He
could amuse himself by the hour and he did u*»l
*-are lor children:
perhaps something in his past
was present to his
memory. He had absolutely
no bad habits, anil his
disposition was perfect. 1
never saw him
exactly angry, though I have seen
liis tail grow to an enormous size when a strange
eat appeared upon his lawn.
He disliked cats, ey
identic regarding them as tciine and treacherous,
ami lie had m> association with them.
Occasion
ally there would he a night concert in the shrub
bery. Calvin would ask to have the door opened,
and then you would hear a rush and a
-peszt." and
the concert would explode, and Calvin would
quietly come iu and resume his seat ou the
hearth. '1 here was no trace ot auger in Ins man
Her. but lie Wouldn’t have
any of that about the
house. He had tin* rare virtue of magnanimity.
Although he had tixeil notions about his own
rights, and extraordinary persistency in getting
them. lie never showed temper at a
repulse; he
simply and firmly persisted till he had what lie
wanted. Ilis diet was one point; his idea was fllglle.
that oi the scholars about dictionaries—to
> > iii 11 it
it:
in
-i
men oi nm nge. or w u.s earneii
tin* best."
He knew as well as any otic what was oil* liy one of the diseases incident to
youth, it .s
in the house: anil would refuse beef if
in possi bie to say: for I is departure was as
was
turkey
quiet
t<> be had: and if there wen*
oysters, lie would as his advent was mysterious. I only know that
wait over the turkey to see if tlie ovsters would In*
to us in his perfect, stature and beau
appeared
not lx* forthcoming.
And In* was not a gross t\. and that after a time, like Lohengrin, he with
gourmand: he would eat bread if In* saw me eat
1 a his illness here was not king more to be
drew
it
and
he
was not being
iug
thought
imposed on. regretted than ill all his blameless life. ! suppose
Ilis habits ot feeding, also, wen* reliiied
he never there never was an illness that had more of dignity
used a knife, and In* would
put up his hand and and sweetness and resignation in it. It came on
draw the fork down to his mouth as gracefully as
gradually, in a kind of listlessness and want of
a grown person.
Unless necessity
compelled*. In* appetite \n alarming symptom was his prefer
would not eat in the kitchen, but insisted
upon em-e for the warmth of a furnace register to the
Ids meals in the dining room, ami would wait
lively ,-parkle of the open wood lire. Whatever
pa
unless
a
were
tiently,
stranger
present ; and tln-u
pain he suffered, he bor<* it in silence, and seemed
he was sun* to importune tin- visitor,
that
hoping
only anxious not to obtrude his malady. We
the latter was ignorant of the rule of the house and
him with the delicacies of the season, but
tempted
u ould
give him something. They used tosav that it soon became impossible for him to eat. and for
In- preteiTed as his table cloth on the tloor a cer
two weeks lie ate or drank scarcely anything.
tain well known church journal: but thiswas said
Sometimes he made an ctlbrt to take something,
by an Rpiseopalian. S<‘> far as I know In* had no but it was evident that lie made the elfort t*> please
religious prejudices, except that hi* did not like us. The neighbors- ami 1 am convinced that the
the association of Romanists. He tolerated tin* advieo of neighbors is never good tor
anything
servants because they belonged to the incise. ;md
suggested catnip. H•• wouldn’t • veil smell of it.
would sometimes linger by tin* kitchen stove : hut
W <■ ha.! t lie at t» mlanee ot'an amat* ur prart it inner
tin* moment \ isibus came in in* arose,
opened the of medici:ir. whose real office was tin* cure of
door and marched into the drawing loom. Vet
so ils. led nothing totielu d his case.
II. took what
he enjoyed the company of his equals, and never
a as oiler. .i. lmt it
was wit li
In air of one to whom
withdrew in* matter how main callers w hom in
tlu* time of pellets was passed
He sat or lay day
recognized as of his society- might conn* into Un- after day a’mo.-t niotbuilos. never once making a
drawing room. Calvin was fond of company, hut displav '-i tfose vulgar eonvulsiotis or contortions
In* wanted to choose it : and I have no doubt that
of pain which are so disagreeable to society.
His
his was an aristocratic fastidiousness, ratlnw than tavorite place was on tin* brightest spot of a
Smyrna
one of faith.
It is so with most people.
rug by tin* eonsenatory. where the sunlight fell
• in*
and he e-mld In-ar the fountain play. If we went
micuigcncc oi laiviu was something phe
nomcnal. in his rank of life. He established ;;
to him and exhibted our interest in lrs condition,
method of communicating his wants, and evi u
he alwa\s purred in recognition ot our svnipalhv.
sonic of his sentiments; and he could
Vnd when I spoke his name he looked up with an
help him
self in many tilings. There was a lurnaee ivgis
expres-ion that said. “I understand it. old fellow,
ter in a retired mom, win-re lie used ic• ;■-«» when
lmt it's no use." li*- was to all who caun* to visit
he wished to he alone, t hat In* al wavs
opened win-a him a model of calmness and patience in affietiou.
he desired more heat, hut in-\d* .-duit it am im.f
i was absent from home at the last, l ut heard
than shut the door aft'-r himself, ilc could !.. al
by dail\ postal card of his failing- condition, and
most everything hut speak ; and vou would d<
never again saw him alive.
One sunny morning
elan* sometimes that you could see a pathetic
lie rose from his rug. went into the conservatory
longing to do that in Ins intelligent la e. | ha\e (In* was very thin then), walked around it deliber
no desire to overdraw his
qualities, hut if there ately. lodked at all the plants lie knew, and then
was one thing in him more uolieahle than an
went to la- bay window in the dining-room and
other, il was his fondness for nature, lie could stood a long time looking out upon the little field,
content himself for hours at a low w indow look
now brown and sere, and toward the garden, w here
ing into the ravine and at the great trees, noting peril.ij'- the happiest hours of his life had been
tin* smallest stir there; he delighted above ail
spent. It was a last look, lie turned and walked
tilings to accompany me walking about the gar
away, laid himself down upon the bright spot in
den, hearing the birds, getting tile smell of the tin- nig and quietly died.
fresh earth, and rejoicing in tin* sunshine. He
When I returned they had hud Calvin on a talde
followed me and gamboled like a dog rolling over
in an open chamber by an open window.
It was
on the 111 rf and exhibit ing his delight in a hundred
February, lie repose.I in a candle box. lined about
If
I
lie
sat
the
with
and
and
at
his
head
stood
a
worked,
watched
or
me.
edge
evergreen,
ways.
looked otf over the hank, ami kept his ear open to little wine glass w ith llowers. He lay with head
the twitter in the cherry trees.
lin ked down in hi.- arms—a favorite position of
When it stormed.
In* was sure to sit at the window, keenly w atching
his before the lire -as if asleep in the comfort of
the rain or the snow, glancing up and down at its his soft and exquisite fur. It was the involuntary
falling; aild a winter tempest always delighted exclamation of those who saw him. “How natural
him. 1 think lie was genuinely tomi of birds, hut
lie looks!" A- fur myself. 1 said nothing. John
so far as I know, he usually confined himself to
buried him under the twin hawthorm* trees -one
one a day ; he never killed as some
white and the other pink
i a spot where Calvin
sportsmen do.
for t he sake of killing, hut only as civilized people
was loud of lying and listening to the hum of sum
do—from necessity, lie was intimate with the lner insects and tlu* twitter of birds.
flying squirrels who dwell in the chestnut trees
too intimate, for almost every day in the summer
\propos of Lieutenant Logan’s recent
he would bring in one. until he nearly discouraged
them,
lie was, indeed, a superb hunter, and
marriage w iiis Admiral Porter's daughter,
would have been a devastating one, if his bump and the father’s
opposition to the match
of destructiveness had not been offset by a hump
at first, this pleasing story is told of the
of moderation.
There was very little of the hru
old admiral'so\\n courtship: lie is said to
tality of the lower animals about him: I don’t
think he enjoyed rats for themselves, hut he knew
have served a seven-years* probation behis business and for the lirst few months of his
fore lie was allowed lo claim his bride.
residence with us lie waged an awful campaign
Commodore
Patterson took his three
against the horde, and after that his simple pres
daughters with him once on a long cruise.
cnee was sufficient to deter them from coming on
The girls were fairly effervescing with the
the premises. Mice amused him. hut lie usually
considered them too small game to be taken seri
gry spirits natural to youth, health and
ously; I have seen him play for an hour with a good looks, and turned tin* heads of officers
let
w
and
him
ith
a
condescension.
mouse,
go
royal
and middies alike on their father's vessel,
In this whole matter of “getting a living," Calvin
was a great contrast to tli
rapacity of the age in and he found discipline of no avail. Xo
he
which
lived.
sooner would the vessel touch at a port
1 hesitate a little to speak of his capacity for
than off would go the young ladies with a
friendship and tin* affectionateness of liis nature,
train of admirers, and when tlu* commofor 1 know- from liis own reserve that In* would
not care to have it much talked about: w hen 1
dore called the roll not an officer or midspoke liis name and snapped my fingers. In* came shipman would be ready to answer. At
to ui(*: when I returned home at night, he was
last some of the latter rank were sent
pretty sure to he waiting for me at tin* gate, and
would rise and saunter along the walk as if his home, and among them were Porter and
being there was purely accidental- so shy was In* 1 >aehe, each of whom subsequently marcommonly of showing feeling, and when I opened ried one of the distracting creatures who
the door he never rushed in, like a eat, but loit
cred and lounged as if In* had had no intention of had brought him to grief. Both marriages
going in, lmt would condescend to. And yet. tin; were singularh happy, blit Lieutenantfact was. he knew dinner was ready, and* In* was
Commander Baelie was lost at sea after
hound to he there. He kept the run of dinneronly ten years of married life. Admiral
time. It happened sometimes during our absence
Porter has been a most devoted husband
in the summer that dinner would lie early, and
Calvin, walking about tin* grounds missed it and to his wife, who richly merits his affection,
came ill late.
Hut ho never made a mistake the
and during her server© illness of the past
second day. There was one tiling lie never did
few months lie has been her patient, untirhe never rushed through an open doorway. He
never forgot his dignity.
If he had asked to have ing nurse.
the door opened ami was eager to go out, lie al j
(>ne evening last week, a man named Seiways went deliberately : I can see him now,
standing on the sill, looking about at the sky as if dell llanseoni, wlm lives in Chatham, rode
he was thinking whether it were worth while to
take an umbrella, until he was near having his tail to aneighbor's to get twosmall pigs, carryshut in.
ing them home in a basket. On his way,
him HiiniiMiiiji w ,1m
iu ui'i ii »n mi ;i 111
iiitn ucunni
at about I Do’clock in the evening, he saw
strati vc. Whiui avi* returned from an absence of an animal beside the
road which lie at
nearly two years. Calvin welcomed us with evi
It
dent pleasure, luit showed his satisfaction rather first thought was a very large dog.
by tranquil happiness than by fuming about, lie turned out, however, to be a black bear,
had the facility of making us glad to get home.
which attempted to spring into the wagon
It was his constancy that was so attractive,
lie
between the forward wheels and the horse,
liked companionship, hut h* wouldn't he petted
llanseoni, finding he had got to tight,
or fussed over, or sit in
any one's lap a moment;
he always extricated himself from such familiarity seized hold of the bear's bead, and by
with dignity and with no show of temper. It' chance
happened to clutch his nostrils,
there was any petting to be done, however, he
being a very muscular man, he held his
chose to do it. Often he would sit looking at me.
and then moved by a delicate affection, come and grip, the hind feet of the beardragging
pull at my coat and sleeve until he could touch on the ground, and thus they were
my face with his nose, and then go away contentdragged by the horse over twenty rods,
ed. lie had a habit of coming to my study in the
llanseoni shouted for help, but no one
morning, sitting quietly by my side or on the table
heard him.
Ilis strength failed him, and
for hours, watching the pen run over the paper,
occasionally swinging his tail round lor a blotter, the bear making another spring, freed
and then going to sleep among the papers by the herself and fell outside the
wagon, and
inkstand. Or, more rarely, he would watch the
llanseoni got away. The bear was acwriting from his porch on my shoulder. Writing
always interested him, and until he understood it. companied by her cubs, and hence the
he wanted to hold the pen.
cause of attack.
He always held himself iu a kind of reserve with
his friend, as if he had said: “Let us respect our
A gentleman in England committed
personality and not make a -mess' of friendship." suicide
the other day, and left a paper
lie saw, with Emerson, the risk of degrading it to
trivial convenience. "Why insist on rash person
stating that lie did so because his wife
til relations with your friend f
"Leave this was a great deal too good for him.
That’s
touching and clawing.” Yet I would not give an
the jury returned a verdict recording
of
his
unfair notion
aloofness, his line senee of the why
sacredness of the me and the not-me. And. at tin- their opinion that deceased was of “an
risk of not being believed. 1 will relate an incident unsound state of mind.'’
<
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and fallen shafts,—the very poetry of
ruin: the wave of Galilee lapping and
wearing the fallen beauty : and Samaria,
surviving only now through its long line
ot columns, silvery above and oclired below where the earth has acted upon tinstone. These columns made the city's chief
street, like the street called "Straight”
we afterwards found at Damascus, win-re
similar ones survive, engaged in the wall
ot tin- bazaar.
There was an unusual
tenderness in the sky, melting the valley
below us and the road we were to go.
Beyond the upright columns was a tig
orchard, a id across this a Syrian drove
his team of oxen.
It was like a page of
the Bible, the jdoughshare thus passing
over a ruined city.
As we rode along the terraced descent
by a pleasant road, we came to fifteen
more erect columns, like the others, with
out their capitals. These were presumably Corinthian, for these Syrian cities
were reconstructed by Herod or some not
distant contemporary, and Homan do
generacy limited itself to the use of the
Corinthian capital. This was especially
the Homan order; and she marked her
conquests with it. \Ve saw too. here and
there the blocks of ancient Samaria lying
imbedded in the fertile fields. They had
descended from the noble plateau where
the city stood, to the plain, as predicted
by Mieali, w ho says
"I will make Samaria as an heap of the
held, and as plantings of the vineyard;
and 1 will pour down the stones thereof
into the valley, and 1 will discover the
foundations thereof."
I hese ancient prophets seem all (level
ing to (lest met ion tlieo'd cities of Jin lea :
and, certainly, time lias taken good c ue
to justify their prophecy.
When all are
overturned a ml desolate, they could scan .•
ly have made a mistake.
Cities in Egypt, < 1 recce ami Italy have
perished as these did : hut the prophet
was apparently wanting to
point the
moral of their downfall.
Even the Saviour himself partakes of the sacred anger; and when he speaks as lie did of
Capernaum, which he must have lovc.i
for he spent there so much ot hi life, and
there did so many miracles
with its
neighboring town of fishermen, which
helped to furnish the ranks of his disci
IJethsaida
we wonder of what
pies
o
crime these cities were guilty to In
denounced. Hut his prophecy proved tin
truest of all, for their very sites an hi
.-

| puted.

As we wound tilling, we passed through
olive groves, luxuriant and weird in the
surprises of their trunk and stems. They
seemed to us sacred trees.
I'here is a
i
1 kind
ot passion in their almost
livid
j leaves, and a divine fury tortures their
; limbs, as it did those of the
priestess at
Delphi. Their life has a tenacious, my
terious energy, as if contending with
the difficulties of expression : and. while
through long years printing the blue w ith
stems of startling extravagance, seems,
when the tree is old, to almost lift it from
the earth, in the effort to ascend: then
tlie lower trunk is hollowed into caverns,
often holding the div ided sides by a few
roots of iron.
So we wandered pleasantly along, till
we opened into a valley with a watercourse in its midst, by which we soon sat.
under a hoary olive tree, to lunch. As wi
reclined against the hank and divided mu
hard-boiled eggs and sandwiches, we saw
a v iew which riveted our attention.
On
the right, acre and there, front terraces,
soared the upward smoke of the olive,
while on the left the craggy hillside Was
dotted with limestone boulders, as ii discharged from above in some conv ulsion.
VI the valley's end, blight against the
shadow of this hillside, sparkled the lit
tie town of .Jenin, its snow y minarets and
whitewalls relieved against the verdure
of tiie great plain of Esdraelon, while fat
in the distance the purple cloud-shadows
climbed the sunny bases of Mt. llerinon.
After lunch, we soon left on the right
the little town, and entered upon that
historic plain, the battle-tield of Israel
and the Armageddon of St. .Joint. <Hir
road was no longer difficult with blocks
of fallen stone, or sharp with mountain
aecli. itics ; lint we wound easily through
little villages, behind which vvuv cd u plain
of verdure vv hieh sweat to the -eu. though
\\.
that was beyond the line el' vision.
lode through a most unpretentious town,
which legend believes to he the ('ana of
the ndraele of the inarriaye least.
As d
has nothin" to show in relation to that
first of miracles, or anything el.. of imjiortanee, we passed it with only that
silent obeisance the spirit pays to every
place the Saviour has made immortal by
Ids presence.
Sit I iiiyt before our tent, we railed to n
the draconian, and questioned him :
"Why aii tin ..usually bold
and noisy here
"What is that town behind a
“Zemin, .le/reel." lie said.
"All ! this then is the city of the vv irked
.lezehel ; and these are the dr.-reiidanr.
of the does who tore her. And ilovv n there
must be the little vineyard so shamefully
acquired through her help. And vvliat i
that lone line of mountains aero, the
plain, so beautiful in their blue indistiiie
ness ?”
"Anion," them opposite i the path by
which we came. Don't you see there, just
behind that hill in shadow .' And look,
way down behind you, don't you see that
steep patch ot lighter color than the rest
That is where Klisha had precipitated to
death the false prophets of lisa!, alt
their terrible contest with the (toil III
Israel.”
••And vvliat is that little town to the
east. and the "real solitary hill in front,
which so reminds me of certain hills at
home, which rolled themselves in the
wind in" Connecticut
"Cana.'”
"No. oil the other side just peep; lie
from the base of the mountain."
“(ill! Kndor
the town where S tail
went to see the bad woman.”
“And then this mountain in front i.
Gilboa r
!

1

“Yes."
With tins

geography

made sure, it wa-.

difficult til see the armed host t the
Philistines sweeping In the very tent
where we sat; probably as elate with
hope for such subtle messages of intiuenee go unseen between contending
armies as were the hosts of Saul de
spondent: defeated already in thought
behind their tents upon the mountain
side.
Th Greeks invented a name for this
nameless influence, and attributed it to
the god Pan. The dews of old time went
to a higher source for inllueiiee in earthly matters. The desperation, void of hope,
which carried Saul to the medium of occult science, which he himself had forbidden doing, and through the rent.- of
prophetic supremacy found left enough of
mystic energy to startle both himself and
the witch he frequented that desperation in so magnetic a nature must have
been shared by his army. Tlierr situation
The whole plain slopes
was admirable.
gently to the sea, and its ascent must
have fatigued the Philistines. Prom tlleir
eminence, the armies of Israel could have
charged into the plain at their feet with
every advantage an army can have. They
were lighting on their own soil, a
prophet
as well as a king their leader
a man of
genius and valor was at their head. Put
the Lord was not with them, and they
knew it. And so, instead of tile clash of
cymbal and the timbrel shaking to the
song of victory, we have but the pathetic
immortal waii from the absent but real
victor, who loved that other with a love
passing that of a woman. And we thought
we could see the very spot w here the sons
of Saul fell locked in a death embrace.
There is a hollow at the top of the hill:
one of the “high places,” where officers
would overlook their troops, or a beaten
army might delay.
[Syrian Sunshine.

mil

The rumors that (ieu. Butler intends to cultivate
sheep farm in Colorado do not appear to have
truth in them.
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Earthquakes.

New Voi:k, June II. Panama dates
of the 2d contain the following: The
steamer Oroyo from Callao the 28th ult.,
brings full details of the disasters on the
coast from the earthquake and tidal
waves.
The towns of Arica, lquiqui,
Punta, Delabos. Pabellon de Pica, Chanavaya. Uunanillos, 'l'ocapilla, C'abija, ilejillones de Holivia, Autofogasta and Chavaral are nearly all destroyed. About
boo lives were lost.
The destruction of
property is estimated at $20,000,000 and
is confined mostly to the coast. The shipping of guano from the southern deposits
will be iniicfinitely suspended, as all facilities in the way of launches, wharves, water-condensers and buildings of all kinds
are swept away.
DISASTERS TO SHIPPING.
I lie destruction ol
shipping was very
great. The subjoined list gives particulars of the shipping at Pabollon de Pica :
Lost
American ship Olida. German
ship E. E. Gabian, English bark Lady
Belleau and Italian barks Silvia B. and
Pietro B.
Badly damaged French ship Courier
de Lima, English ships Prince Umberto
and Fcllicia and American ship Carol ton.
Damaged English bark Xoi ham Castle, American ship St. Joseph, Norwegian
ship Niram and English ship .Mallzerda.
Dismasted American ship John Bryce,
English bark Prince Leopold and English
ship Prince Eugene.
Sunk Norwegian ship Prof. First.
• hi the beach
Norwegian ship Droterund. dd. safe, English ship Cosmopolitan
and American bark Uncle Toby.
Following is the report of the shipping
disasters at Huanillos: Ship Geneva,
('apt. MeLoon, totally lost. She sank in
lifteen fathoms; crew saved, 'llheGeneva
was loaded w ith guano and ready for sea.
She was to sail the following morning, the
loth. The English ship Avon Moor was
a total loss.
Tlnvaptain’s wife and three
children, nurse, carpenter and steward
were drowned, ('apt. Carheld was saved,
though one of bis children was killed in
his arms. ( apt. Truck of the bark Arctic
was on board the Avon Moor at the time
and w as drowned. The crew were saved
on spars and planks.
The English ship
( oiiway
Castle was driven ashore and
filled. She was thrown back from the
shore bv receding waves and sank in deep
w ater.
The crew and effects were saved.
The English ship Conference was totally
It is said that she was thrown on
lost.
shore and soon after crushed under a mass
of rock that fell. The crew were saved
in a boat. The bark Gabriellc Castro
sunk with all oil board: number is unknown. The Norwegian bark Atlantic
was slightly damaged.
The English ship
William Lovell was badly damaged. The
English bark Arctic was not damaged,
but ('apt. Truck of that vessel wasdrowned on board the Avon Moor. The English ships Conqueror. Tillery, Samuel.
Eliza Campbell and Duke of Rothesay
were damaged.
The Norwegian ships
Cleveland and Uggiau were damaged.
The American ship Resolute was slightly
damaged. The American ship <>. F. Sargent was slightly damaged: also the
American ship Theobald. The American
ship Jeremiah Thompson was badly damaged. She arrived at Callao the ltith.
Ten other foreign ships were damaged
and on shore.
The Governor's building, water condensers. tanks, wharf, and everything except a few huts back of the town were
dcstn >yed.
At I’until de Bohns, two vessels were
lost, the Havre (French) and Shamrock
(English). Fourteen ships, more or less,
The loading fleet, or at
were injured.
least survivors, must come back to Callao
for the repairs they require. Already two
vessels have arrived bringing some of the
w retched victims of the disaster who arc
properly cared for by the authorities.
ON
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In

of his remarks the Governor said—
The earnest aud determined party contest that
lie had passed through left no personal or bitter
course

prejudices towards his jxditieal opponents.

Senator
his remarks that had the
now be
VicePresident of the United States, lie was as certain that In* had the majority of tin* popular vote
as that Gov. Williams was elected (iovernor of Indiana; and in defeating the will of the people a
blow bad been struck at American institutions
which thousands of gentlemen who did not vote
for Gov. Tilden or himself regretted. Hereafter
tin* man who was elected President by the voice
and will of the people must aud will he inaugurated ; but it devolves upon the people of Indiana,
without distinction of party, to stand by the Constitution.
McOonald had stated

in

popular will obtained lie would

War.

Shocking Occurrences

Athens, says that it is feared there will be a popu
lar outbreak if bad news arrives from Asia. Ar
rests of Soft as, civilians and military students take
place daily. A coup de main for the restoration of
No boats are al
«*x Sultan Murad is much feared.
lowed to traverse the Bosphorus of the Holden
Horn after dark. Tim peace party grows stronger.
The Hrand Vizer andSafvet l’a.-ha are very anxious
t*» make peace before fresh complications arise. At
a council held Monday last the Sultan himself pro
posed to negotiate for peace. The adverse counsels
But if the
of Redif Pasha, however, prevaih-d.
Vsiatic campaign proves disastrous, both the Sul
tan and the nation will sue for peace.
A despatch to the Times from Athens asserts
that it i.- untrue that tin* Porte has demanded ail
explanation of tin* Hreck armaments. On the
contrary, the Turkish Minister has been instructed
to express the satisfaction of the Sultan at the
t irmation of tin* new Ministry.
A Vienna correspondent of the Times says that
n<> fresh news lias been received from Montenegro.
Both sides are evidently making preparations to
deal a decisive blow. The dillieiilt Disk «T forcing
an entrance from tin* Duga pass into the plain of
Nicsic still remains for Suleiman Pasha. In this
neither Ali Sahib nor Mehemed Ali can assist him
much. On the Sth of June tiring was heard outlie
heights of Korpcniza. from which it would appear
that tin* Montenegrin force from Hrohova made •.
movement against tin* garrison of Trebinje and
klobuk.
The 'Times' correspondent at the Montenegrin
headquarters says the reports that a provision train
unrounded. 'Tin*
for Hovausko w.is captured a
fortress was re victualled after four hours’fighting.
'This success enables Suleiman to concentrate his
force for an attack on Hen. Vukovie’s position in
Duga pass. The Montenegrin army will he eon
eentrated to meet him and tin* l attle will he decisive of the fate of Nicsic. li is thought probable
that Suleiman, though losing heavily, will pern*
Irate to Nicsic. If lie should he defeated his army
will extricate itself with great ditlieulty and risk
total destruction.
•-

on

n i:

dan run.

Lonihjn. June Id. The secret of tlie plan ot the
Russian operations on the Danube has been well
kepi. The few special correspondents who are al
lowed to accompany the Russian army are forbidden, under pain *»i* instant expulsion from the
camp, to send any details which might give a clue
to tlie Russian designs, and consequently there
has been little news from tin* Russian side, where
the operations are being eontined t<> rceonnoissance. by which the Russians an* being kept fill I
posted on the disposition of the Turkish command
ers.
The same cannot he said of the Turks, who
see a regiment in every Cossack, and shut their
in
terror.
They have not. like the Russians,
eyes
any friendly population to assist them with intbr
illation. Tlie disposition and state of tin* prepara
tioii of the opposing forces 1-ad lo the belief that
there will he heavy cannonading all along the
Danube, coupled with raids and feints in various
directions, under cover of which there will he sim
ultaneous attacks by the Russians in force at <Mtenitza. Rustehuk. Sisfora. Tunin and Magurelli.
with diversions at Kalafat and I brail. It is not
probable that anything of importance in the way
of crossing in force will take place for the next
week.
Whatever may he the other points at
which a crossing will finally lie attempted. Rust
clink seems particularly unlikely to he left utimo
lested. as oil the possession of Rustehuk will
depend tin* command of the railway, which is of
the greatest importance to Russia. In reference
to the report that another crossing is eonlidently
expected at Hirsova. with ;t view of giving a short
line railway running from Tehernavoda to Kuseti
dami.
Any attempt at an effective resistance
would probably cause such an attempt in force to
be abandoned, as the march through the fever
haunted Dohrudseha ought to he as rapid as pos
si hie.
There are two Turkish gunboats in the mouth
of the river Loin and two at the mouth of the

thought the losses arc greater than

(iov. Hendricks, who is about to sail
for Europe, h;id an enthusiastic farewell

Eastern

telegrams concerning military movements are
henceforth stopped. One great cause of the proc
lamation of a state of siege w as the delay and nil
satisfactory working of Roumanian railways. All
railway ollicials are now under subjection to the
military.
A despatch, dated Constantinople, June tlth. via

THE COAST OF BOLIVIA.

in Idiid, and the effects upon Peruvian affairs will lie particularly disij ‘''Oils. Antofagasta. Mexiilones, Tocopilln and Colii/.a, towns on the coast of Bolivia, met
with the same misfortune by the earthquake and tidal wave at the same time
and are ill an identical condition with
Iquiqui and Ariea.
At Antofagasta the atmosphere was illuminated by a red glare, supposed to
proceed from the volcano of San I’edro
<le Atcama, four leagues in the interior.
The sea completely swept the business
portion of the town during the four hours.
The vessels in the harbor stood out, and
the steamer Amazonas, which was about
to commence discharging when the mm e
ment took place, had a narrow escapt
from destruction. Several lives were lost.
Mexiilones was visited by a tidal wave
do feet in height. Two-thirds of the town
v. a
■•completely old iterated, (t nano shoots,
wharves, launches, hunts, water distilleries. railway station locomotiv es, ears and
furniture were ail swallowed up hy the
sea.
At Mexiltones six persons were
drowned.
At I'oeapilla little or nothing remains
of the town.
\ mine four miles to the
southward sank in, smothering gun work
men, In of whom were Cornish miners.
Cuhijo, I lie principal town oil the Bolivian coast, lost three fourths of its
houses. The wave Tl feet high swept
along the main business street and left it
as level as a desert, and wharves and
launches were all carried out to sea. The
church spire was knocked over and the
cemetery sutVered. All of these tow ns are
in the greatest distress. W ater is w anted,
t he condensers being on the very sea
shore were the first objects overw helmed
by the waves. Peru must attend to her
own sutferers.
The Panama Herald says that from the
interior of Bolivia it is more than difficult
to send supplies to the coast, and we are
hopeful that Chili may have stretched a
helping hand to the unfortunate. Chili
has escaped without injury. Tin'northern ports of Peru were damaged but little, although the sea was running remarkably high. (>n the evening of the
I Itli Lima and Callao were visited bv a
severe shock of earthquake lasting twenty-two seconds and causing a general
alarm, but little damage was done. Fears
were entertained that it might have been
the second edition of the southern disaster, but a telegram from Mollcndo announced that no repetition of the catastrophe had taken place. The people of
Callao were so frightened that they emigrated almost on masse to Lima and Bcilavista, fearing the town would he engulfed by the wave that generally follows
these convulsions of nature.
The (government of Lima chartered the
steamer Copiapco and organizing a relief
Commission under the Presidency of Ministers of Bcncliccneia. loaded a vessel with
prov isions, clothes, etc., and some 5,(MM)
gallons of w ater, and despatched her on
the Kith for the South; 1(H),000 soles in
silver coin were also sent to he distributed
A Commission
among the unfortunate.
of Engineers accompany the expedition
for the purpose of lending assistance, and
making a full report of the extent of the
disaster, which can now only be generally
estimated. No accurate statement of the
loss of life can now lie made, but it will
probably not exceed (ion. Property lost
may he calculated at .*gO,(MM),(MM), and
possibly more, as the government is a
heavy loser in guano and nitrate uninsured. On the coast the damage is greater than that caused
by the tidal wave of
Idiir1, but in the interior losses arc comparatively small.

of the

London, June 10. It is evident that the Turkish
is in a desperate strait, iinancially.
(.joverument
The Chamber of Deputies at Constantinople have
passed through its first reading a proposal fora
forced 10 percent, loan, repayable in twelve years.
All tax payers, proprietors, merchants and functionaries will be required to contribute. The Turks
are also in fear of a general uprising of the Bill
gariaus, who have not forgotten the barbarities
perpetrated upon their countrymen at Batak.
Throughout many of the larger towns of Bulgaria,
news of the full*of Arduhan was received with
wild demonstrations of satisfaction and erics of
“Long live the Czar!" The Turks threaten more
horrible butcheries, but the first outrage of the
kind will set the country in open rebellion. Altogether the outlook for the Moslem is darker than
One despatch says that a collapse
one week ago.
of the Turk.- in Asia Minor is evidently impending,
because Lrzeroum is utterly unproVisioned and
Kunlevei lias been evacuated. Desertions from the
Turkish rmy are numerous. Mukhtar l’asha’s
army is without discipline and the Russians are
well received everywhere. The Russians captured
at Olti immense stores of corn and cartridges, and
h>iM Turks fell hack to Lrzeroum without any
serious lighting. The loss of provisions is grevious
to the Turkish army in Asia.
It is considered
certain that a decisive battle will soon be forced
the
Russians
in
Asia
It
.Minor.
is also evident
by
that a battle on the Danube cauuol long be delayed.
Ranter's Bucharest telegram and several other ac
counts agree that the Danube is visibly t illing.
The Roumanian militia has been disbanded. A
state of siege having been proclaimed in Roumauia

Y antra.
A t onstantinople telegram dated Saturday night
announces that two Turkish monitors, which had
been
from ascending the Danube
tor
pcdocs placed oil’ Hirsova. hail succeeded in extri

prevented

by

eating theuiselvo and rcaehingTelicrmivoda. thus
furnishing additional obstacles to any Russian at
tempt to capture the railway from Tehernavoda

usteiidje.

K
A l{ list eh ilk despatch dated Saturday night says
A cannonade from the Turkish batteries near henlias continued all day. According to the latest ac
counts it was directed against large bodies of Rus
sian troops and Russian batteries oil the opposite
bank "l the Danube, causing considerable damage.
\ V iciiiia despatch says tin* Turks are collecting
an army of reserve westward of Solia.
The garri
son of Wiildm is being reduced, part of tin* troops
still remaining then- being detached to suengthi-n
tin* army in tin* held. It is intended by tin* Turks
apparently to oppose tin* Russian host expected to
cross in the neighborhood of Nieopolis and Sisto
\ a
Hobart Pasha has taken measures for seeming tIn* ISuliua at tin* inmitli *»T tlie Danilin* and for
a strict blockade of Odessa
Light hundred t ir
eassians are reported to tiave been sent to Tartar
Bazardjik to he distributed among the Bulgarian
to

villages to repress any attempt at insurrection.
The Sultan having dually rejected the demands
of the <‘retail Assembly, the Christian population
Crete an* firmly resolved to defend their rights
b\ force of arm<
\ g.raml rising- is expected.
Partial insurrectional movements in Lpirns and
Thessaly are gaining strength. 'The Moslems in
I Bosnia are exasperated at the burdens
imposed
upon them by tin* 'Turkish war contribution, and
are strongly in Tutor of incorporation with Austria.
It i' reported in Loudon that Sebovalolf repeats
his assurance., ‘bat the Russian government lias
no intention to interfere with British interests in
the east, but it is beginning to be understood Rus
sia is evidently preparing the public mind for her
forthcoming occupation of (’onstantinople.
'The Danube has been so thickly set with torpe
does by tin* Russians as to neutralize to a great
extent the presence of’Turkish iron elails.
Private reports from the army of the Danube received in Constantinople are of the most diseourag
iug nature. A .stubborn tight doubtless will he
made, and heavy losses indicted on the Russians,
lmt one or two decisive battles must result in
making the Czar master of the greater portion of
Bulgaria. The prospect is gloomy in the extreme.
Lrzcroum is not expected to holdout six weeks,
mid its occupation by the Russians is a foregone
conclusion.
The ’Turkish civil authorities of the
1

city have already withdrawn, and great despond

shown.
In live days' lighting with the Montenegrins at
the Turks have lost over 1000 killed.
Pass,
Duga

cnev

is

THU

HATTLK

\ 1

l>t C V IWSS.

A correspondent at ( astel Nuova gives the tol
account of the light at tin- Duga Pass:
After making his dispositions with great care,
and seizing several important positions in front of
Krygstaz. and at the immediate entrance of the
Duga Pass. Sulicmau Paelia advanced with several
hattaliens and mountain artillery to force a delile
held by tin* Montenegrins. '1’here being only one
available road, and that leading directly through
the Duga Pass, the Turks sought by dint of sheer
lighting to seize the )>ends of the road so as to
place their guns in a position to support the ad
vance of the head of the column.
The ground
was favorable for this plan of operations.
For the
first two days the .Montenegrins slowly retired Infore the weil deployed Turkish line, until the murowing of the ground and the increasing ditlleul
ties of the road forced the Turks to reduce their
front. Then the concentrated lire of the Mon
teuegrins. delivered from every rock and gully of
the rugged mountain slopes, began to tell with
frightful effect on the Turks. Amid a perfect hail
storm of bullets the Turkish infantry struggled
onward, encumbering the road with dead and
wounded at every step. The guns posted before
(John shelled the defile in advance, but with little
effect, as tin* Montenegrins were well covered and
suffered only when the Turks desperately charged
on them amid the rocks and brushwood.
The
lighting on the third day was almost hand to hand,
the combatants firing in each other's faces at a few
yards distance; but although the Turks gained
ground slowly, it was at a terrible cost in men.
Their superior numbers enabled them to push up
supports to take the place of the slain, and it
seemed as if the head of the Turkish column of
attack was melting away as before a furnace.
Notwithstanding the stubborn bravery of Su
lieimin Pacha's troops, the fourth day's lighting
found them no nearer the key of the pass, and they
had already lost nearly dO(lf) men. Still thev endeavored to maintain possession of the ground thev
had gained at such a fearful cost; that, etl'ort was
hopeless. The hardy Montenegrins repulsed evenattempt to advance, and it. became now only a
question of covering the retreat of the exhausted
column. This was commenced by furious onslaught
on the .Montenegrins by the troops furthest in ad
vance. but which was quickly repulsed by a murderous fire. The retreat now became general, and
the victorious mountaineers speedily followed the
retreating Turks, killing immense numbers and
reoecupving their old position.
In this prolonged and bloody combat, lastimr
over five days, the Turks lost over 1000 men and a
quantity of arms left on the held. The victorious
Montenegrins lost TOO men. This disproportion in
casualties is due wholly to the natural strength of
the position, and to the necessary exposure of the
Turks during the attack and retreat.

lowing

Gen. Badcau gave lien, (irant a brilliant leeep
tiou in London, Friday evening. Mr. (iladstone
was among the first to welcome (ien. Grant, and
appeared to take a deep interest in American af
fairs. Gladstone und Geu. (irant have berm very
cordial friends since their first meeting. The Lord
Vrovost of Kdinburgh has notified (ien. (irant that
the citizens wish to make the event, of (ien. Grant’s
visit to that city a notable affair.

at

a

Fire.

of last week, a
Boston tenement house, on Shawmut
Avenue, mysteriously took fire. The
building was triangular in form, containing two tenements on each floor and having only one front entrance and one narrow staircase leading straight up through
the center of the edifice. On the first
floor was a bake shop, the oven being
situated exactly under the stairway. The
fine swept up through this natural passage with unexampled swiftness, fed by
the light woodwork of the staircase, and
impelled by the furious draught drawing
uii the wall from below. From all accounts, it was less than ten minutes from
the time at which the flames were discovered before they had burned clear up
to th(‘ roof.
The occupants of the building, thus cut off from the only means of
exit, were seized with indescribable consternation. Shrieks and calls for help
arose on every hand, and a scene of heartsickening dismay ensued. Many of the
people, thus hemmed in by the advancing
flames, jumped from the front and rear
windows to the street, amid the utmost
excitement on the part of the spectators.
Some were rescued by means of ladders
by flic brave firemen, and there were
several marvellous escapes from death.
As it was, one person, Thos. Bussell, a
man sixty-five years old, was killed by
jumping from a window. He came to a
window and shouted for help and then
suddenly jumped wildly on to the window
sill and thence let himself down till he
hung from the window sill. For a few
moments he remained suspended thus,
bis body swaying slightly to and fro, and
then, as his feeble hands grew stiff and
impotent and his arms gave way under
the strain, he let go his hold, and was
seen for a second to go whirling down.
Then there was a sickening thud as he
struck the sidewalk, lie was not dead,
however. II is ribs were fractured and he
had sustained fatal internal injuries, lie
was taken to the hospital and died soon
after.
.Mr. Barker and his family were rescued
from the roof of the building through the
exertions of two brave firemen, who with
a short ladder and rope ascended an adjoining roof, and notwithstanding the
heat and smoke, succeeded in saving Mr.
Barker, his wife and two children. Mrs.
Carr, a widow living on the third floor,
came to a window crying piteously for
help. Soon a mattress was brought and
the lady told to jump. She miscalculated
the distance and shot completely over the
mattress, striking the pavement with a
heavy thud. Both legs were broken and
her skull fractured. Mrs. Davis appeared
at an upper window, and was saved The
Bangor ladder was run up to the fifth
story and a fireman mounted. The hear
was so intense that a stream of water was
turned on him, and even then he was
badly burned.
He went on up to the window, and seizing Mrs. Davis, who was by this time in a
half-demented condition, under one arm,
he descended the long ladder and deposited his burden in the arms of some
brother firemen. She was badly burned.
The family of Mr. Ash, including two
children, one sick, were removed from a
fifth story window, all being badly burnThe fire caught it was thought from
ed.
the explosion of a can of naptha which
the baker was kindling his fire with, but
he denies it. and says when he saw the
lire he ran and grabbed the can. and has
i! to show.
He thinks the building was
either struck by lightning or was the act
of an incendiary.
()u

A

Great Calamity at Bridgeport, Conn.

Bridckport, Conn.. June 8. The most
disastrous lire, if we take into account the
loss of life, and one of the most destructive. looking at the loss of property, over
experienced in Bridgeport occurred about
midnight last night. At J1.Bit the outside
watchman at the Cnion Metallic Cartridge works discovered a light in the
fourtli story of Clover, Sanford dt Soil's
hat factory, situated across the railroad
track from the cartridge works. An alarm
was immediately sounded, followed by a
second, and the whole Biro Department
responded. As is almost invariably the
case in this city, the water supply proved insufficient, and alter exhausting the
street main the steamers took water from
swamp holes and ponds in the vicinity.
Here water was obtainable, but in the
meantime the lire had escaped control.
It appears to have originated in the drying or mixing room in the northwest
corner of the third story of the main
building and ran along the Moor until it
reached the dummy by means of which
lire was communicated to the store below
The main building was B8II feet long,
oil feet wide and 14 stories high.
To the
top of the high basement the brick walls
were
id inches thick, but above that
came a story 18 feet and two others 11
feet high, together with an attic, all sup
ported by IB-inch walls, the windows being -is inches wide and supporting columns between them of only 40 inches.
It
will be seen that there was but little
probability of the walls standing. It is in
consequence of this fact that the sad loss
of life occurred.
While volunteers were
engaged in removing the goods from the
burning building an entrance was effected
into the olliee, a one story building at the
northeast corner of the factory, and a
dozen or twenty men rushed in and commenced to get out the safe, counter and
other appurtenances. Suddenly and without w arning to those inside, the back and
then the front walls fell out, leaving the
two high end walls unsupported,
The
one adjoining the office leaned outward,
and, as a shriek went up from hundreds
of spectators fell upon the roof of the
olliee, crushing through to the basement
and burying in the ruins those who had
been engaged in the rescue. One man
who escaped with a gash on his forehead,
when interrogated as to whether any one
remained inside: replied that there were
a dozen in there, w hich number proves to
have been nearly or quite correct, eleven
bodies having been recovered, nearly all
of them being fearfully crushed and more
or less burned.
At the same time the
east end wall also fell, carry ing the fire
into a wing lilt feet long and 50 feet
wide. This w as also completely destroyed together with the engine and boiler
rooms adjoining.
The walls fell at about
IB.BO o'clock, and as soon as possible the
search for the missing was commenced,
but it was 5 o’clock before the first body
was recovered. Between that hour and il
eight more were found, and up to 10.B0
two others.
They were all placed in
wooden boxes, labelled and taken in
charge by Bishop & Culliman, at whose
rooms they now remain awaiting the action of the Coroner’s jury, which meets at
noon to view the remains and at B to
commence the inquest.
As a young girl named Simpson, fourteen years
of age. was going home from school near Ham's
Hill, at Brunswick, she was attacked
a tramp
who attempted to commit an outrage upon her.
He struck her iu the face and upon the breast,

by

knocking her down. She called for help, and the
tramp becoming frightened lied. The girls cries
were heard by neighbors, who after
earing for her,
pursued the tramp and after a hot chase captured
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third of what could be secured by proper
means.
The Argentine republic exports
are worth
$100,000,0011 annually. The

city of New Orleans could supply fourfifths of the return commerce, for we have
exactly what is needed there, and the
things which comprise the hulk of the

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as
well as the office to which it is to go.

And yet

the Argentine trade
imports.
Subscribers are requested t»* take notice of the
date oil the colored slips attached to the paper. It I goes to Belgium, Spain, France and Engis the only form of receipt now used. For instance.
land. Of the $100,000,000 foreign com15 May 78, means that the subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date merce, the total receipts by American
will be changed to eorres >ond. and SUBSCRIB- cities are
$0,000,000 while Belgium reERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears ceived last year $18,000,000.
The states
are requested to forward the sums due.
of Colombia have
had
Amer-

always

The

Definition

There is

of

inclination among many
otherwise well informed people to rollan

steamship company. In spite of all
these things, other nations have usually
beaten us in securing the local trade of
a

found polities with mere oilice seeking,
and to hold a politician to tie one who
has no other aim than by small arts to
raise himseli to
ize its pay and

some

place, and

perquisites.

Colombia.

The exports of this state were
$17,000,000 last year, and $“,000,000
came to the l nited States. We do a little
better with Mexico.
East year the exports from that count r\ were $00,ooo,ooo.
( if this $17,000,000 came to America.”

to real-

Tins is fai

from being the fact, for polities, in its legitimate sense, deals with all the atl'airs
of government.
We like the exposition
of
this
matter
given
by the intelligent

editor of

leading western paper.
that, concisely stated, politics is
a

large

ican interests. The Panama railroad cuts
them, and the great carrying trade across
the isthmus has made the fortune of many

Politics.

Evidently here are questions of sul'ti
cieut importance to command the atten-

He

tion of all

the
says
“science of government." in a government like that of the United States the

men

who make

politics

a

study

and a profession.
“Hitherto, it seems.”
says the New Orleans Times, “congress
has neglected to inaugurate any measure
looking to the proper commercial policy

of Men

Observations

and

Things.

Generalities.

BYT OUR GEORGE.

I

Stone and Wall

my friends will pardon me this week, if I
less brilliant than usual. I am feeling sad. My
spirits are crushed and broken, and the gayety
I chanced to
seems to be all squeezed out of me.
read an extract from an article by Prof. Pooetor,

hope

am

for

job

which did the

completely.

me

I try to

take things as they come along, hut this seemed
little too much for me to brace up under.

The Prof, goes on to state, that under the most
favorable conditions the sun will not last us more
than 20.000 years longer. This news bursting on
a young mau in the
prime of life, when ho was
least expecting it, fell on me with crushing force,
and left

sad and heart-broken. Why could not
the Prof, have equivocated a little, and made it
50,000 years, and given a mau a chance to get his
business in order i 1 lost no time after reading
that article, to do what I could in the time left
me

arrange my affairs. I made my will, and
transferred the bulk of my property to the younger
members of my family, and now I am simply wait
iug for the end to come. Oh Time how fleeting
thou art!

One brief 20.000 years is all that is left
and then—and then—but 1 cannot bear to
dwell on this dreadful thought.

me.

H. P. \\

panics,

know why tlie engine

wants to

turn out at

com

the Decoration of the soldier's

graves ?

This is wrestling with a grave subject, hut there
points of similarity between the soldier
and the fireman. Both are found to be doing their
are some

duty while

under lire, and both work more for the
benefit of others, than they do for themselves.
And one other thought. Does U. P. \\ believe in

A lake—hot fire—burning
future punishment ?
brimstone and all that sort of thing / If so. and
If. P. \V. was in the midst of such a conflagration,
what would please him more than to look round,
and see an engine company on hand, and hear the
foreman sing out, “play away hoys."
Yo

series" writes from Orland. and

name

I can tell her.

eu

way to keep ;i June hug
out of a lady's room at the hour when she is taking
down, (or otf), her hack hair, preparatory to re

quires

it'

“a

June* hug.
Yes, I know him. lie looks
date witli legs oil it. It is my opinion he is
date, at least he dates back beyond my time, lie
The

a

a

something like

is

a

street

lamp, inasmuch

as

his

usefulness does not begin till after daik. lie does
not understand the nature of glass, and thinks he

to

can

go through anything he

can see

thro ugh, and

well

as

as

to states and the

general

if

southern congressman will take it
into his head next session to look into this

gov-

Instead of degrading the student, polities ought to elevate those who
I seek to solve its problems, and give dig| nity and scope and grasp to the intellecternment.

!

mil

for it deals with questions
of the most vital importance. The study
of polities takes rank with any of the

faculties,

“learned

some

It is necessary that he do more
than read a speech to an inattentive
matter.

|

house.

I.ct him devise

j improve

our

some

moans

to

commercial relations with

these countries.

Some now commercial

treaties may bo required. Let these he
made.
In fact, there should he some at-

eve,

if

which if he is successful in striking, feels as
one had thrown a pin cushion at it.
IP-

some

then buzzes for
and

an instant, crav Is up into her hair,
off down the back of her dress. Then

slips

professions" -law, medicine
and theology—and the fundamental printempt made to sell our own goods and
ciples should be taught in all the schools bin theirs, and this ought to he managed
in the land, and might, with marked pro- in the same manner that a live business
priety, take the place of studies of vastly man would take to extend his trade.”

there is

less importance.
A writer m the New York Times says: !
The North Foie.
A
very distinguished man perhaps the most
This
is
an appropriate season to talk
distinguished American in public life—made this
remark to me a few days ago. "If our people of frigid
topics, and our readers who are
could only he got out of the narrow groove of pnl
ities. and would turn their minds to commerce, sweltering under a temperature in the
we should have a new era in this
country. I’di
neighborhood of ninety will be gratified
ties," he added, "have depressed everything."
It is quite politic that “our people" to learn that Capt. Henry AY. llowgate,
of the 1 nited States Signal service, is
should get out of the “narrow groove” of
going
right along with his l’olar Colonipolities, and that polities should he made
zation Scheme, confident that when Conto signify something else than securing
meets again the bill appropriating
office hy fair means or foul, which, by the. gress
.*5(1.1100 to equip a national expedition to
way, is not politics at all, whatever else it
the Arctic seas will become a law. At
may lie. It so happens that the “science
to send up a
of government” has to deal with finances present llowgate proposes
kind of feeler or pilot expedition to the
and commerce as well as taxation, armies
frozen seas, a small vessel under comand navies, and in the near future these
mand of Capt. Tyson, of Polaris renown,
subjects are to he forced upon the attento collect during the season Esquimaux
tion of the people with more than usual
dogs, sledges, and clothing, enlist native
emphasis. It has been shown that “Great
and establish a depot for the exBritain, by taxing only nine articles, and guides
which will follow in the season
pedition
placing all others on the free Jist, reof fi-Ts.
Tin.. of this preliminary
ceived a revenue of A'“0,00.'t,S.j7 in IS74,
is figured inside of *!t,(H)0, a
expedition
of
which
all
almost
was
say sllfl.eon.noo,
sum which is to be raised through subcounted net; while the t ailed States,
if possible, the Captain himwith nearly .'{,0(1(1 articles, only sl“7.ooo,- scriptions,
the paper with *5t1fl.
How
000 is expected up to June, of which S 10,- selfheading
enthusiasm is sustained by the
gate's
000,000 were used up by custom house
hearty endorsement of Prof. Henry, of

shiver and a “ugh," lie is carried across the room,
and one more June hug is sunk into oblivion and

—

!

He generally takes a circle round the room to
get his hearings, and then makes his first run for
the light, which he strikes amidships, and having
set that down in his log, li< reverses his engine,
and sails for whoever chances to he in the room,
selecting a lady it' possible, and aiming t«>r her

expenses.”
This £20,00:1,857 was raised as follows:
£7,04(i,0:!7 in cigars and tobacco, Cti,
5)18,205 in brandy and wines, £.4,417,2511
in coffee and tea, £4,28.4,081 in sugars
and molasses, £480,(1:18 in dry fruits, curIt
rents, etc., and £207,747 in trities.
that in the science of government there is much in the above lie;

occurs to

us

the Smithsonian Institution, Prof. Loomis. of Vale, President Potter, of Cliion,
Admiral Porter, and other scientists and
geographers, and the chances are that he
will succeed with his project.
It will be recollected that his scheme
involves the establishment of

colony of

a

the t ight sort of men w ithin the polar cirits maintenance there until the men
cle,
ures worthy of careful study, and that it
shall have become acclimated, and a final
is a branch of politics woefully neglected
resolute push for the North Pole, with all
in the United States.
In fact, it will octhe appliances that experience in the frost
cur to a good many
people that Morton land shall
suggest. Capt. llowgate himcould profitably lay aside his bloody shirt
self is the right kind of a man tolead such
and southern hates and address himself
an expedition.
He is a hardy Michiganto the consideration of more important
of Scotch descent, and a man of inder,
subjects, with real benefit to bis own
domitable energy and activity. During
reputation as well as profit to the counthe late war he served as Signal Otlieer
try. It is generally understood that (treat
w ith the armies in the West,and traveled
Britain is now doing the greater part of
in that capacity with (icnerals Slocum
the carry ing trade of the. world, and that
and Sherman on the march to the sea
she is also building the ships for all marafrom Atlanta,
lie was the first officer in
time countries.
This subject has been
the Signal Service to translate Confedermooted time and again, but so far poliate signals, and from the time lie began
ties, in that large and broad sense which
to devote his remarkable analytical pow
insures and secures benefits to the indusers to that duty, the enemy within his
tries of the country, has not been applied.
The narrow, instead of the broad groove,
has been preferred, and lienee politics
have been brought into disrepute.
Politics suggested the building of the Suez
canal—extended civilization and the necessities resulting therefrom. The growth
of commerce, as also the better protection
of distant colonies, now makes the Suez
canal

an

important factor in the politics

In this connection it may be
remarked that a canal across Central
of

Europe.

America is regarded of even more importance to the future welfare of the
United States than was the Suez canal to
With the Central
European interests.
American canal constructed, we control
absolutely the commerce of the South
American states bordering upon the I’acilic.

Of these the commerce of Chili is
set down at #70,000,000, of which the
now obtains about #750,annually, and the remainder goes to
This
France, England and Germany.
trade can be directed to American ports,
but it will require on the part of the
United States prudent legislation and a

United States

000

comprehension of the situation
than has hitherto been exhibited. We do
not intimate that the United States shall
build the Central American canal, but it
may take such an interest in the enterprise as will insure its construction, and

thereby solve some of the most important
A
commercial problems of the times.
writer, in speaking of the Suez canal,
says:
It
The Suez canal cost about £1*1,000,000 gold
is 0*2 miles long, and two narrow to let two large
vessels pass without switchings and sidings. Vet
it has passed vessels of nearly
feet draft and -130
feet long. The first year it was opened to general
trade, 1870, only 401 vessels went through, repre
Hunting a tonnage of about 487,000. But iu 1875
it passed 1,400 vessels, 75 per cent, of which were
British, and the tonnage had risen to nearly 3,000.
000. The canal’s receipts amounted iu the lastyear named, to £5,777,*Jf>0 gold, and for 1870 were
nearer £0,000,000 at the rate of increase.
John
Bull, regardless of small consistency, no sooner
saw the “ditch” a success than he'bought in a
lump the khedive’s own shares, nearly one-half of
the whole, or 170,70'J. Thus the Suez canal earns
above 0 per cent, gross, but its earnings in another
The British empire—that
sense art* incalculable.
disconnected series of conquests extending through
two centuries- is by t his “ditch" consolidated and
made intelligible, and Asia is reduced to be a

range of vision found it impossible to
construct a cipher to bailie him.
(Irani,

Sherman and Slocum have borne testimony to his almost inestimable services
in that line of duty.
Waiving for the present all consideration of the

practical utility

of

polar

ex-

the question whether there
are better facilities at the North Pope than
anywhere else for demonstrating scientific

ploration.

or

subjects, Capt. llowgate appears
man

to direct such an

to be the

enterprise,

gress concludes to authorize it

if Con-

and pay

for it.
His energy would push a judiciously enlisted party through or over
every obstacle, be it ice mountain or belt
of unknown, stormy sea, to the Pole, and,
so to
speak, deck the Cap of Liberty with
another feather by planting the American
Hag there. Capt. llowgate proposes to
make his preliminary expedition pay expenses, wholly or in part, by fitting it out
with a complete apparatus for whale fish-

ing.

yell, a chair crashes over, a hair brush
flits through space, and a white hand slides down
a

white shoulder, and hesitates an instant,
then gropes around among dainty rutiles and snow
white cambric, and appears again with fingers coil
vulsivcly clutched over a huge bug, ami with a

over a

water,

in the slop jar.

Those who sometimes long for milder climates, should read and relied that there
is some advantage in living where the
restlessness of the earth doesn’t shake
down our houses, and where the ocean

peacefully in its bed, instead of
rushing in sudden and whelming waves
rests

upon the land.
The movement of

produce

from this

country to Europe is increasing. On Saturday seven steamers sailed from New

stone-wall at Au-

boy

A

old,

was

know of.

If you would like to take me on trial
postal card, stating terms.

me a

Jkkfkuson. June, 1ST?.
Our (Jeorgo- Will you please state through the
of
the
Journal
what
man in the Bible had
columns
the longest nock, and why so !
Crn.
I have been

so

busy that

1

have not been able

give you ail answer that 1 would be willing to
buy as the first choice in a pool, hut if I could get
the Held low enough, I should say that Methuselah
was the chap you are looking for; because his
neck was nine hundred and sixty nine years long,
which, when you come to measure it, is quite a
to

neck
who
even

young men in Belfast
standing up collars that require a neck
longer than Methuselah's.

;

but there

are some

wear

Boston. June 1st.
Mr. Cleo. A. Quiuiby. Sir: Can you inform me
from whence originated the phrase, Job's turkei
Yours respectfully.
Fki:i> I. Fkiknd.
Yes. sir. 1 can. I originated it myself and had
it copyrighted, hut if you would like t<> us.* ii <•••

easionally, do
infringement.

so.

and 1 will not prosecute you for

Dear (Jeorge Will you he so good as to _riv.*
receipt in the Journal forgetting up in tin*
morning without being called, and oblige,
me a

A. Si.I.FI’KK.
(Jivat Deter, what an idea ! Why. there are more
ways than there are hairs in a lien’s head. Tn* a
rope round your neck and throw it out tie* win
dow. ami hire a mail to pull you out of bed at the

hour at which you wish to rise
Buy a lot of gov
ernumnt torpodoes anil put a time fuse on one,
and light it when you retire and phtc* it in the
mattress under you, and when it explodes the
chances are that you will get up at the same time.
Sleep with a pair of twins that are about six
months old. Start a family of bed bugs in y.-ur
Dlaee your bed so that the
bed. 4Jet the itch
tin* morning.
sun will shine into your eve in
Haug a cat out your window and let tin* sash

a

yard

wide.

Oeorge 1 am desirous of knowing if it is
any harm to let a young man kiss me. if In* is
Ac s i:s.
pretty and real sweet (
If you are walhi desirous of knowing. I don't
know but what l am willing to take the risk my
self. I never knew a young man being harmed
by kissing a girl, yet there may he such cases on
record. I have kissed girls in eight states and in
live languages, and l can lift a barrel of Hour to
day, and never saw a sick day in my life. No; l
Our

don't believe it will harm the young man a drop ;
and if he has courage enough t<* knock a eat oil'
the fence, lie’ll try it if you work it right

s.i!

at

IIowes *V Co. desire to know whether there
gleaning Ruth that can find their Boa/.
Lecture at the North church next

ing: subject,

i:

Sunday

oven

Value of Emotion in Religion."

Careful and provident boys are beginning t<
steal old iron, in view of the coming of the circus
Reckless boys who go boating and bathing an
to leave notes of their age and biograph\

requested

this ortic*-.

at

pass to sea from New Orleans through the south
west pass.

Strawberries.

The early summer trout tishiug in the Maine
lakes is getting to be good and tbe fishermen are

!

j

too.

are very abundant and alow »viIt .green peas prophesy of something better “in tie
sweet by and by.”

Our veiiciabb- iellow eiti/eu William Quiuiby iconfined t*» his bed by sudden illness. Josinh N
Wbite is also wry sink

The Reporter says that live ear loads of ( alitor
ilia wool, in bales, was received at the woolen
mill at Skowhegun last week
Four deputy collectors were dismissed from the
New York custom house on a peremptory order oi
Secretary Sherman. Saturday.

James Cilwore has bought the provision stoi>
\\
Frost. Mr F will reopen his market ai
Mar Harbor. Mt. Desert

ot M

The printing of one and two dollar greenback
notes has ceased, and the sub treasurers pay no
notes of less than live dollars.

j

Just for fun a young man mimed blow, snapped
gun at his cousins, two young giris. hit tine both
and injuring one probably 1 at ally.

IV
-rot out of their w hite vests ami thm hut*
with astonishing alacrit) when that ehilly tm
spread its w ings last week

a

fail to hear of

We

single instance where
iiulieensed dog
Is th,
dead letter'(

policeman lias killed

Col. If G. Potts, a Democrat, has been appoint
cd Postmaster of Petersburg. \ a. There were li.
Republican applicants for the otlice.

law to remain

a

a

an

M. F. Carter has purelnised the meat market
(lra\ A Patterson, in the old telegraph buihline
ami w ill move his stock there

The Chief of Police, in Smith Norwalk. Conn,
adopted the iurenious expedient ot limiting crime
by doing nearly all the stealing himself.

funny

A

fellow. girded up with drums, trumpets
a sort of one hor>e brass baud
p.-'

The Kditors and Publishers Association will this
year go to ,\loos( head Lake, on their annual ex
cursion. starting from llangor. Saturday. July '.’Sth

cymbals. Ac.

The project of introducing cheap cabs into New
York, on the London plan, is at present lmuv
promising thu it has been at am previous tine

The Hill mission sewing circle will meet at tie
mission room. No.
Main stre.-t, on Weduesda.
June the N*th. in the afternoon

\

death of an apparently very destitute
York, last Sunday, hooks were found
deposits in banks to the amount of neurit

After the
in New

man

showing
s.hi M m.

adc.l

our

streets

on

Saturday

It the reported invasion of the Colorado In.
shall prove to lie corn et, the buttle of the b,
w ill rage all over Waldo
oiuity

i;

J. I' llailics. klloWll US “tlie Professor.' but li"-'
child named Welch, aged -'year* and«'»months. \
in Charlestown. Mass., killed aphiymate.ini ; a reformed man. will lecture i>u
temperance it tn
other hoy named Logerstrom. aged
years, w ith it
C.iod Templar's Hall, on Friday ewnim.
sharp stick.
Tlie lain ot last w eek w as just w hat was w antTwo men in Danbury. ( onn.. let ymmg chickens
run ill the fields where potatoes w.-re planted.
No
protracted and thorough, giving time for it nbugs have appeared in tho.se held- and the \ :iie> into the thirsty earth It did a power ,,t good
A

living

s,,

are

growing finely.

some

Mary Mastertoii. aged about seven years, who
stolen from Philadelphia last April, has been
woman

some

to see Oil

milkman sells
bow I fit 11 from ouch, ami see ho.
the cream compares. 'This hint is valuable i-v
we charge nothing for it.
II

indefinable disease is mak

Virginians claim that

Win. c stover, known all over the country
Hilly Stover, the champion hone player, has go
to work at tin* sa>h and Mind fa.-iory.
He has
silver goblets won in champion hone playing.

Theodore Smith, aged S, in a ijurrel with a little
girl about tlit* same age. ill Kocln-ster. N 't Fri
day. stabbed her with a knife. 11 made a seriouwound in her side, and the girl, perhaps, is fat alls
injured.

Hid y o 11 ever
iston (Ja/.cttc.
(iracioiis! \

>•

terrible hail storm visited Leroy. MeL--"..
•!
county. 111.. Monday. The ground was
several inches deep with hail stones as large as
pigeons’ eggs. Great damage to corn and fruit
will result.

;

should

•

*mr

>ver

liere ami

carts

for otic

his beer

on

a

in

tin

city last week, mil conceiving himselt to hu\
been insulted and injured by a citizen, sent a eh.
i t.
lenge inviting the citizen t.- mortal combat
duel has not yet taken place
Mitchell's store is
tin* AHisoiiie lot

its trav

on

Horn

miserable little cur owned b\ one B eaton, bit
a small boy iiuite severely on the band and lee 'biafternoon. It would be a good idea t-» comp' i tinowners of curs such to pa} a hand-one- sum Ibr
damages. [ Kocklaml Gazette.

Tic

is up Main

oiil;, I'emaiiiiug

stiv.

Ini:!

c eg v rum
ing is Carter's market. former!*
s’.-.,and that is so badly decayed that it will piohahi
he carried away in cart loads.

Mr. Wilniot \V. Hilton, who has lived tor son.
years at St. Paul. Minnesota, is passing a few du
with his friends in this city
He has become* o

'flu* Hallowed granite company lias nearly com
pleted the statue of Faith, which i* to surmount
the Pilgrim’s monument at Plymouth. Tin- h: unis I.'j feet high, and the stone from which om- arm
alone was cut weighed bit tons

vinced that the West is not the place for east.-;
has sold out his business, and will lm a'
Portland

men.

Ten States will hold elections before (’o;iere.-.meets—namely. Oregon in .lime; North Carolina
and Uabama in August: Arkansas • .liibrnia.
\ ermont and Maine in September: and \\» -t \ ir
ginia. Ohio and Indiana m October.

Tic «• it\ has he.-u asked to grade \lto >treei
leading from Helmoiit avenue t<• Hiiuolimllo a\
line, opposite tielie-ten
Tic Aldel’lUCU
fused to eon.-nr w ith tin- council.
u tin* plea tha

••

well known stock breeder near SlaunC-n, \
says t bat since tin* change of Government in Nmi U
Carolina his sales in that State have m-arl\ dowb
led, and that all his correspondents them wnir -i
A

<

the street is too
rods

under Hampton

w

heme hut two ami

Harrow

a

hai

nle

Then is
little hitch I.etw.-.-n the Comillo
Council ami Hoard of Mdermcn. in the eitv g-.inucut
At tie- meeting on Saturday ev.-m
the Vid- rmen adjourned and left their room lieto*
th- « ..uneil had finished its labors and with"

The Journal -ays t.iat twelve tons of St Join:
salmon passed through \mriista. Fridav '-wuimon the Pullman train, fiouud for tin- H-- s-n mail,
et.
The fish wen- in two refrigerator uo>. built
expressly for the ptn‘po.-e- of Iraii.-port.itio-,i

I :
notifying the lower branch of their action
Council think tiny were
-i shown
propel cm.
e--\, and that the action *-t lie- \hl. rmeii is wb
1

territory.

out

precedent.

The emigrants from P.eliasl to the Hluck Hil!
are ret urn i iic in disgust.
Kphraim Dock hum
tin-east side, who left this iitv in rompunv vv it!
Mason and Downes. \priI l*;t!i, reached home

'fuesday.

:

lie

reports the piaee ft delusion alid
thousands who are out of cm
ploymeiit and in a -tarwng -amdttn-u. without t!:
H..w m am! Mason are mi tinmeans of ret urnim
way holm- also >. uml and Vllr.-d Patterson
this fit\
snare.

dii'

old youth was before the Itidde
charged with robbing tbeeoiitri
the Crescent street church. H<
left the parental roof at three o'clock in tin* morn
illg. entered the elllirell. took the contents of
twenty one boxes and decamped

bald headed bachelor ! ( He

commercial traveller got

A

A

A fifteen years
ford Police Court
lmtioii boxes at

mi

a

of ’em

one

The potato-bugs have recently appeared in West
ern Vermont, having tloated across the lake from
the New Vork shore. Swarms of them are seen
in all parts of the lake, and they seem rather to
enjoy the trip across.

On Tuesday of last week a dead b«»d\ wa> foiiinl
11 oat ing near Carver's Point at tin* Tf-*r-- iglifarwhich from a bill of goods found in tin* poeket. iHiipposed to be the remains of Geo Stover, ot
Sullivan, lost overboard from the -elin-un-r \nn
last December

see

sellim cradles and baby
people's heirs.

A

profusely.

know winch

The .steamers < imbridgn and Katahdin have.-:
tcred upon ilicii summer arrangement of four trips
per week. These tine boats are in capital unhand will doubtless do ail excellent business.

was

A little daughter of IJartholomew Foley, living
at Libby’s Comer, was playing in the \ aid when
she fell upon a scythe and cut one of her arm- so
nearly oil that, it was ncce-sary to ampnt it«- it. It
was tea red th
child would not ivi-owr a- -in* I I 1

»

a

This is the season when the small hoy's sh
contradicts him
lb- tells his mother that
hasn't been in swimming, when that garment habeen hurried on wrong «ide out

four years old son of K. F. 1 mlcrwood. North
amptoii. died Saturday evening at the Orient
House. Pelham, from the effects of hydrophobia
The child was bitteu eight weeks ago.

The memorandum of Moriscoc. M'-Mnii mini
ter. submitted to Set -re tar \ Lv ai l.-, is in tin- ii.ituu
of a protest against the recent action of the eab.
net. instructing tin* in Hit an commamicr >>i the
southwest to pursue the marauders into Mi-\i.-a;i

you want t
article, buy

best

A

life for the State

es.

tin* judicial countenance, which should be uU
both sides

of

ing lntvoe with the pickerel in Lake I'niba-gog tins
season, the shores being strewn with dead fish,
which arc thrown out by the waves.

a new

,i;

the Fourtli ot Jin.

on

up somethim* ::i a pitehe.
should be remembered

Police Judge Johnson has been around with o
ot his eyes in a sling.
It destroyed the symuicti

(leu. !L F. llutler recently said to n delegation
who sought his inllucnee with tin* 1‘ivsident. tliat
lie had no influence with the NYliite House.'’ This
speaks well for the White House

stated tliat

i>-

way.

seiitetn

As the fisherman .'.’iters the Moosehead Lake iv
conies to a sign post surrounded by the
antlers of a moose, on which is this inscription.
•■.Vo Sunday beyond here."

is

si

Flower thieve.-* are depredating in theeeineter.
The best plan to stop it would We to catch s.
take them before the Police Court, and publi.

who carried

gion. he

It

lislmig

a

stay at hoine and
I he old tellow s ot

or

was

found in St. Louis, aud the
her away has been arrested.

going

Are _.ou

General Grant will prohablv visit his daughter
Mrs Sartoris. near Southampton, in w hi<-|, vent
the Corporation of Southampton intends to at cord
him a public reception.

Farly Saturday morning, burglars entered the
jewelry store of F. NY. Pachtman A Co diidt’anal
down oil her tail. Sprinkle a lot of thistle tops street, by cutting through tin* wall from an ad
into your b«*.l. tiet married. Thirty odd years' joining store, and carried olf S’-OOb worth of dia
moiids. S SOI HI worth of watches and about S’(till ia
experience teaches me that these receipts are all currency.
wool and

nose

any

now

since the whipping post
re-established most of the jails hu\c been
crimes
have
almost ceased, and
emptied, petty
vagrants are seen no more in the streets.

I

the street.

on

The epicure begins to turn up his
mou. and to ask for something better.

razor.

where my usefulness erops out luxuriantly, like a
head of new hair after a fever, it is right on this
subject. I am the only safe and sure remedy that

awhile, drop

begins to be heard

Orrin Pratt, of China. Me., committed suicide
Thursday morning, by cutting his throat with a

plenty,

break

to

now.

Country strawberries will be in the market. re«
a few days.
The click of newly purchased mowing machine:

The New Bedford Board of Aldermen has ordered
all dogs running at large to be muzzled till Sept.
1st.

can

County.

boiling.

and ripe, in

Charles II. Treat. Esq., of Bath, goes to Frank
ford. Del., to operate a steam saw mill.
After July \>t. Carribou. Hartland, Newcastle
and Union are to be money order post offices.

of water

are

and

Passengers by the morning train have
fast early

named Everett Fredericks, about S years
drowned at Oldtown Friday.

Ships drawing twenty feet

City

Sunday drunkenness still continues.

Ira Williams, a Bowdoinham farmer. 60 years
old. hung himself Tuesday night.

The wife of Dr. George K. Woodbury, a ph\si
eiau of Methuen. Mass., has given birth to four
children, three girls and a boy. Two girls and the
boy died about three hours after birth.

l ?

The soda fountains

maple

Have not answered your question yet. Have
You say you want '‘desirable" information as
to what will keep these pests out of your room at
the time you mention. Well, if there is one place
lint I

There

ar-

of those

curious

lights

wncli

-.ulois

...

corposants. made its appearance at the head oft1
how flag stall, on the steamer Citv of Hielitnon
during her passage from Portland, one night lie
week
all

on

It would have been an inter, sting sight
hoard, hut as the weather was .lark a

t

rainy, the mysterious visitor

grew and glow.tailed and went out. with m» witnesses but M
Pollistcr the pilot, the wheelsman and the lom.
out.

These lights, supposed

dreaded by superstitious
of disaster.

to

he

seamen.

electrical,
t-

ui<

forcrunn--:

A tire broke out Monday morning a little before
Paris green having been prescribed as
one o’clock in the Mansion House stable at An
death-trap Ibr potato hugs, a Massa- gusta. The flames spread rapidly to tin- house
The potato bug has come. Hast week there wawhich was entirely burned. LossS\?(fill>o
IL-u-e
chusetts savant warns people that partiinto the city, from tin* farm of Praneis \
and furniture insured for SlbjHMt. six hor.-e- were j brought
Tow.-i, in Helmmit,
cles of the poison may adhere to the po- burned. Most of the furniture was saved.
geuiiim* speeimt*u of C.
Colorado beetle
11
as a bul ky. ell linked
ha i
tatoes when they are dug up, and work
about half an inch long, pah* yellow, with Ida.
as much harm to the people who eat the
The Maine Medical society is in ses- !
He is the advance guard oi
stripes on his back
potatoes as it is intended to work to the sion at I’ortland this week.
host that w ill soon fasten on the vines of all tIn■>
This
insects that devour the plants.
region, and it is evident that if farmers are to rai-The Society of friends are holding their potatoes, they must tight for them. There is
warning has drawn out the scientists of
the outside of t.» day's j»aper a valuable article,
the New York board of health, anil they yearly meeting in Portland this year.
a

w

c

..

declare that the Massachusetts man is
unnecessarily alarmed about a danger
that doesn't exist. They say that Paris
green cannot impregnate potatoes, which
are always washed clean before they are
eaten, hut that care should be taken that
the poison is not carried by the wind on
other plants, as it would impregnate

to

lettuce

or

other

vegetables

which

are

eaten raw.

We publish to-day fuller particulars of
the recimt great earthquake on the western coast of South America.
It was terribly destructive of life and property.

a

The Castine Packing Company recently put up
6000 cans of lobster in one day.*

tiring."
like

building

Brattleboro shipped thirty-live tons of
sugar to market last Boason.

to

me.

are

of the

News

gusta.

a

study politics is imperative, for
will carrom on a pane of glass at full speed, re
j the theory is that it is a government of
gardless of consequences. When in motion, lie
the people, l>y the people and for the peo- toward our ('mitral and South American sounds like a buzz saw. and once in a room, there
is no peace for the inmate, till he is exterminated.
ple. This duty applies to municipalities neighbors. It will he a positive benefit
duty

Thomas C. Wiley of ftucksport, has sued the
Winnisimet Ferry (ompany of Boston for personal injuries. The* plaintiff‘on the 17th of March.
IS7.r», was a passenger on one of the ferry boats of
the company from Boston to Chelsea. The boat
struck against one of the piles of the wharf on tin*
Chelsea side, and the top of the pile was broken off.
and fell upon the plaintiff,
injuring him in the head
and elsewhere. Plaintiff chums negligence on the
part of the company, which they deny. Amount
claimed *10.001). The jury on Tuesday returned a
verdict lor plaintiff of .*4fl(».f>7.

significant tramp incident occurred in Bellows
Falls the other day. As a tramp approached a
house lie was observed to increase m lameness,
and arriving at the door, his emotion and tremu
Ions voice were sufficient to excite tears, to
say
nothing of the hump on his back, which was found
to be a wad of cotton
batting.

Atlantic requires prompt consideration.
It is stated that “the trade from Brazil
to the United States is only about one-

Administrators, Execi tors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in the Journal will please so state to the Court.

him. lie was brought before the girl who identified him, and he was then taken into custody.

A

The trade of the United States with
South American states bordering on the

The following are authorized agents for the
Journal:
S. R. Niles, No. 0, Tremont St.. Boston.
S. M. Pettengill. A Co.. 0 State St.. Boston,
and 37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace Dodd. 121 Washington St.. Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell A Co.. 40 Park Row. New York.
Bates A Locke, 34 Park Row, New York.

broader

W \u>«»it()i{o’ June II. The new ship Willie
Keed, IA00 tons, built by A. K. Keed A Co., was
successfully launched this forenoon. She is built
of white oak and white pine.
Length of keel, liHt
feet; depth. Xft> feet: breadth, 40 feet. No pains or
have
been
to
make
her first class.
expense
spared
Sin* is one of the best vessels ever built here. She
is owned by the builders, parties in New York and
('apt. O. S. Yates of Bristol, who will command
her.
Kates A I. II years, French Lloyds.

British province. Bombay being little more than
two weeks by the fastest steamers from London.
The Suez canal possesses besides a huge grant of
laud, and is building up cities on its banks and at
its terminal, and leasing water fronts. It is constructed at places, through cuttings of from 90 to
100 feet, and its
ports are artificial moles of costly
construction, ami the lakes along its route are comparatively insignificant. The lake which will feed
the Nicaraguan canal exceeds in importance the
Lake Champlain, lias nearly the length and treble
the widtli of Long Island sound, ana has no rival
on the globe as the reservoir of an inter-oceanic
canal. It hangs between the oceans, awaiting its
destiny, not the less inevitable because to man it
seems long, for to its eternal
purpose a thousand
years of man are but as a day.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Wednesday evening

The burning of the v enerable old Mansion House, in Augusta, destroys a hostelry that has a history. It has been a

The Poston Hoard of Trade has indefi-

nitely postponed the resolutions favoring
a repeal of the navigation laws.
In

decoration day poem Will Carlethe jet
ton called the colored people
jewelry of the race," and they are mad
a

'*

about it

in short “Dinah and I

are

out.”

There is talk of the nomination by the
Democrats of Maine of (ten. Sam. .1. Anderson

lie is
as candidate for (Inventor,
very able man, and would make a splendid run.

a

famous resort in years past for politicians,
A Hunger dry goods dealer advertises
officials, speculators, travellers, famous in a novel
lie lias in the paper a
way.
lawyers, wise legislators, shrewd lobbypicture of himself, with the American
ists, the witty and wise, fair women and
eagle holding him by the coat tails; and
brave men. Most of these, we sadly rewhile the bird soars aloft, he distributes
flect, have passed away. A sketch of the handbills to the crowd.
famous old tavern, and its famous guests
A meeting of the (inventors of all the
ought to be written. Cannot Howard
Owen, of the Kennebec Journal tell us states at Philadelphia, in Independence
It will be interesting
Hall, is proposed.
something about them t
to

learn vvliat

remark the (invernor of

great sale of North Carolina will make to the (inverYork with full cargoes. One of them had india rubber goods, attended by dealers nor of South Carolina.
The
4400 boxes of butter in a refrigerator from every part of the country.
It is now seriously proposed to use the
The
of
was immense.
quantity
disposed
room.
This business promises to l>e of
made the india rubber merchants its western Indians to light the enemies of
city
great advantage to Hie farmers of the
guests for a time, and didn't stretch its the country, in spite of the clause in the
I'nited States.
Declaration of Independence condemning
hospitality a Hit.
If two negatives luuko nil ntlirinntive, why
King (ioorge for hav ing incited to war
shouldn't two nttiruiatives intike a negative! [Until
Some young fools about towu arc wearing Mon
“the merciless Indian savages.” OpinCommercial.
tague curls. | Portland Press.
of
house
of
the
ions
They do. Notice how often agreeing
Juliet,
Capulet,
Perhaps
change with the lapse of time, and
circumstances greatly alter cases.
thinks they are nice.
parents have contrary children.
Boston had last week

a

this hug invasion, from the Secretary ot the Man
Hoard of Agriculture.
It will he

seen

that

the si,-;liner City of Rh!

moiid hits entered upon her regular
rangemeiit. >he will, however, leav

suimm

Hangor

a
a

half past

live, instead of six as tbrmerlv, w in.
will bring her to all the landings half an hm.:
earlier than under the old arrangement
Her Heron passengers will take an express train immed.
iitcly on her arrival in l*«»rtland The boat is n
line order.
Mr. Holmes, a capital man for tin
place, is steward, and Mr. Kendrick in tin* clerk
1 'Hire.
The other oflieers are those who have be.
so long on hoard, and are so
deservedly popular
Mr. Cushing, so long clerk of the Richmond,
now acting as (iencral Agent
for the Coiupan
and bv his energy and good judgment is great 1.

improving

its affairs.

The Hast side recently furnished the Poll.
Court w ith a raise, which however, was strangle
before it had grown sufficiently for His Honor t
sit upon it judicially.
William H. Thomas is
soldier bold who served in the hit** war. aud guv
a leg that the conn try might live.
Since the tiim
when
camion ball took off his leg,
And he laid down his arms."
William has stumped around on a wooden oin
That leg must have been fabricated from pitch
pine, or some othei inflammable material, for it
led W illiam into the devious paths of unlawful
love. His brother Charles is away at sea. leaving
his home and a pretty wife under the protection
of the laws and all good citizens
W illiam went
to that happy home and made improper
proposal-,

A

which were rejected. He then seized and choked
the woman, and tiiuliug her still unyielding, pro
duecd a loaded gun and threatened to shoot her
All this, stated under oath, led to the issuing of a
assault and battery. How or in what
wav the offence was atoned for is unknown, but
the compaint was withdrawn.
warrant for

good hay crop is

A

The little

lirelly

assured.

now

shows his

now

light

Salmon is von' abundant and cheap. Catchers
have sold them as low as eleven cents
per pound.

dark

on

rights.
John T. Frost has been appointed
but will remain upon night
duty.

The report in circulation that a libel has been
served by Howes & Co. on the owners of the schr.
McDonald, that sunk the Boaz. is not correct.
The matters in dispute have been amicably ad-

policeman,

a

He careful not to break your 1^ this week
Three or tour of the city doctors are absent.

justed.

Field strawberries appeared in our market
Monday, which is very early for this latitude.

(loo. \V. Burkett, calls the attention of the public to bis advertisement in another column. -Mr.
B. is about to refill his store with a new stock of

W

an-

c

enjoying the longest days in the

now

They commenced

car.

on

Then* has been

goods, which will be announced hereafter.—Mrs.
K. Sheldon has just returned from Boston with a

shorten next week.

to

appropriation for some needcemetery at the Head of the Tide.

K. Lancaster and family, who passed the
inter in San Francisco, returned t<>
Hangoi last
cek.

and fashionable stock of summer millinery,
and invites the ladies to call and see her stock.—
E. Beaman has a word to say to fanners concern
ing the sale of mowers.—See professional card of
<>. W. Stoddard. Dentist.—Read the entries to the

Then

•Inue

an

to the

repairs

new

<*eo.

u

w

of the Belfast Trotting Asso.—See no
tiro of annual meeting of the B. & M. L. K. K. Co.

three meetings of the city govern
.t
.■
last week, making eleven
meetings since
March.
were

A little social irregularity, that had a
belligerent
appearance, was happily settled on Tuesday. A
smart and
likely young sailor, who had engaged
to
many a young woman, suddenly put hismatri
inonial ship oil the other tack and declined to lay
alongside, nauth ally speakine. In this emergency
the bride expectant applied to Esq. .!. B. March,

Reports from California state that sonic Belfast
wM ii
have lost heavily n the late decline in minnlu stocks.
this city is now pilot of
apt Thoi ias Shiite
Calm..ath on the Boston. Portland and
Halifax line
•

'teauie1'

1
!
!.

and

sin* was soon to becomplaint
come a mother.
Sheritf Walls, with the tact and
delicacy which distinguishes that ollicial. took the
mariner into custody
After backing and tilling,
ami making and shortening sail for a while, lie
concluded to walk up like a man. So Esq. M.
stood tin* pair up in a row. hedged about by tin*
majestv of tin* law. and w ith benevolence beaming
from hi.- scivin* countcmincc. in a twinkling made

^huoufon. I'".j .*[ C linden, delivered liis
W i lie aad It-- F\ ils" be fort* a crowded
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tin-small nuisances, to housekeepers, is
small boy who leaves a handbill at the door
•«tid then furiously rings the hell.
The ladies vow
‘key will never visit stores to which they have
i« h unhandsome summons
One ot

the

respective countries, but the latter has no
Eonrtit of J uly to lose.
There is in this oily a gang of hard and rough
character*, who ar*- habitually in drunken rows,
alike on the Sabbath, as on anv other day. Sonic
this gang commenced a drunken
carousal on Sunday last, which terminated on
Tuesday afternoon in a light on Lewis’ wharf.
Tin* principals were Jerry Flagg, one of the worst
and most vicious of the crow d. a frequenter of the
jad and Police Court, and Michael Quinlan. The
half

do/eii of

a

desperate light.
being separated.
Flagg seized a large stone, and with both hands
raised above his head struck Quinlan, who was too
drunk to avoid it, a fearful blow over the right
lie was
eye. which felled him to the ground,
hauled 1o hi.* home, where he remained a long
time before consciousness returned.
Flagg then
two had

After

a

ran beneath the wharf and hid. but was found bv
the police and taken to jail. Richard Thompson
and John Hurley, associates, were also arrested

and locked up. On Wednesday they were tried at
tile jail before Judge Johnson. Thompson is a
young man. bailing from Boston, who came to
Searsport. by the run. in tin* bark C F. Whitten,
and was on bis way back when lie fell into bad
company. He was lined £7.7A. John Hurley was

given 3ii days in jail. Flagg was arraigned for an
aggravated assault. He was asorrv looking specimen as lie
aim- from the cell,
dirty, ragged and
one eye blacked from his
Tuesday's performances.
He pleaded not guilty, and waived an examination.
He was ordered to recognize in the sumofxAOtl for
hi* appearance at the October term of S. J. Court,
in default ol w liieii lies in jail.
In

issue of May 3d. we made
mention of a very large salmon caught at Cape
I el list >n Stockton. byJordah Parsons and purchased by Frank Collins of this city, 'flic lisli measured lifty inches in length and weighed thirty
three and a half pounds. Attached to the lisli
Salmon

The tallowing otlicers were elected in Aurora
Oegree Lodge. Daughters of h’ehekall. oil Tuesday
iling. !'ir the ensuing year
A. .1. Mcadcr. N.
Mi*.* l.i/zie Wilson. \
<L. Mrs. Sarah F.
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Ma n street got aw ay from the
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isels

complain
dolphin, above the upper bridge, to enable
haul through the draw
Without it they
in- liable to
injure the bridge by running against
al'". a beacon i- milch Heeded on the point of
rocks below the lower bridge.
1

of the

want

of

a
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to

u

Belfast

last week had a thrilling experi
•1 ee
on a hand ear, in-a:
Tishou's Ferrv on the
ortland and kenm-bec railroad. 11 is coat became
\

•

mail

uiangled and wound up around the .shaft of the
garment hadn't parted it is hard
a\ what would have become of the man.
He

1111eks. and it tie
■

1

t -< Mhi

a

et»at

lie know

hut

more

about hand

than In- did.

•.r

meeting

a
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action
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.reel,
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was
a

tile

city

taken
was

government, last

week,

the

improvements on
recommended at a previous

terminal mg the

on

boundary line at the
-ldcl.ee ot .1 A Mi hillock,
list| at the corner
•*t High amt Spring stivei*
This will make the
corli<■ r ''! Mam and High -tree!* at
right angh's.
.''in ;.r.

new

1

keeps
>

record of all lisli used lor spawning pur
ami liberated
We now chronicle the reca

ord of the fi*li. as learned from a letter from Mr.
Atkins to Mr. Collins. He writes that the salmon
was liberated at
Bueksport, Nos ember 10. 1X7A.
It was a female lisli. thirty nine atnl a half inches
in length and yielded live pounds and six ounces
f spawn, or about 10,000 eggs.
\lter spawning,
it weighed sixteen pounds,
lie judges that in the

preceding May. (IX;A). the ti*!i weighed twenty
pounds. Thus t lie lisli in t wo years had growu
nearly an additional foot in length and eiirlit and
a half
pounds in weight, tine important fact in
live

the habits of 1 be salmon has been demonstrated
by the use «.f these tags, and that is that the lisli,
lifter

becomes large, does

it

not

visit

the river

1‘Vory year. as. was formerly supposed, but only
ven second year.
Those liberated in t he Penob
mot in |x;:i. Were recaptured in IX7.A. and those
A-t loose jii is; A are now being caught
One dol
lar

premium

is

paid

for

IVuobseot river about
full of \ oiing salmon.

every tag thus found. The
Bangor is reported to be

fellow went courting one night
‘•cent h
Another fellow, with a hankering for the
-mmirl. and painfully alllieted with jealousy, in
lerviewed on his way homeward the lucky man
who bad
pastured oil the honey of her lips.’
Si

l

A

aun.monl

imy "locked horns"

I he
r

teats.

.Itly improv the appearance of the
.Masonic block' about In he creeled.

w

1

1013," indicating
tag numbered
that it wa' one liberated from the Bueksport
Breeding Work*. The her was forwarded to Mr.
Atkins, the superintendent of the works, who

as it were, and one was Hung
The defeated man sued his oppo
nent before Mr Justice Wing, and the rival was
lined ow* dollar and costs But as Wellington savs.
there are some victories which are worse iban de

hieli will
a

our

metallic

was a

post

has allowed Zeiias Stepli
:i>**ii S1.i0.ihi damages for
injuries received in
in:.’ over nu embankment m-ar Hazel Ale Keen’s
til*- east side.
The load, at the place where
aeeideir. oeeurn-d, is letjllired to he kept
t’ iieeil
by t he cit \
\

Some

their

*i

was

At

\Y iliiain Sprague, of Liverpool, Eng.,
time been at Stockton, and John
Stanton, of
Clinton, Mass., found themselves
strapped and were forced to ask for lodgings, pro
cured the same at the jail for thirty days. Here
llm Yankee and the Englishman will have ample
time t>* compare notes and discuss the merits of
da\

wild ba.i for

bouse.

lii;!,

and wife

man

Lilly

t

Fben I’eiree place. M|J Jlipll street. Oil
Hill, and will immediatel} build adwell

’l'»m th"
1

that

a

Power Cm »;
Judge Johnson having rccov
eivd from his recent allliction has settled down to
business, and on Monday sent three individuals to
the county mansion on tin* lull
MicIntel (lannon.
of this city, for a Sunday drunk, was sent
up for

has

1’liev

to

last accounts they wen*
sailing happily in company, with a smooth sea.
tail' wind, and everything dniwimr.

a

I In

swore

them

dance at Brewster’s (irove, Bel
••lit
on
Saturda\ next
slioiild the day be
•ruiy. tie- daiiee will be postponed to Moiidav.
fben-

races

1.

little MfUlilc) \lT"U. that lias heeli Upon
lay this season, ran a.-hore on a h*dge at far
11 arbor early Satuni ay morning. w hile return

1 1

from

Hurricane Island with

excursion part\
twenty live. It was foggy at the time. Her
>l" !ler and rudder post were broken, and plank
■'•“111 eluded. Sin* heeled oil' at low w ater and
!
'ii tin* next Hood ti*I**
Sin* lias since been

:
1

'Hen "tl and will he
turn

in

an

repaired, wh**ii sin* will

re

Belfast

eoimnittee from thceiti government has been
innkiiig at Bay \ iew street, with a view to build
a
side walk then*. The street is hut three
■"'Is in width, and the walk, if built, will have to
>
through door yards or in t he street. I f the lat
1*t the street will he too narrow, and the former
necessitate the payment of damages. It looks
though the inhabitants of that street would
Have t.» forego the luxury of a sidewalk.
Tin* fitv
Oeniiuent should not accept a street less than
will
*.s

A

rods in width.
Jim.mi.k Tkami*.

A small hoy II years of
Charles Brown, of Water
vill‘*. u ls hist week arrested as a tramp and com
"lilted to jail for thirty days. He told the Justice
that he wished to he sent to the Itefonn School.
VN lieu told that his olfenre was not of the
right
nature, he replied that when he came out of
jail
he would lift something.
lit* is a bright, prett v.
a.a

giving his

name as

m at looking
hoy. smiling as he looked out between
the grates Wednesday, and seemed interested in
the trial of Flagg and others going on in the outer
"nui.
11<* says his parents are dead, hut is ven
reticent about his history.
1

Clark A* Fernuld have just completed a
granite
he placed over the grave of the late
William Pitcher, of this city, that is remarkably

monument to

handsome in design and finish. It is square, with
an ornamented
cap surmounted by an urn, the
whole being ten and a half feet in height, and costs
about stloii.oo. The panels are highly polished.
The- work was done entirely at their
shop, and is
one of the liuest
pieces of workmanship in the
county of Waldo. (Iranite is fast displacing uuir
hie tor monuments and headstones, and
although
hut a short time introduced, their sales of the for
nier

'Flic gulden wedding of Bev. Sii*
phen Thurston and wile wus celebrated Tuesday
light at Scursport. Nearly fifty relatives, iuelud
ug all the living children, were present, and him
lieds of friends called during tin* day. Presents
Si:

equal those of the latter.

This linn

viisi'oi:

great beauty and value, including
lollars in gohl, were received, lie
>f

one

thousand

was pastor of
'oiigivgational ehureh in Searsport, forty years,
md Secretary of tin* .Maine Missionary Society for
he last t«*n years. They have had twelve children,
seven of whom are living and were
present. Two
»f tin* daughters. Mrs. Blanchard, and Mrs. Me
dilwry. are residents of Portland. The only liv
iug son. Stephen K. Thurston, now of Chicago,
was formerly an ollieer of State Street
church,
Portland. Out of twelve grand children, ten were
present.

lie

\

lour

into the ditch.

t

Mr.

Thurston is tin*

soil

of

David and Chloe

[Kcdington) Thurston, originally of Bowley, Mass
lelnisetts. but afterwards of Sedgwick, Maine,
where Stephen Thurston was horn. Nov. "T.M. 17'.»7.
ID* has two ln-othersand three sisters living—Win.
Thurston, a lumber merchant of Newluin port :
Daniel Oliver Thurston, who lives on the home
stead

at

Sedgwick;

Mrs.

Blodgett

of

Bueksport,
Mrs. Buck of Orlaud. and Mrs.
Joseph Smith.
These were all present, except Daniel O. 'Thurston,
and brought with them ten nephews and nieces,
including Mr. Brown Thurston of Portland.
Mrs. Thurston is the daughter of John and Sarah
(Buck) Benson of Boston. She was born in Bucksport. Jau. ♦». 1S03. She has ten brothers and sisters living, of whom three were
present at the
golden wedding. Some of the presents came across
the continent.
The happy pair kept open house

during the afternoon, and
tertained with
The

new

hospitable

called

were en

cheer.

ship William II. Connor, that

launch

pared

to

off,

account of

on

all who

on
a

Wednesday

was pre
did not go
She was prob-

noon,

lack of water.

ably launched

on the following midnight tide
is named after the late W. If. Connor, the
well known Bel bust merchant. She is lot Ml tons,
and will he commanded by (’apt. John Pendleton.

The

ship

formerly

paid thousands of dollars, yearly, to Boston par
ties for polished marble. Now they have turned
the tables, and are furnishing Boston parties with
polished granite, having in process of const ruction
two polished monuments for that
city.
the May meeting of the city government the
sum of $9,(MM) was
appropriated for the highways,
to he raised
entirely in cash. 'Phis did not meet
the approbation of all, and a hill was afterw ards in
trodueod providing that the appropriation ho fixed
the same us formerly—$2,500 in cash exclusively,
At

and $0,500 in cash or labor—thus giving a man
the privilege to work out his
highway tax if he
chose to. This came up Indore the adjourned
meeting of the city government on Saturday eve
uiug last, and passed the Common Council unani

hi raw berries have sold at live cents

Xew York.

per quart

in

Ten thousand sheep wen* recently sold in tali
fornia at live cents a head on account of the drouth.
The thermometer has reached as high as Ilf* in
tin* shade in some parts of California within a lew

days.

Chas H. Parson, of Tilton. N. 11.. while intoxi
eated struck his wife with an
axe, indicting proh
ably fatal injuries.
Several thousand baskets of strawberries were
thrown overboard in New York
Saturday night,
the traders being unable to sell them at
any price.
They sold during the day at from two to three
cents per basket,and were
line
berries.
exceedingly
Thomas Allen of Boston, having undressed for
a bath, jumped from a
high bridge into a stream
near Scarboro.
The water was but two feet
deep,
ami Allen struck on his shoulders with such force
that lie injured his spine and paralyzed one arm.
lie was taken to the City Hospital.

mously, hut was killed by the Board of Aldermen,
that indefinitely postponed it. This cuts off all
working of highway taxes. This is not satisfae
lory to all, and some highway surveyors will cm
Benjamin Carr, a well known photographer aud
ploy tax payers to work the amount of their taxes prominent citizen of Concord, while reaching out
a third story window in the block where he was
and
then
their
ouly,
present
bill, which amounts at
work, lost his balance and fell to the ground, a
to much the same thing.
But it places the matter
distance of about forty feet, and received injuries
! from which he died.
entirely in the hands of surveyors.

The

Effect of the European War Upon the
Southern States.

[From Dr. Reilfielil's letter to the Cincinnati Commercial.]
A moment’s reflection will show how
and why this war will he a severe blow
to material interests in the cotton States.
The provisions they arc compelled to buy
go up, and cotton, which is the only thing
they have to sell, goes down. And the
longer the war lasts the more depressing
will its iulluonces lie in the cotton States.
In Columbia, South Carolina, 1 talked
with a colored laborer, an old man, who
told me that lie “worked about” on extra
jobs, doing whatever his hand could find.
Vet the best wages he got was from fifty
to seventy-five cents a day. “I ask seventy-five,” said he, “but when 1 can’t get
that I take fifty." Out of this scanty sum
he had to hoard himself and support his
family. “It's mighty hard,” said he;
“worse nor what it was in old slave
times.”
“I could sorter get along on fifty and
seventy-live cents a day, but now work
lias got scarcer and meal has gone up
and up." he continued, in a doleful tone.
1 asked him to what point meal had
reached in Columbia. ••Thirty cents a
peck," said he, and still a risin’.”
“What was it a month ago?” 1 asked.
“Only twenty cents,” he replied, “and
work liain t gone up to correspond.”
Yes, indeed, and this is where the shoo
pinches the laborer. The bread for his
table has advanced and the price of bis
labor remains the same or has fallen.
This is mu; of the effects of the “revival
ill business" on account of the Kuropean
war. W here it helps one man it hurts ten,
and the tell it hurls v ery had, for it fairly
may be said to take the bread from the
mouths of their children.
I asked him if lie knew why meal had
advanced. “< )h, yes,” said lie; the man
I get it of says there is a war between
Kurope and Russia, and the soldiers eat
the meal. That’s what’s the matter.
But I can't hear that they tight much.
’Pears like they hurt the ju><»r darky in
the stomaeh more than they hurt one
another.
"While we are talking, let me tell you
what some of the boys say. They say
that there ain’t any war in Kussia, and
that the speculators have started the
ston so as to put up meal to thirty cents
a peck and make a pile of money. There’s
no telling what people will do these days.”
1 asked him if Hour was up.”
"Yes.” he replied; “they say it’s seven
cents a pound by the small, but 1 never
buys it, times is so hard. This darky
lives on hoe-cake, and it ’pears like hoecake is goin' out of reach, and then 1
reckon we’ll die.”
lie told me that there were many colored families in Columbia who had nothing
to cat but corn-bread and cheap molasses.
■■It was hard enough on the darky,” said
lie "afore this war started in Kussia. and
now, with work sca’cer and sca’cer, and
meal thirty cents a peck, the Lord only
knows what'll become of us!”
i lien

tic

leu

into a talk oi old times.

Hr diil not want his people hack in slavery, lint as for himself, if lie could have
his old master lie would rather lie hack.
“I s old niggers,” said he, “would he better oil' as it used to be, for we had plenty
to eat, whether meal went up or down.
I .ol d 'a' mercy. sail, we never heard about
wars in other countries, or whether meal
was ten cents or a dollar a peck.
My old
master always had plenty. My belly stuck
out like it had a pumpkin in it. and our
mules were so fat that a nigger would roll
iill' of 'em. Them was high times, I tell
These times is nothing.” He conyou.
tinued, with a gesture of contempt: “A
man would give a nigger half a dollar
for holding a boss. Now lie holds him
liisself, if he has one, which is seldom."
Hut with all these advantages of the
aid times over the present, and notwithstanding the fact that meal is thirty cents
a peck, this old man would not say lie
preferred slavery, unless he could have
his old master.
He didn’t want to try
new ones.
Hut he gravely, and with apparent sincerity, gave it as bis opinion
that they would all lie back in time. “I
may not live to see it." he said, “but the
voung folks coinin’on will. They will Input back by starvation. No free nigger
•an stand it to pay thirty cents a peek
for meal. W hite folks will say there is a
war way oil' sonicwheres, and that meal
is scarce and must go up high, and then
the poor darky will lie starved back into
slavery, and that's where they'll dually
land.
I don’t expect to live to see that
Hit’s a.
lay, but the young ’tins will.
■iimin.”
A young man, a mullattn, came to us,
in<I this venerable relic of “old times,"
who thought meal at thirty cents a peek
would be the mill of the darkies, repeated the opinion.
"No,” said the young
man: "I don’t care if meal goes up to
two dollars a perk and meat to a dollar a
pound, we'll never go back to slavery.”
The old mail replied that time would
tell how it was and show that lie w as right.
As for himself, be didn't care,
lie had
lot long to live anyway, and as
long as
times w ere so hard and provisions so high
ic bad about as soon be in
slavery as free.
•Freedom ain’t no easy thing,” said lie,
"when the belly is empty.”
This old man, out of work and out of
provisions, took a gloomy view of all
things because meal had advanced to
thirty cents a peck I Working for fifty
■cuts to seventy cents a day, and not being able to get work half the time, and
hiding provisions advancing as work fell
ill', can we blame him for imperfect appreciation of freedom with an emplv
domach
l’oetry and sentiment aside,
the blacks of the cotton States find that
i'cedom to them means the right to work
ibout as hard as ever they did, and hauls little to show for it.
It will be a hard year for them, and, in
act, for all classes and conditions of people in the cotton States. The war in Hu
rope has brought dow n cotton and sent
ip bread and meat. There is not an interest in the cotton States that will not
lie advanced by this war.
A few men in
the cities who happen to have stocks of
provisions on hand will reap a benefit,
mt how small in proportion to the burdens which are imposed upon the great
body of the people.
As a means of a relief the Southern pallet's are all yelping at the planters to grow
•nrn, peas, potatoes, vegetables- anything, no matter what, that the people
can eat.
Stop the cotton, sav they, for
the indications are that if the crop is large
the price will not pay for ploughing.
Hut with all the preaching that the editors can do, a great cotton crop is put in.
With a fair year the product will be over
lour millions of bales. The planters would
serve themselves better if they would
put
in half a crop, and the rest of the land
into corn, peas or anything Unit would
grow.
Hy restricting the production to
say t wo millions of bales, the prices could
be kept up to a good paying point. Hut
every planter feels the need of money,
He must have cash.
Cotton
money.
brings cash, and so he puts in every acre
possible, and goes in debt for bread and
meat.

The system is wrong and an injury to
the producers, just as the over-production
of coal-oil is an injury to those who
produce it. If the supply could be restricted,
would
advance to a paying basis.
prices
It is within the power of the Southern
planters to put cotton up to say eighteen cents and
keep it there, if they would
all act together. How much better it
would be for the
cotton-growing region
to [nit in but. half a
crop for a few years,
and the rest in corn and
peas, or any thing
t hat, man or beast will eat.
Hut, like the
coal-oil producers, they cannot be made
to act

together.

Miortiy

aiuT 1 no

conversation referred

to

above, I fell in with

of

corn on

a

large producer

bushels to the acre; put that down; that
is thirty-five thousand bushels. That
good old war wil’
bring six
live cents. It’s that now, and I'll bet a
boss it don’t go down. Thirty-five thousand bushels at sixty-five cents will roll
in $22,750. Zounds! I’ll have a pile of
But I hope
money if that war don’t stop.
it won’t stop till we get oil' at least two
corn crops.
That war is the best thing
that ever happened to East Tennessee."
Yes, East Tennessee will he largely benefited, for it is a corn-grow ing section, and
lias the great Southern market immediately at hand. But the South, as a seelion, will he hurt. The benefit of spots
here and there where corn is grown is inadequate compensation for the injure
brought upon the planters and laborers
of the cotton States.
Taking the whole country in view,
North, South. East and West, the war
works more injury than benefit. Where
one man, who grows corn, is benefited, ten
who eat corn are injured. And the laborers iu the larger cities of the North will
sull'er along with the laborers in the cotton Stales.
Their bread has risen, but
not their wages.
It requires no abstruse
calculation to show that more arc hurt
than helped.
JAO, JOO (logs
in Scotland.

In lS?ii l.
and 1 ■*.'».ASO

licensed

weiv

A San Praueiseo lirm has contracted to pa\ forty
cents apiece for the unlicensed dogs slaughtered
in that city. 'flit* skins are t<< be tanned for ltIovc
making. the hair will he usetl in plaster, tin* hones
ground for clarifying sugar, and the fat mannfae
ttired into nil

Centennial.
\t tin* meat held trial of Mowing Machines held
under the auspices of the Centennial Commission,
near Philadelphia, on the Jitli and'.*Sth of .1 nm*.
is;the Mi.aikiw Kin<; maintained its reputation
as the lightest draft standard mower in use.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ti.
li.
Keystone. I It.
Kirbv.I ft.
Meadow King.I ft.

Walker, a*jcd
In

0

in. .'im;1.
.*•»;
in
.'‘in. g.'iO
I'm
d in.
A in. --'no
:t
m
‘JdA
>
in. ‘.MS
in.
i
in. -iOA

lh.
lh.
lh.
lh

lh.
||,
lh
lit.
II*
lh

Being from A to I Albs, per foot of cut lighter
than any on the list. This only coulirms what
we have always claimed for the Mi'\i>ow Kim;
that it i--the lightest draft standard Mower in the
Market.
Hum's 1D;m:.i>y is not a new compound : it has
been before the public-A years, and extensively
used by all classes with and without the advice of
NT's Kkmkpy lias saved from a
Physicians.
lingering disease and death hundreds i»f our citi
zens.
Hunt's 11 i:mki>y never fails to cure Dropsy
and all Diseases of tile Kidneys. Bladder and
Crimin' Organs.

80 years, 4 months and 15 days.
In Thomaston, June 5th,* Jas. W. Speed, aged 05
years, 1 month and 5 days.
In Warren, Alav .‘id, Mrs. Alary Ann, aged 40 yrs,
wife of Samuel llofises of East Boston, and daughter
of the late Edmund and Nancy Starrett, of Warren.
In I'nion, Alay 20th, Sarah II., wife of Joshua 8.
Green, Ks<j aged 71 years, 5 months and 0 days.
In I’nion, Alay 27th, Mary, wife ol'Obadiali iiarris,
aged si years.
In Hope, Alay 2,0th, Katie J. Athearu, aged 15 vrs,
and 5 months.
In So. Thomaston,Alay 3oth, Nannie AI., daughter
of Geo. W. and Harriet N. Pierce, aged 14 years, 0
months and 20 days.
In Ellsworth, June 1-t, Airs. Lizzie P. Hall, aged
•JO years.
In Ellsworth, June 1st, Air. Nathan Walker, aged
70 years, 5 months and 14 days.
in Air. Desert, Alay 10th, Dianna, wife of Giles H.
Sargent, aged 38 years, 8 months and 15 days.
Cranberry Isles, Alay 21st, Airs. Dorcas E., wife ol
A. C. Stanley, aged 40 years and 2 months.
At Thorndike Station, June 1st, Frankie A., son
of Elihu and Addie Bumps, aged 1 year and 12
days.

SHIP
PORT

BELFAST.

OF

June loth, sehr. Orion, Patterson, New York and
Searsport.
June 11th, sehrs. Lillian, Ryan, Boston; G. Ii.
Ferguson, Lorgu-oii, d>., Malabar. Keene, Bangor
lor Lynn, Alass., Robert Byron, Hart, New V ork.
June 12th, sehr. Cameo, Stover, Boston.
June 15th, sehr. Billow, Cartwright, N<■ w York.

The highest perfection
is obtained in the goods made he Walter Baker A
Co., who received tlie first award over all the
world, even at the Paris Exposition. Ask your
Oroeer for />\//vy*x. and you will get the very best
Vanilla Chocolate in the market.
V

<
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Fills,

and
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Murder

Will

public.
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St

Tonic,

was
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ni x.

ami

Mandkaki;

S\i;rr. Six

Pjm.s.

have undoubtedly performed
\meriean public.

They

are

We

the

to

human constitution.
a>

cures

for

consumptive patients,
its

is

tendency

ai

miriiiiani

to

system, which, of

must

conliim the
course,

Attractive

Paisley Shawls!
Finest Assortment of PAIS
have ever had on <*xhi 1»i
tion. These are bargains of great import
inut-T
ati"“ ate! nb*m‘ -y\
than could be obtained six
months ago.

^

Call, Dr j

a

Mrs. R. Sheldon & Co.
Belfast, <1 line 14, 1«77.
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quoted.
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a
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Special

83 Main St.
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B
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IMIS'

ANDMaH

SANFORD

A.biie--,

Two Steamers

This i, oi.r ONLY OITOKTI’NITY to obtain tins l.en ii til ui premium, murder AT ONCE.
I hit* utter will bold good lor Mi (lavs.

MEETING,

Trotting*
Wednesday
JUNE 20th

Capt.
Capt. Win. R. Roix,
NY'ill leave Belfast for Boston everv Mondav, MVil
o’clock I* M.
iiesday, Thursdav and Saturday, at
Betnrning, will ietive Boston everv Monthly, I to
ilay, Thursday and Friday at f>.do o’clock I*. M.
Faro to Boston,
$2.50

I'

3.65
Lowell,
New York, haKgut?!'rhirkfit Uniiufjh 6.50
All freight must he accompanied hy Bills of l.atl
ing in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on
It BANK, Agent.
delivery of goods.
1-;..
Belfast, June

&

Thursday,
and 21st, ’77.

INSIDE

announcement, and the

suffering

are

ad

mil

requires

no

Price •JA cents.

physic.

Weekly for

the Journ u /

By 0. II. Sakuent,No 8 Main.Street.
$0.50alB.00 Corned Beef

Flour
Jorn
Jorn Meal
Bye Meal

Bye
Barley
hits

Beaus

Potatoes,
Apples
Dried Apples
Butter
Jhcese

Fggs

Bound Hog
Pork Backs
Lard
Beef

Veal
Dry Cod

Pollock

OaOO
OaO
15aOO
Hals
OOaoO
loal5
OOaOO
oOaOO

70a7BMuton
7B Lamb
1.50 Turkey
1.25 Chicken
85 Fowl
55(Jeese
$2.25a.BOO Duck
<>5a75 Hay
$10.00al5.00
UOaOO Straw
$0.OOu7.O0
(hi7 Washed Wool
B5
l(hil8 Unwashed "
20
15al7 Hides
4u5
IB Calf Skins
10
7 Lamb
40
IB Hard Wood
$4.50a5.50
14ul5 Soft
$B.0OaB.50
HalO Shorts per ct.
$1.50
(hi7 Lime
05
fuifi Butter Salt
25
Ba4 Plaster
$1.00

BOSTON

Day, Wednesday,

Second

Try it.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected

First

MARKET.
Monday, June 11.

Better—We quote New York and Vermont butter at lHalOc, and fair and medium at 14al(»c; invoices of choice Western dairy
sells at lsc,
und lower grades, including mill butter, at Mallic per
lb.
Cheese—We quote the best factory at 12c; fair to
good lots at 10a 11c, and common at 7a0c per lb.
Beans—Mediums are quiet and unaltered. The
ilemand for yellow eyes is light, and the market is
quiet at $2 50a2 00 per bush. We quote mediums at
$2 87 1-2 per bush, and pea beans at $2 12 1 2aB 25.
Potatoes—Itose and Jacksons sell at $1 ooal 05;
Whites 70as0c per hush.
Hay and Straw—We quote prime coarse hay at
$20 00u21 00 per ton, with now amt then a fancy lot
nt $22 no; medium at $18 UOalOOO; fine at $17 00a
18 00, and Straw at $20 OOaiB 00 per ton.

packed

MARRIED.
city, June 12th, at the residence of the
S. (Ioodenough,Jeremiah J. Ilennessy
and Lucoy K. Walton, both of Belfast.
In Stockton, June 5th, at the residence of Capt.
Hczekiuh Harriman, by Rev. S. (ioodenough, Llvin
F. Staples and Maggie A. Harriman, both of S.
In Liberty, June Oth, by Rev. W. F. Chase, Mr.
John Berry and Mrs. Lizzie Sylvester, both of L.
In Townsend, Mass., MayBlst, by Rev. J. W. Femi,
Dr. (ieo. W. Libby ofSearsport, Me., and Jacova D.
Pribble of Augusta, Kentucky.
In Rockland, June fith, Wilmot A. Ripley and
Miss Mary A. Fales, both of R.
In Rockland, May 20th, Mr. J. A. Mitchell and
Miss Mary F. Simmons, both of R.
In So. Thomaston, May oth, Clifford B. YVitham
and Miss Jane M. Day, both of So. 1’.
In Rockland, May 20th, Mr. Samuel S. Dow and
Miss Hattie F. Weed, botli of R.
In KUsworth, June 5th, Allen A. Potter and Mrs.

—

the Tennessee river. He was
happy. He had live hunered acres of
river bottom, and had pitched a
crop
that would feed the Turks. Every foot
of his ground was in corn, and the corn
was up.
‘Til work that corn like a garden,” said he, “and I’ll make it bring sixty bushels to the acre. It’s done it many
a time when the price was but thirty cents
Lucy A. Higgins, both of K.
In Harrington, May 27th, Frank Carcelon, M. D..
a bushel, and now I’ll make it do it, for
of Fast Livermore, and Miss lCleauor S. Collin, of
that war in Europe will bring me sixty- Harrington.
In Bradford, May 28th, by J. W. Herrick,
five cents cash in hand. Think of that!
Fsq.,
Augustus J. Larrabee of Searsport, and Miss
Let me see; live hundred acres, at sixty Capt.
Amanda Robinson of Bradford.

1

j
j
j
j

!
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Treasurer.

t

Bread !!

er meat
(lOOI)

Brooks,

on

application

dune

5, 1S77-

can

find

to

STKI'IIKN L.
‘JwUP

employ-

DODGK.

G. W.

STODDARD, D.D.S.

DENTIST.
Block,
Belfast, Mo.

Hayford

Exunii
r. m.

FOR MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.
TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

a

curt*

a

complaint, dropsy, canker, heart disease, humors,
piles, kidney complaint, distressing of food, constapation, female weakness, general debility and simidiseases,

HEREBY (IIYEN to the Stockthe Belfast & Moosehcud Lake Rail
that the annual meeting will he held
at the Court House in Belfast, on Wednesday, duly
4th, 1877, at lo o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following matters, viz
First. To hear tin* Report of the Treasurer and
Directors of said corporation.
S '.« t*Nn To elect nine ('.») Directors for tin1 ensuing year.
Third. To transact any other business that, may
properly come before1 said meeting.
Per order of Directors,
•JOHN II. nl IMIJY, Clerk.
dime
4wf»0
Balfasl,
14, ls77.

TWO

desires to make the fact known.

Hav-

ing studied and practiced with the orignator of this
remedy, he knows these are facts. Nothing but.
vegetable medicines used. Persons who have been
sick for years, please write—let all who are sick send
stamp for information to
IIKNRY BAlWlOW,
5iwOO
South Duxbury, Mass.

Meadow

kin^ Mower!

Per Yard.

75 Cents.

Size Damask Towels.
:i

25 Cents.
LAELL

LOT of

Huckabuck & Damask Towels

»

Selling at 12 1-2 Cents
WARRANTED ALL LlNEN.

z

CRASH, only 5c Per Yard

2

j>

EM N'T PRINTS, BEST Ql'ALITV.

4 Cents Per Yard.

~

LEIN I

'LS

100

5 Cents

Only

I’Imitv Stylos

Per Yard

NO PRlNTs,

j)'»I

J y^J

20

Gents.

WIDE

BROWN

SHI 1

IINO.

5 Cts. Per Yard.
Aid IA

IVICE 01

STRIPED SIIIR'I

I NO,

10 Cents.

Only
HER

STOCK

til'

L.VTK.ST

of

be found

the

at

.STORE.

Fancy Goods
Is Complete.

in

)o|!

!.<»T

op

Trimmings.

German

case.

Corsets,

large lot of

only

Look

Al

lft coats.
Of It

Balbriggan
For

<22

IT LL

Rose!

Cent*.

Call and set- us, if you don’t purchase. No trouble
to show good<.
4«j'l»on’t forget the place.

KID

ol’

GLOVES,

Only 50 Ots.

•l'l 1 r iu'h St rof -t.

Ferguson

LINK

I lest (futility

& Littlefield.

Kill I. l,o\ i;s, c\ii \
we arc selling at s I.
Furincr Price, s'.Min.

F .m

warranto!,

REMOVAL!
R. KITTRIDCE

Spool Thread

1 Ct!

PINS, Full Papers, only ONE Cent

has removed hi- stock of

Dry Goods!
Day, Monday, May 28th,

lo the Store

lormerly occupied by t,. \\ Burk* tt in
llayford Black, and invites all of his former patrons
and friends to give him a call. My Prices will be as

L O W 2
be purchased elsewhere.
Thankful for past
favors and would still solicit patronage.
Please call
and take a look at the Old Place so well known.

Fringes, Hamburgs, Handkerchiefs,
Hosery, Gloves,&c.,

Silk & Worsted

We

tire

scllitn;

PRICKS

at as l.o\\

llnli't hesitate in come anil see iisuhcthci
yon arc ready to buy or not.

as can

1

am

also

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
FOR

Agent for the

HAMPTON TEA COMPANY.
And will continue to sell for Thirty
TEAS at former prices, being cargo
Best

10 and

Bays longer

prices, viz

Japan Teas,
good Jaoun Tea,
cents single pound, only
pounds for $l.oo, or
to
one
a
pounds
person;
very good Japan Tea, 1
pounds for $l.oo, only I pounds to one person; Eng
lish Breakfast Teas, TO, ;»o ami 00 cents per pound,
only 1 pound at one sale. Best Quality Oolong feu,
for -'la rents, former price To and 5u cents.
#o-The above Teas all warranted good. No Teas
sold at wholesale.
ttT.s
V)

cents ;

a

■*

■■

R.KITTRIDGE.

Again in

Great

Bargains
GO

TO

A. R MATHEWS’

the Field!

.\7,’II7, >

FlTTHl)

IS

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

knowing that he has remedy
Tilthatundersigned
will
in
few days, dyspepsia, liver

lar

GOING WEST.
N. B.—“City of Richmond" also connects with the
Portland & Boston Steamers, which leave Portland
it seven o’clock P. M. Passengers Ticketed
through.
Fare, $1.00 less than by Boat and Rail.
CYKl'S PATTERSON, Agent for Belfast.
Belfast, .June 14, 1877.

Office hours, y to
a. m., l.;w to 5 i\ m.
nations and Consultations, l.dO to d.RO

Good News for the Sick.
10

in BOSTON about O.dO P. M., in season to connect
with the Shore Line liailroad, which leaves Boston
at lo o’clock P. M. lor N t\W YORK.
Passengers Ticketed through to Boston and New
York.
Returning— Leaves Railroad Wharf, loot of State
Street, Portland, same evening, at 10 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express Train over the Boston & Maine
Railroad, which leaves Bo ton at six o’clock P. M.
#ijr“Pa3sengers can take my of the earlier Trains
fro in Boston over either of the above Railroads.

PtH'l.lNS. in all shades.

Only 25 Ots.
The Charm Corsets Only 42c.
Hemmed-stitched
Handkerchiefs!
All LINEN',

Arnold Harris,
inauy thanks for past favors, begs leave
to inform his friends and the public generally
WITH
that lie has returned and
re-opened the store

No. 78 Main Street,
With

The Steamer LEW IHTOJE,
Ilcerii>2>
will leave Railroad Wharf, every 'Tuesday and Fri
day Fvenings at 11 o’clock, or oil the arrival of the
r.oo o’clock Pullman Train for Ronton over the
Eastern Rail Road for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, Southwest ami Rar Harbors, (Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning—Leave Machiasport even Monday and
Thursday Mornings at l.:U) o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland same night, connecting with
Pullman Train and early morning trains for ltoston
and the West.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agt.
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manager.

an

entire

New Stock of

CLOTHS !
Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing

<

Vest-Makers Wanted!
experienced hands

I fit-

cari'.

Styles

This

KILBY, Mahtki:,
leave i.augor every .Monday, M ednesdav and
Friday mornings at f>.:u> o’clock ; touching at all the
usual Landings on the River and Bay, arriving in
Portland at about 1..'ll) o’clock P. M., connecting with
both iIn* Eastern and Boston it Maine liailroads,
which leave l’<HM'LAN 1> at a.do P. M., and arri\ ing

"VTOTICK

THK undersigned begs leave to inform the citizens
1. of Belfast that on and after Monday, dune lltli, ;
1 shall commence
making white bread every after- |
noon, Sundays excepted.
Team will run as usual.
Thankful for past favors, would still solicit paA. K. RIGGS,
tronage.
Bakery, Cross Street.
Belfast, dune (1, ls77.
l«Jtf

and

T1

Millinery,

^ri-at

37 1-2 Cents.

Only

imn'liei.'i'il in KOSTUN hy Mi- l.ittli lii l.l, unit
with

brilliantixk,

25 Cents Per Yard

0)

Another

I.’

Richmond,

.1^1 holders ill
j lioad
Company,
j

Sup’r of Track.

Bread !

of

B. & M. L. R. R. CO.

Admission 35 Cents, Ladies 25 Cents, Carriages Free.
i>. i). souTiiwoKTii,
c. r. ii azf.i.tim:,
President.
Secretary. !
II. K. MCDONALD,
D. L. PITCH FR,
j

\LP \CCA,

LINEN,

rjYVBLE

We have-i-cured the services of Mi-sSTE\ EN's,
lat.'from T ilton’s Celebrated House, Winter St, Bostoo, \vfu> i- ever ready to show our customers the

1877.

u in

CONDITIONS:
The above races will be mile heats, best three in
five in harness, and governed by the rules of the
National Association, as amended Feb., 187(5. Heats
in each day’s races to be trotted
alternately. The
right to postpone on account ol the weather or other
unavoidable cause is reserved. Horses will be call
ed at 1 15 and started at 2 o’clock 1*. M.
have been made for half fare
on Sanford Line of Steamers,
City of Richmond and
May (jueen, and Railroad.

Ill this

bride.by Rev.

S f 1, A M L

Day, Thursday.

Purse $100, $80 to first, $|() to second,
Class.}.
$2-1 to third, $10 to fourth. For horses that have
never beaten 2 :5o.
Fntries. Hiram Reynolds, I'nitv, s.g. Rover, pediglee unknown; II. (>. Russel!, Belfast, b.g. Rockwell, pedigree unknown; F. F. Maxwell, Bangor,
s.g. Yankee Jim, pedigree unknown; W. 11. Me.
I. ellan, Bellast, b.ni. Fannie, pedigree unknown;
Dr. F. Hopkins, Searsport, b.g. Loafer, pedigree m
known; ( has. Averill, Frankfort,
Skip, pedig.-ee
unknown.
Purse $200, $100 to first, $5o to second,
Class t.
$20 to third, $20 to fourth. For horses that have
never beaten 2 .25.
Fntries. (i. W. Bagley, FUswortli, b.g. Modoc,
pedigree unknown; F. W. Berry, Belfast, r.g. !lenr\
\\. Blai-dell, Burnham, b.s.
F., pedigree unknown
Emperor William, pedigree unknown; Abner Fit
(iranite
tletield. Belfast, g.g.
Boy. pedigree unknown.

BLACK

Also

«-

NEW

MONDAY", June 11th,

H

plaid dress

a
Knickerbocker
floods,

Only

Flowers, Bonnets and Round Hats,
always

with the Shore Line Bailroad for New Y ork, which

*City

TUNE Ql \LITIES CASHMERE,

8*

%£?

styli-

leaves Boston sit In o’clock P. M.
and sifter

50 Cents Per Yard.

CD

1

3

i-li-cti-il

Bangor, Portland, Portsmouth, Salem, Lvnn,
Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill, Boston .Sc New Y ork,
making close connections with both the La-tern
and Boston >!: Maine Itailroads; anti arriving in
Boston at '.'..‘to o’clock 1*. M., in season to connect
On

Wool, full

TURKEY RED TABLE DAM VSK,
3- Warranted East Colors.

ij
H

O

!

Summer

L I N K

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

1877.

CASHMKRIC, all

Only 25 Cents

We wish to call the attention of the !.Julies of Bel
fu-t ami v icinity to our NEW ami elegant
stock ot

<7/.iaceoe time u: i vim: i:.\m;ou.

Class 1. l’urse $H0, $7o to first, $.".5 to second, $20
to third, $ 15 to fourth. For horses tint have never
beaten ■'> :oo.
Fntrie. P. P. Whitney, Unity, s.g.., Martin Mr
l.tllau, pedigree unknown; II. F. McDonald, Pellast, b.g. Hopeful, pedigree unknown; \V. II.
McFellau, Belfast, b. m. I annie; pedigre*-unknown;
Uhas. Averill,
Frankfort,
skip; pedigree unknown.
Purse $l.s(>, $'.m t
Class 2.
lir.-d, $15 to second,
$:‘.0 to third. $15 to fourth. For horses that have
never beat en 2 :10.
Fntries. F. \V. Birry, P dfast, r.g. Henry F;
pedigree unknown, iF <). Russell, Bellast,' b.g.
Rockwell, pedigree unknown ; S. H. Boynton, Rock
land, b.g. Jim Faruum, pedigree unknown; Dr. F.
Hopkins, Searsport, b.g, Loafer, pedigree unknown.

sell them.

we can

width,

A RLlNOTf)N

MILLINERY.

m iixi: noiisns i:\ru sin i.1

No

important

KATAHDIN.

J. P. Johnson,

Association !

13LACK
-*3

Only

i
m

We guarantee satisfaction in every

BELFAST

nil;

vised to heed it. Trial size. It) ts : large size, .'ill
Sold by \\ o. Poor A- Son,
•ts., and One Dollar.
mb* agents for Belfast. A. .1. .Iordan agent lbr Or
and, R. I>. Stover, agent for Bueksport
Also
igeiits for Prof. Parker's Pleasant Worm Syrup,
ivliieh is sun* death to worms, pleasant to take,

m*m

w50

CAMBRIDGE.

JUNE

for advice must he addressed

Failure Known!
There is no case on record where Dr Morris'
Syrup of far. Wild!'berry and llorchomid lias
I'ailed to give satisfaction. On tin* other hand,
wherever it has been used hv our people, in severe
•olds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whoop
iug cough, and consumption, they arc enthusiastic
in its praise.
Containing no opium or other dangerous drug, it does not constipate, aild i- safe to
idminister in all conditions of health. This is an

H
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>f

4

for which

Very Large

to

the Route.

on

FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK.

ASHLAND. MASS.

_
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if/s
V*

LOWELL.

for the Season of 1877.
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Magnetic Watch Co.,

im

STEAMSHIP

BOSTON

IT.

hi rcoi ipt
f 111in < oupon ni><1 AO cents to
I."iy i..i packing, boxing and niniling charges.
11. ■.end eiicb piitmn ot this paper a
>V 11'1'11"
*>o'iiM N>> >ss Mauni ic’ Tuu-Keeitr.

*f

It I BRITT.

-for-

COUPON.
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cr
cr
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works, glass crystal,
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ti'ia

I,.,:

U110.

LowPrices

jjlack

SUMMER,

;

>

-,
l..

•it\ promptly ;md five of ('liai-.i>-«‘.

Magnetic Timelor everybody (bailing
ii In
a
superior < oin'•!

CO

MAINE.

if’Uooils delivered !i> ;11 ] purls of ilit-
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City Block.

BELFAST,

O

S’

S2

every steamer, and the many attractive
cannot

EL
®

3 O
S m

KFMF.MBFK 1 11 E STUFF.

Scheiiek's Pulmonic Syrup
warranted
It is composed
not to contain a particle of opium

lers

i
o

t/%

g

ladies, how we can sell Neck Tms.
Collars. Ilamburgs. Ilosierv. ILlfehs.
Kitl tlloves. SILK Fringes. Ac
SO
o|| |; \ P l>ut tlie hu t
remains undisputed.

to all

city.

Remember and Give Us

by

bargains

Assortment

and the remarkable

25 Cents Per Yard.
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>
2
O

open this day the
LFV SH AWLS wo
o

Arrive

CHEAP, if not ( NEARER, than any

as

can

powerful hut harmless herbs, which act on tie*
lungs, liver, stomach and Idood. and thus correct
ill morbid secretions, and expel atl the diseased
These are tin* only means
matter from 1 lie body.
l»v which Consumption can he cured, and as
Scheiiek's Pulmonic Syrup, S' a Weed Tome, and
Mandrake Pills are the only medicines which
aperate in this wav, it is obvious they arc the only
genuine cure tor Pulmonary Consumption. Each
bottle of this invaluable medicine is accompanied
by full directions. Dr. Seheiiek is profi-ssionally
it his principal office, corner Sixth and Arch
Street, Philadelphia, every Monday, where all let

H
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Prices.

FANCY GOODS!

in the business.
invited to call and examine our Stock
which cannot fail to give satisfaction.

morbid matter in the

possible.

“ft
w

FRESH NOVELTIES IN

are

Milliner in the

\f.

cure

Day

returned from BOS TON where

We sell

do great injury: for

a

this

The constant demand tor CAKPFTS A (TRTA INS
at the present U> H !*/{/('A’.V.
compels us to
keep our assortment large. Do not fail to
t
examine our '•>,■/» f* mat Curtin,,*.

Including everything

Ladies

Consumption,

must make

W
ft

SUITS!

\\

Fine

QO( il)

ct>
co

m

o

a.in.

she has
just
NEW and FASHIONABLE lot of
H selected
Summer Millinery,

probably contain opium, which is a somewhat
dangerous drug in ail eases, and if taken freely by
it

O

MILLINERY! Carpetings & Curtains!

H

remedies advertised

yard,

E

A1

you will
the

From 62c to SI.25 Per Yard.

«■*

SUMMER

11-11

injur'Nms

the

Ladies Linen and Cambric
Arrangement.

see

at

SPLFN010 1.1 Ni: OF

A

as

10 and 12 1-2c Per Yard.

&)

Open

ready to weleome \ou
welcome them w hen you

w

—

to 1h«*

of

table ingredients, and contain nothing which
hi*

yard wide Cashmmvs

OER

Yen

::w4'j

of

AND

exchange.)

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Mo.

yard,

attention

taken in

!

build, F.xten

.New Horse Rakes of YAKlOFS Patterns.
1.0 W.
" ALL
COME AND SEE !'

yard

Right Along

WE EXPECT YOU!

An*

loads of any kind of Farm Implements.
V it.
Fli.- «- goods will be sold at FAIR PRICES
amt on LIBERAL IFK.MS. Warranted as
represented.

o

t'ast at H* 55 a.m.
Leave Buruham at 5.15 y.m., I nity, 0.1 •„*, Thorndike, Ct.-.T, Brooks, 0.50, arriving at Belfast 7.MO p.m.
These Trains Connect at Burnham with Portland,
Boston and Bangor Trains.
Belfast, June 14, 1S77.

of Con

compounded

Rakes

Come

NEW GOODS

SALE!

1000 Dozen Hand Hay Rakes.
100 Sulky Plows—ha! ha! Ride and Plow!
from $4 upward, Cultivators, Horse
947 ‘
Hoes, ite., anything from a REN FT to to car

iihim—

Leave Belfast at U.FO p.m., lirooks, 4.U7, Thorndike,
4.45, Unity, 5.00, arriving at Burnham at 5.:.0 p.m.
Returning—Leave Burnham at n.55 a. m., Unity
o.'J.'), Thorndike, i».:is, Brooks, 10. Li, arriving at Bci-

Who

sumption than any other remedy known

present this day for

87 l-2c and $1.00 per

On

These medicines

more cures

we

SlTFRiOK Qualities.

are

and after Monday, June
11, trains will run as follows: Leave Belfast at
a.m., Brooks 7.1J, Thorndike

AS

certain cure for Dyspepsia
a few thin Dyspeptics made

at 50c per

PATTERNS.

change.

LOOP Duality lt> in with*

Should attract lit.* immediate

Maine Central Railroad.

ii ina ui

a

75c per

VfKADOW K IN < J MOWKIl .lid Meadow King
-IT JL repair pieces for sale at a reduce.1 price at the
red store foot of Main street by
K. IthAMAX.
:;w;'.o

iii

olfi-riiie

aiv

Tile <'ashmere

MRS. R. SHELDON

Out.

August Clown

years ago
a

■

the times

999 Horse Hay Rakes, Tompkins County Sulky.
741 Hollingsworth Rakes, 1*» (or more Jd Hand

yard.

lot of

line

as

1 Cow, Six years old, good.
90 & -I MEADOW KING Mowers, more if
wanted.)
41 i!d Hand Mowers, of various styles, taken in ex-

BLACK CASHMERES!

ATTENTION FARMERS !

Summer

a

Lower Prices than Ever

MISS SOI THWORTH.

1 Two Horse Farm Wagon, Western
siou, linely ironed and painted.
1 Concord Coach, four Passenger.

$1.00 per yard.

shall also open this day

e

nice lot of N EM

a

RICHARDS.

FOR

These Silks an- rare bargains and <11 F \ PFU than
haw been seen in Belfast for main a year.

U

sell as i'UK.Xl*
will allow.

we

H.HJohnson&Co
-«• *«»

MILLINERY!

75c per yard.

$1 25 per

R«k k port, Me., June 7 < 'apt. < irlando AIcCobh,
of sehr Frank & Emily, which foundered at sea some
time since, has purchased the share of Capt. Fitzgerald in tin* sehr Ralph Carlton, and will command
her.
t 'apt. Dyer and crew and vessel, which was
reported lost last week, have returned all right without
any damage.
Sehr. Rebecca AI. Atwood of Do
Isle, on a voyage to Liverpool, sprung a leak and was abandoned
at sea.
I he vessel was insured for thirtv-live hundred dollars.
Sehr. Fair Play of Isle an Hunt was sunk a few
days since by colliding with sloop Velocity in Peer
Isle thoroughfare.
-^-*—i

MRS

Black Silk at

Fxtru Quality at

an

CHIPS!

DRESSMAKING department. Mrs. Rich-

ards has

Low and Medium Priced

And

Boston.

the

Announce to the public that, having just coiupict
cd a heavy purchase of

tine

—0 F—

FLOWERS!

G.W. Burkett & Co

a

-A.t, “tlie Old. Stand

VERY' large line of very nice

a

All of which

In

Still Finer tirade at

lth, scln-*. Earl, ( 'iinningham, ( ity Point to
Boston; Empire, Ryan, do; E. S. Wilson,
Patterson, Bangor; Al»b\ dale Darby, Gloucester;
D. K. A rev. Pattershall, do.
June 15th,
ins. Mary, Magee, Rockport, to load
tor Wilmington; ii
M. Condon, AlcCarty, Bruns
wick. Ga.; A. Hayford, Dickey, Jaeksonviile; .Malabar, Keein-, Lynn; <i. B. Ferguson, F» rgUM»n, Ells
worth, to load fui New York; Earl, Cunningham,

.Pungencies.

discover
and Liver
known to
Complaint,
their friends how easily and quickly they had been
cured by its use. Tin* great merits of Okki.Ns
Ai'i.tst Ci.owi.k became heralded through the
country by one sullerer to another, until, without
advertising, its sale has become immense. Drug
gists in EVERY TOWN in the Cnited States an*
selling it. No person suffering with Sour Stomach.
Sick Headache. Costiveness. Palpitation of the
Heart, Indigestion, low spirits, etc., can take three
doses without relief
Co to your Druggist. R. It.
.Moody. Belfast: Kit fridge. Rockland: Fletcher,
Camden: Smith A Sons. Searsporl; Robinson.
Thoimiston : also to he found in Waldoboro and
Bueksport. and get a bottle for 7A cents and try ii
Sample bottles it) cents.
A few

ed to he

CASHMERES!

We quote

Jum l
field lor

-BJOca-r-nrrrt-TfiTin-

FRENCH
a:id

Inducements

MILLINERY!

SUMMER

Comprising everything NEW and DESIRABLE.
Some entirely new shapes in

-A.2STID

ni. \tk.

Fotions

our NEW and COMPLETE
Stock of

BLACK SILKS

SAILED.

1.1111 >.

We an* happy to hear testimony to the superior
management <*i the American House. Boston. Or
tier, neatness and comfort reign throughout Dices
tahlishmein.
Boston will doubtless he crowded
with visitors this season and all will find at tin*
American" such facilities for comfortable enjoy
meiit. as an* ollered at hut few lirst class Hoicls.
( Atlanta (’(institution.

We call attention to

They will oiler the coining week, the most remark
able bargains of the season.

ARKIVKD.

Dhopsrmr insfo.itf/t/.

mi:

YET MADE ON

Lyons Black Silks,

NEWS.

SPECIAL

MILLINERY!

05 years anti 0 months.

IIi

ClakkK*s Tooth A*

Lowest Prices

Kocklaud, June 1st, Nathan A. Hewett, aged
:»<) years, 11 months and 5 days.
In Rockland, June 4th, Olive, wife of Silas Ivalioch, Esij., aged 80 years, 2 months and days.
On Dyer’s Island, June 3d, Mrs. Catherine JN.
Coughlin, aged 50 years and 10 days.
In Thomaston, May 2,1st, Airs Alary Bunker, aged

Kind u.d

in

The receipts of the Vatican from the Pope's
jubilee amount to >I.'-’OO.OlMi in cold, exclus-ve «>1'
valuable present <.

Hubbard.. .I
Buckeye. (New Model).1
Buckeye. (Canton).•.... I
I
Waller A. Wo
.lolluston .!
Whee’er. No. *.1
Serev Power.1

DIED._
Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Name and Aye
must oepaidfor.j
In this city, May 25th, Airs. Margery 8., wife of
Capt. Samuel Burgess, aged 51 years and 2 months.
In l’ittslield, June 2d, Isabefl, wife of llev. Abel

HATS,

FURNITURE
STOE.E,
70

Granite

CAPS, BELFAST,

-A N

Block,

_

MAINE.

rnr

I)-

Notico to Creditors in

FurnishingGoods
Also,

a

tine and

elegant line of choice
well-Known makes of

patterns,

and

CARPETINGS !
Consisting of

Brussells and Tapestries, Extra
Super and Super. Also

OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS.
I have bought my goods for CASH at a very LOW
figure, and will be enabled to give my customers
better bargains than heretofore.
A su\ ingot from TEX to FIFTEEN per cent can
be made by buying your good at the N 1.\\ STOKE.
I promise nothing in this paper, but what I can
fulfill at iny store at

No. 78 Main St..
471 f

Belfast, Me.

In the District Court ot
District of Maine.

Bankruptcy.

the I'nited

In the matter of KN< Mil C. Ill I.
l'( I.v ol'Belfast,
Bankrupt.

/
,

States, fur the
In

Bankruptcy.

Of MAINK, SS.
\ meeting ct the
creditors of said bankrupt will be held at the
Custom House before Register Hamlin at Belfast,
on the eighteenth
day of June, A. D. 1>77, at in
o’clock A. M., for the purpose of inquiring whether
a resolution accepting a composition pioposed b>
said bankrupt to his creditors, to wit m composition
of Jo per cent, in satisfaction of the debts owed b\
said bankrupt to each of Ids creditors, has been
passed in the manner directed bv Sec. 17 of the
Bankruptcy Amendment Act, approved June L’.',
187-1, and the Revised Statutes of the I'nited States,
title LX I, Bankruptcy, and has been confirmed by
the signatures required by said Sections. Ami also,
whether it is for the best interests nt all concerned,
that the said resolution (accepting the composition)
should be recorded, and that the said statement
showing the whole of the assets and debts of said
bankrupt should be tiled.
VVM. I*. I’RI'.BLL,
Clerk of U- S. District Court, for District of Maine

DISTRICT

For
Sale!
Row’.
Belfast, June *'», 1877.

Call

at

49tf

No.

J.

pffli

The

City of the Living.

the Upper Nile and mutilated at Assiout
and some other stations—Coptic priests
being among the most expert operators—
but this practice has now been suppressed, and the whole of the small yearly importation comes ready-made from Kordofau and Darfour. Most of the few who
reach Cairo are brought up from Constantinople, where no Turkish “gentleman's" establishment is “complete1’ without one or more of these neutral police.
It may he added that the whole of the
slaves imported into Egypt readily adopt
the established faith, and soon become
the most bigoted and fanatical section of
the Moslem population.

long-vanished age, whose varied story
Xo record has to-day—
So long ago expired its grief and
glory—
There flourished, far away,
In

a

In

broad realm, whose beauty passed all measure,
A city fair and wide,
" herein tin- dwellers lived m
peace and pleasure.
And never any died.
a

Disease and pain and death, those stern marauders,
Which mar our world's fair face.
Xover encroached upon the pleasant borders
Of that bright dwelling place.

parting and

Xo fear of

dread of dying
enter there:
Nor murmuring for the lost, no anguish crying
Made any face less fair.
Could

no

ever

Without the city’s walls Death reigned as ever.
And graves rose side by side;
W ithiu the dwellers laughed at his endeavor.
And never any died.

|lelD ~J&bcrtiscments.

Oh. happiest of all earth's favored places!
O bliss to dwell therein !
To live in the sweet
light of loving faces
And fear no grave between!
To teel

no

To live

on. never

And

death-damp, gathering cold
Disputing life's warm truth—

here

The lleiilllileMt of 10 im* l.iul»l«* to obstructions in the* bowels. Don’t neglect them. It is
not necessary to outrage the palate with nauseous
drugs in such cases. The most effective laxative
Known
is Tarrant's Fffkrx es< ent Salt/.ek
Aperient, ami it is also the most agreeable. Its
operation is soothing, cooling, painless. Sold by all

druggists.

THE POTATO BUG
For circulars how to use, address cor. Fulton ami
William M.. Hon York
Manufacturers of
White Lead, Dolors, Varnishes, oils, and Faints

current of rest-seeking mortals
Swelled to a broader tide,

left w ithin the city’s portals.
And graves grew green outside.

none were

j

The Fato of the Vanquished.

ARE OFFERED FOP. NEWSPAPERS IN THE STATE OF

Send for list of papers and schedule of rates. Address GEO. 1\ ROWELL & CO., Advertising Agents,
No. 41 Park

;

The blue and the gray
Are alike to-day
In the colorless land of death.
And the living who wore the blue
Mav bring to the sleepers flowers.
For the blue and the gray are friends to dav
In a happier land than*ours.
I Miss Hunt's Decoration Poem.

this

embrace

error wc

tion

C. W. HANEY

to call and examine his Stock before

I

am

myself, at No- 54
Don’t you forget it.

lielfast, April 25, 1S77.

Meadow

happv and rich

as

climb high

happy f” asks the
happy when it is

The water lily in the midst of waters
opens its
leaves and expand* its petals at the first
pattering
of tin* shower, and
rejoices in the raindrops with
a quicker
than
the
shrubs
in the
sympathy
packed
sandy desert. [Coleridge.

king

ones

O F

with what he fancied.

foundations of the state are laid in
knowledge, not in ignorance; and every sneer at
education, at culture, at book learning* which is
the recorded wisdom of the
experience of man
kind, is the demagogue’s sneer at intelligent lib
erty. inviting national degeneracy and ruin.
sure

Goods!

Comprising everything adapted
trade, and

which

among

found

some

Choice

to

the

may be

very

Novelties !

in

Price 5o

Samples

cents.

free.

Dealers should

purchase original packages of one dozen to obtain
the trial bottles for free distribution. WEEKS &
POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists,

COLLINS’

please

cal! and examine

our

STOCK!

I

t

1 AA
prices.

low

SUIT THE TIMES

!

BROS.,

#9.00 Per Suit.

This Suit sold splendidly at $11.00 all the season,
and in consequence we find the sizes somewhat
broken thus early. We have therefore concluded to
close 11tem at the above LOW PRICK to make room
lor MAY HOODS daily arriving.

Bargain

Wu (b sire to call Special attention to, which consists
<>f ftO •'Suits of New and Klegant designs made
by the
Warren Woolen Co., Warren, Me., and said to be
the best. Style produced this season, at only $lf».00
per suit. These suits are very low at $18.on per suit.

inspection of 20 New Styles of

-O R

White Vest

00.,

BELFAST.

Is now complete, and the beauty
style, elegance
of finish, and the popular low prices which we mean
shall distinguish these goods, will make Andrews
Bros, preeiuiently the headquarters for White Vests
during the ensuing season. We also invite your at
tent ion to our Stock of Woo'ens for men’s and
hoys’
wear at Very Low prices.
I‘lease call and examine
Hoods and Prices.
ANDRKWS BROS.,
fiw-ifi
~0 High Street. Belfast, Me.

Shoes

&

REMOVAL!
——-—

I

HAVE REMOVED MV STOCK OK

Stoves and Tin

Shop

To No. 9 High Street,

The Store lately occupied by
George F. White, where
I will be pleased to welcome
my old customers.

Best of

The

JOBPromptly
I

and
am

on

hand.

WARE

W O B B
faithfully

sole

attended

to.

Agent for the

Winthrop Furnace,
That

gives such universal satisfaction.

Come and look at my
my store.

new

location,

and examine

R. FRANK CLARK.

4

Belfast, April 16, 1677.

Meadow

f,Mf

King

Mower

New England House.
would
notice that
have
New England House, and
WEtaken the give
we

"Man endeavor to

keep

a hrst-ciass house m

all respects, and trust that, by strict attention to business we shall merit a fair share
of natronacre.
will It. HOLMES,
(JH AS. C. CL Alt K.
Belfast, May 28, 1877.
:uv4S

SUMMER
rooms

BOARD-

with board can be obtained
corner of Court and Park

for the Summer at the
PLEASANT
Streets. Call
address
on or

MRS. CAROLINE FREDERICK.
48tf

Belfast, May .10, 1877.

GOODS

Ladies' French Kid Hinds, all Grades.
J.allies' American Kid Hinds, fall Line.

JAS. W. CLARK.
Prices Reduced for 1877.
A.

New Iron

WOOD'S

Mower,

Possesses move points of real excellence
than any other on the market. Farmers
will do well to investigate this statement
before buying.

TAYLOR’S HORSE

RAKE.
use by Maine

Twenty-five hundred in
Farmers, and every one says

out a fault.”

STOVES & TIN
Constantly

long,

Edging, only

we

have

ordinary

no

What

oargatn

CEO. F.

Stock to

Comer

Elm St., B l ’('/v SPOB T. .1/ /..
42tl*

LOMBARD,
d-

"f

HOMER” m7~D~

JOHN

Illlif* 58 Utkin Si.

licsiilcnci'. (’Imrcli Si.

BELFAST.

4 \\ 41»

SOLUBLE
GUANO.
A No. 1

EMERY

FERTILIZER.

BOARDMAN,

COUNSELLOR at LAW

IS

AND

PROMPT, ACTIVE, & RELIABLE

Notary Public,

has shown it to be

OF THE VERY HKHIEST QUALITY.
PRICE
MODERATE.
QCALITYit STAM)A /.’/> (i TAKA XTEKI)

No. 23 Main Street,
April 4, In”.

CO.,

Belfast, Me.

him will receive
OmUi”

American

Hofei.

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

Mower

King

Main St.,

it*, All business entrusted to
prompt attention.

42tf

Meadow

ktC

JOHNSON,
Attorney a/t Law,
Telegraph Buildiug,28

Street.

BELFAST. ME.

K

C

Sale in Belfast by

Main

MAINE-

-_-

N. 1».—Particular attention given to Saryery anil
Female Diseases of long standing.
J&if'He may be found in lkis office every Tuesday,
'fhursday and Saturday of each week, other days
devoted to Surgical operations and visiting patients
residing in the country, etc.
ly.‘14

PACIFIC

Block,

S/ietm/ Sis,, HEDFAS'i
-i itr

LORD’S.

use

Main Street.

DE3XTTIST

•Tuft, Received at

years’ successful

FOLLKTT,
80

EAMES, D.D.S.,

P.

C.

WhiteVests

Ten

-’Itf

DENTIST,
Emery Bl'h\

2 cents

A New Lot. of

IT

caneu lor ai once.

F. A.

B. F. WELLS.

L.

n

Belfast, April 18, 18??.

our

H.

good

a

boat and a last sailer
Four berths
in cabin, sails and rigging, all in good
►condition. 1 shall sell the same at a

DOZ. HOSIERY. Gents 7, 10, 1 ,t.
and up. Also, Ladies and Misses at verv

see

J. D

TUCKER, Proprietor.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and bouts.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the

MOODY’S

House.’
Belfast, Sept. 23,1875.—tfl3

DRUG STORE!
Pure

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

MOliE Tll\.\ IIV ;1 iLLK)\ COI'IDS LI).

Of all kinds.

“National

more can

’tis withhe said in

its favor.

Agents wanted (responsible Farmers,)
in every town not previously engaged.
No matter if you can't sell more than one
liake or Mower. Try it.

TRUSSES !

Dr. C. B.

'Hie best and most durable

Sh.ould.er Braces

Blacksmith

T.n the market.

Fancy Goods,

REMOVAL.

Mansion House, Augusta,

leased the NEW and ELEtiANT Brick
Shop of A. Hayford, formerly occupied by S. <i.
next
door to the Mansfield Shop, where I
Howard,
shall be happy to wait on all my customers.
This shop now is connected with H. W. Trundy’s
W ood Shop, also with Wales & Bicknell’s Paint and

Has taken the Agency for Maine of the celebrated
“NT! PLUS U LTKA” Classes, the best artificial aid
for failing, weak, or otherwise defective Lye Sight.

Ihave

K nircs,

Perfumery in

Bulk

Ilair Oils,

Trimming Shop.

Pomades,

ALL KINDS OK

Tooth Brushes,
Fare Powdc r,
Hair Brushes
and Combs,

Spoil yes, 16c., &r.
Kverything

kept

in fact

can

R.

in

a

lirst-class Drug Slum

be found at

Blacksmitliing, Wood Work,
Painting and Trimming
promptly attended to.
All iny old customers are cordially invited to cull
and see me at my new shop, and as
many new ones

as can

+

Belfast, March A!,

PURE SPICES'
Warranted Strictly l*ure and to give entire satis,
faction.
DU. It. MOODY’S Vegetable Bitters the best in
the market.

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff,
The only reliable Catarrh Remedy.
A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s
I’rescript ion and Family Receipts carefully com-

ly is

Corner of Main and

fllMK I N1>KKS|(;.\ Kl> having formed a co-part
mrship in business under the name and style

Hazeltine & Co..
And leased the store on Main street, formerly occupied by J. B. Wadliu, are now prepared to oll'er
a well selected stock of

FAM II ,Y

GrKOOERIKS !

Corn, Flourand Meal,

Pork, Beef,
Card, Hams,

Kerosene Oil,
1 ea,

Coffee,

Tobacco,

Spices,

be had at any store in the e tv.
Our Stock is purchased for ( ash, and hy strict integrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a lair share
of patronage.
#tr(«iveus a call.
as can

BK\ IlAZKl.TIXK.

N. K.

KKKN.

Belfast, Dec. J,*. 1870.—!»8tf

Belfast Steam

Polishing

Marl & Granite Works.
-C:

o

our

Granite.

Also

Monuments and Tablets
OF TIIK BEST OF

Foreign

T his Book also contains More than Fifty
Prescriptions for the above named and

Marble,

on

41st

and 42d

Sireets, bet. 4th and 5th
Avenues, New York,

1IOTKI, IIKVONSIIIICK is n new
rpill-:
X tirst-class Hotel, eleirnnt.lv furnished.

well ventilated.
Kvery room is bright
and cheerful. The hotel is a modern structure, built especially for a first-class house,
aild has OVCrs model'll iiimrnveiinnit
it i-i
conducted on the European Plan, at a moderate rate
of charges. Persons visiting the city will save carriage hire and secure the best accommodations
for tin* smallest cost, by stopping at the HOTEL
I )E V( hN'SUi RE.
oin-i le.o.w.

Sand

Meadow King Mower!

in want of any

Marble
Will

save

in the

Granite

or

money

thing

by calling

on

us,

Line,

as we

do all

our

Polishing with'nmchim ry,therefore doing a superior
quality of work, and at less prices, than can he done

by

work and get

our

our

prices

be-

purchasing elsewhere.

4TiF*All work warranted to give satisfaction.^®#

CLARK & FERNALD
High St.,
A. E.

celebrated
rpilIK
Sale
A

1'ltYL

(or IIANSON) Plows for

by

E. J. Morison 6c

hand.

Call and examine
fore

Plows! Plows!

(opposite Court House)

CLARK.

J. F.

FKKXAI.I).
3m38

BROS.,
Belfast,

C. X.

Me.

FKKXALD.

BELFAST

hand.

A

dust

assortment of

received, to be sold at lowest

CASH
Cull and

<m:w

JUNE

large

PRICES.

sec us

Just received the

Latest Styles
and the

LARGEST

STOCK

in the State.

MEETING,

Wednesday

&

a

Purse of $180; 2:40 class.
$30 to 3rd. $15 to 1th.

$00 to 1st, $45 to 2nd,

Second Day, Thursday.
Purse of $100; 2:50 class. $80 to 1st, $40 to 2nd,
$24 to 3rd, $10 to 4th.
Purse of $200; 2:35 class. $100 to 1st, $50 to 2nd,
$30 to 3rd, $20 to 4th.

The above races will be mile heats, best three in
live in harness, and governed by the rules of the
National Association. Heats in'each day’s races to
be trotted alternately.
A horse distancing the field,
or any part thereof, will be entitled to the first
The
Association
reserve the right of
money only.
postponement in case of bad weather. Entrance
fee ten per cent of purse, which must accompany
the nomination. Entries close Monday, June lltli,
at 11 o’clock, P. M.
No conditional entries received.

Horses Called

Everything FRESH

and NEW.

Entire satisfaction given in every instance. (Jive
us a call before
you purchase.

!M!rs. B. F\ "Wells.

rjvms

is

a

nt

2 o'clock P. M.

Admission: Gentlemen 35 Cents, Ladies 25
Cents, Carriages Free.
Half Fare on Railroads and Steamers.
48tf

Cl!AS. P. HAZELTINE, Sec’y,
Belfast, Maine.

each

Notice of Foreclosure.

worth more than

one

\ \

111 RI-. \s, l-‘./.ra 1.. Blanchard, of Stockton, ii
?V the ount ol \\ ildo. h) iii- mortgage deed
da'ed Mav 11th, \. I». I')1', and recorded in Waldo
Registry of I». t -. Book Idl, Pag« ;:tl, com eyed t<»
ii"
in mortgage a c. itaiii pare. 1 ol land -ituate in
said Stockton and bounded a- follow s, to wit
B
ginning mi tlie north, a-: cornet of land belonging
James 1.. tirillin, on tin- southeast side of countv
road, and running tlienee by land of -aid (irirtin
-outhen-terly to the -hole on th<- north -ide ot I "
Point < o
thence northeast erh by said shore io
land belonging to heirs ol Rufus llurriman. tlu-tic.
northwi *teriy by land ot said Harriman'- heirs to
the said county road; thence southwesterly b> -ant
count) nod to lirst named hound, eoutaining igh»
m-res more or le--.
And whereas the condition m
-aid mortgage deed has been broken, now ihereion
h\ reason thereof I claim a ton closure ot -aid mort
t;/RA 15. (i R11- I- IN.
gage.
I5\ I.. M. I* vt; I lit in. i-., his Attorney
Jw-'t'.*
Stoekton, June?, ]>??.

the price of the bo k.
A No, uiiot tier a I liable me. lira I work 11 <at ing
clu.-ively on MKAlAL A \ i > M-.PVnt s- DIM-AS
K.S; more than ,ou royal octavo page.-, twent\ ele
gant engraxings, houn.l in substantial nm.-lin. Pii.r
only $•.’.(.><>. Pan ly enough to pax tor printing.
I he Pook to:- young and middle-aged men to
readjust now, N he Science id' Life, or self IT, -ervation.
I’he author has returned from Kurope in
excellent health, and is again tiieChiet ( on-ulting
Physician of tin Peabody Medical I n.-titute. No t
Pultiuch Street, Pu.-ton, Mu--.” Pepuhliean Jour
■

mil.

1 he Science of Life is heyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Phy-iology over published.”— Poston Herald.
“Hope ne-tled in tin bottom of Paudota’- box,
and hope plunu s her xx ings am-w, -iu»
tin- i- -uing
of these valuable works, publishe<l by tin- Peabodx
Medical Institute, which are teaching th -.u-aiuN
how to ax oid the nialad'n- tha:
ap t In- eitad* ! ,,|
life.” Philadelphia Kmpiirer.
“It should be read by the young, tin- middle aged
and even the old.”—New York tribune.
1 he tir.-t and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of >kill
and professional services, was presented to the author of these works, March .‘list, ls7i».
The presentation was noticed at the time of its occurrence 1.x
the Poston Press, and the leading journals throughout the country.
This
Medal is of solid
gold, set with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare brilliancy
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness oi
its inaterials, and size, thN is decidedly the nio.-t
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for am
purpose whatever. It is xvell worth the inspection
ot Numismatists. Il was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June ::<[
187(>.
-fcAfKatalogue <« ut on receipt of »>c. for postage.,
Kitherof the above works s.-nt by mail on receipt
of price. Address PI.APODY M K.OK A !. I \s II
TU I K, No. 4 Pultiuch St., Poston, Ma—., imp. lie
vere House.
N. P. The author can be consulted on the nbo\
named diseases, as well as all disra-'-s requiring
skill, secrecy and experience. (Mtlce hours, u \. xi.
to l* 1*. 31.
lyj
*•

District Court of tho United States
District of Maine.
tin- Mutter ,n III It Dll), i
Bankrupt,;..
Al.lH.N,
liaukruplis 11» givi Tv-Mire that a |•>■!iti»»n has b«
r|'MII>
I pn-ented to tin ourt. tli
(tli du\ ot .Jui
Abh-n <>i lieitasi. a Bankrupt,
lsrr, b> Hiram
In

>

praying

magnificent*

standard article

Gay!
the news? Why,
you
Black has a nice lot ot NKW STYLUS, and the
ladies are almost crazy to have their old hats made
over, he makes them over so nice and cheap, at
the sign of the Straw Works, Last side of the river.”
Belfast, April 1877. ‘Jin lO
S. A. BLACK.

Grocery Wagons

perfectly

pure and

WATER

NERVOUS

healthy

article for

DEBILITY.

Vital weakness op depression
icclillfr, no HlHTL'y nr couruKc;

mental

:

a

weak

till' result ol

over-work,

Indescretions or excessystem, is always cur'd ''.'HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPA I HIO SPECIFIC No. 28. It tones up and invigorates the system, dispels the gloom and despondency, imparts
strength and energy,—stops the drain and rejuve
nates the entile man. Been used twenty years with
perfect success by thousands. Sold by dealers.
Price, $1.00 per single vial, or $5.00 per package of
live vials and $2.00 vial ol powder. Sent by mail on
receipt of price. Address HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COM PAN Y,
100 FULTON SI NLW YORK.
ly28
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son
and R. H. Moody.
ses,

(train upon the

or some

PATENTS.
Ft. Pi. EDDY,
St..opposite Kilby St., Bos ton

Secures Patent*} in the United Slates; also in (ireat
Britain, France and other foreign countries. ( opies
of the claims of any Patent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
A’o Ayency in the I'nited Stiffen j'ossessi's superior
facilities for obtainin'/ Ihilcnts or ascertainin'/ (he
o f inrent ions.
K. II. F1>1)Y, Solicitor of Patents.
TKST1MON1AI.S.

*i

regard

Fddy as one of the most capable ami
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had otlicial intercourse.
CHAS. MASON,

at my shop
posite the (ias Works.
Belfast, April lit, 1S77.

Salt
The

undersigned

Mr.

Commissioner of Patents.”
“Inventors cannot
woi t

by

or more

for Sale.

on

Boston, Jun’y 1, 1877—lyr”7.

in

fleets

removes

for

Sale.

oiler for sale

a

cargo of white

Liverpool Salt, together with Fishing Outfits, Fish
Harrels, Sec. Also all kinds of Fish bought, and sold
at their place at Camden Harbor, Maine.
JAMES FRYE & SONS.
0w4iD
Camden, June o, 1877.

wonderful

as

all

or

tIn*

and snti-lacton

failed hair to it-

or

the

restores

dressing nothing has been found

Dr. A. A.

intended

Naves, Mate A--a\er
,-l consider it tin-

published,

a new

-l

-o

capillary

>

eilVrhiai.

Ma--acini

ot

d f-.

for ii-

/ir>

BUCKINGHAM’S

DYE,

elegant preparation

'This

change

t

may be relinl on to
ard from gray or any ot her
brown or Mack, at di-ereiion.

he color ol the

A

which will neither rub

Y, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments
to Marriage, etc.; also, (!o.nm mithi.n, Kru.i:r»Y
and Fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, &c.
4fc«'Price, in a scaled envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Kssav,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that tin* alarming consequences of selfabuse may be radically cured without tin- dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application ol tinknife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means of which every sufferer, no matter what his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radicall//.
«j0-This Lecture* should be in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, post-paid, on receipt of six cents or two postage stamps.
Address the Publishers,

nor

wash oil.

mam’run IN D

I.Y

H. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.
.s’o/f/ hi/ Ilf/ Drill/,/isls ,1,1,1 Drill, r< in
I/..'

11 Ann

St., New York; Post Office Hox, 4f»Sd.

For Sale.
horse about ten
obi, weight
1000 lbs., red with black points, good
ONK
sound and kind, safe for

THE MILD'POWER

WUUOUI

ladies to
IlllCUIUg.

drive, work anywhere, stands

Also one jigger, or crooked sixle wagon ; one light
road gig; one wagon; two riding harnesses; one
team harness, all second hand.
The balance of our stock of (Jroceries, Crockeryware, Wooden-ware, etc will be sold for less than
cost, to cash customers.
A. 1\ MANSFIELD & CO.,
Foot of Main Street,
3w48

E.

WTCOULD, Tuner.
left at Woodcock’s Rookstore before
will receive prompt attention.
2w48*

Meadow King Mower. ORDERS7th,
June

e

«•

■

HUMPHBEYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS
Keen in genera i

trse

Kverywhere proved

tor t netii y > cars.
most s il l:.

ilie

Mnnji.iii'o\«MiK'.vf
nnMiiciins know

n.

j»?iikffhjmkvv

They

are

Josl what

a-Ti %Yi vYirg »1 inYiyYmTYT
sickness aito smrcringT~ t'.very single
-ers pi fan of
speeitle t he w ell a ried y
au eminent physician.
the

people

|

w

Nos.
Cents
Cures.
1. Fevers, Conception, Inflammation--,
2
v:
2. Worms, \V«'rni Fev er. Witi ni < o: 1
‘A.
3. FiyiiSg-Fniie, Ot- 'IVel him; f Infants,
■1. Diarrhoea, of Childr. n or A.min,
5. Dysentery, (iripin., union-Colic.
fl.Tliolera-floi'bi'v, V, 1; lii
7. fmiglis, Colds, Hrou-hitis,
2.
H. Neuralgia, TooMnche. .;-ai !i< he.
!*. Headache-. si<k ib-ndm h*-, \ »t
to. Dyspepsia, Uilious st< niM) i,.
11. Suppressed, or I'uinful ivriod12. "Vaiiles. too ..10,!~.
A13. Froii|i. Coui;h, Difficult Hreatiiin:'.
!
11. Nall ktheiliil, Erysip«-la
us.
IT). ICIlClllSiat i-ill, EMnarmci. i, 1
11;. Fever anil Ague, chill 1Y. 1. Am. ■,
17. Piles, hlinrl or hi- •line,.f.<t
r«n
is. Oplitlialmy, and Sor. or \\V;ik Eves,
hi.
l!i. ('atari'll, acute or chrome, Imluenza,
2(t. Wlioop;iig-4 ongii. violent eouoli,,
r.o
21. Asthma, oppressed Hreathim.%
r.e
22. Far Discharge-, impaired hearing,
23. Scrofula, enlarged Hands, Swelling-,
Ni
Ni
21. (jeneraI Debility, iMivsical Weakness,
25. Drogisy and scanty Secretions.r.o
r.o
20. Sea-Sickness, Sickness from ri.iin",
27. Kidney-Disease, (.ravel,.r.o
2S. Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness, 1 00
20. Sore Mouth, (.'anker,.r.n
30. | riuary Weakness, wi-ttim; the bed, r.o
r.o
31. Painful Periods, or with spasms,
I or
32 Disease of Heart, palpitations etc.
00
1
3-3. I'.pilepsey. Spasms, St. Vitim' Uamv,
r
33. Diphtheria, ulcerated sore tin-.at.
35. Fhronsc Congest ions and Eruptions, r.n
.....

-•

-.

-■

|

....

<

FAMILY CASES.
Fase. Morocco, with above 1ST* targe vials and
Manual of

directions,.$10.00

0.00
Morocco, of 20 lar<;e vials and Hook,
These remedies are sent by the ca-e
of
tlie
to
Mingle box or vial,
any part
country, tree of charge, on receipt of
Fase

price.

Address

Hiimphro s’ llonieopatliie Medicine t o.
New York.
Office and 1>cp<*t,
For sale by nil Druggists.
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son
R. H.

H I.UIOU kUt. >IO\Vli!
A Safe,

U

CL’KItAN

C

a,-.

uj
1

tUM

PESTS

GOB

v!
c-.t- V
hr Cbrcuiar

N.

r.
\>

Kl.AK.N

A

1!i,\

INI OTICE.
>NS holding c. ! a ,,t.
.,f .>wnrr-diip .a
Lot- in UJOVK « K \! I\ I l .i:\ ill tin- fits ol
Ibllast. hat arc located on tin- land convivi-d t.»
lln-citv h. Sullivan links or W. IV llarriman. ai
r«-i|iii-stcd to exhibit thc-atm* to the subscriber foi
tin* purpose id having their nanu s recorded on tin
plan of t In- ( '-un-ti rv.
‘MAS. I’ VI. Ml. K, Superintendent.
.ivvf.*
Uc-Hiist, .1 utii«* ii, i>;;.

I>!.i:

Meadow

King

Mower.

Moody.
h contain,
at.

BE CURED

full

il»- era? n»of Southern
ItuHHlu.Turkev
Minor. Tin* II..ty I.uimI. etY
w.,t™ *•»**.*-iu avinjra. This i« tho only

<«P-;n. V:l1i

THE PILES
CAN

id!

jure

POTATO

ly'2.s

HieCoiy pubu^hed

'iiipiCbO

ol

the

cuuu

tries involved

m the

ijussiau Turkish War

ONL Y BY USING

'H’

-jrrunil

work is the result of Tieeent anil Extra*
the Cuunt.ii mim. d. !■ :■ ■>
and
tho osi v mu- on th. a -.if—and thefi-t
lanjf
published. On. A ■••nt hcI.I *d«i copi.s
jirst <hii(; another, 1 Us in <■•>, *•-.
another, 21 *•
/e
fnirns/n/i. A^. iits, don t inisH this l!>. very i>i'S chime*
/ /a (hr last tin
mi.iki-Mi..nev
Now i<
.mi
in.-.
S.-nd
our Extra Terms n. A .rents. And a 1m 1
!.
si*. j.t
..ft'
.-ri-utwo! k and judirc for ourselves. Address
A. J). \\ ok iiiNiiro.v & Co., Publishers, Uurtlurd, l'»uu.
»

n.vt-i

"timely

1

>n

new
1(I|

bindi

t

—

s

one ever

a

They act directly on the causes ai.d arc
the only medicine advertised lor that disease

which do.

Remember—The I'niviksai. fn.i. t'n i.s
anil take no other. (hire Warranted where
$8 00 worth arc taken or money rctimded.
For sale by S A UOWFS & CO Reliant. and Druggists everywhere.
The t niversal Fiver Fills are the best
dniAS
in the world.

Meadow

King

Mower

SMOTICE.

years

style, perfectly

Ordinance additional to mi Ordinanc- |>a s»-d in
I *<»<•, relating to the oilier oi Superintendent ot
(.l ove < 'rim-ten
i»c it ordained h; tin- .Mayor, Aldermen and Coin
moil Council oi tin- < i;
of p.rlfa-d, in City Coitnci
a- .-milled. a- fo!|n\vSect ion I
far ref! 11: •: f of f
dd Milder tin
provision of -ret ion I lord ot' in ordinance to which
this j- idditioiia!, shall hi ..iter-i^iu*d h; the fit;
l’i ea» nr«i-, and tin price recei ri| for t lie -a me sliail
la paid directly into the city trea-nr.
Sect ion
It *duli he t he dut \ oi t ic superintend
••m ot -aid it nu'ii :v to .an
an accurate plan ot
•aid
iii' h ry to I"
forthwith made, which shall
d< -ianate the line and hound- of ail lot- herctofon
Id, ami al-o now remaining uustdd, u ith the llano
oi 11 * ouiu i- or pi'iij.rietors, |,,r wInch serv ice he
shall reci i\ e a suit aide com pen-at ion from th.Ceme
terylund. and In- .-hall, annually, on the tir-1 Mon
• lav
in March, report to the ( it
Council, a stub
mi*-in «d all lot- -old, with their numher, and tin
name ot the purcha .-r
ami the amount receive.!
for each.
Section
l -r the purpo-e ..f securing
moj.
pern c: Ii! of death w hi.h may occur in hi cit \.
Moil or person adiiu; axton at tin- in
ever;
terineiit of any ilece.asial person shall, on the lirst
r- p<
.a w
Mini.
tin
Monday of March, annua!
<
ot the decea-, d.
it; Council the ii aim a*n and
the cause and place of death, tin date o| death,
whether resident oi
a i.• i.
and the date and
place of interment.
>ec!ion I.
(In ord iica.
-u id take .Heel and
!"• iii force immediately aft« » its imal passaijc, and
all ordinances or parts of ordinance- inconsistent
tlu-rew it h are Inn !»; rep- di d,
I hereby cerlify t iiat the toree.iim; i- a true copv
of till- urdiMain
pa--ed by tin- concurrent \o|.
i;
ot t Inmi ncii, .1 am- I, Is,d
Attest
I, II
MIUCII, CUV Clerk.
ivvlv*
it

■

<

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,

Belfast.

of

City

bi

undesirabh* shade, to
If is easily applied, being in
n> /in j>n ml ,>>n. and
quickly and effectually prodiice-a pe:mamill color

edition of Hr.

('ulveru<*ir« <
*;*ttiky on the radicale/*rtf(without niedi
cine) of Simikmatokkiim: a or Seminal

Bankrupt,"

Sheriffs Sale.

purposes.”

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored!
.hist

for tin

,,

\ I 7* A 1.1)0 SS.
1 akei on r.vet
Milton I
7?
(Mter, ami against Charles far
lie
a' public auction to the high
and
will
-old
biisli,
•st bidder on the
event h dav
ot duiy next, ;,i
two ot tile clock in the afternoon, at the ollice
.1 b. March, in tllecilv of Itell'a-t, ail the right
Furbiish, of su •! lieifast, ha'piify which Churh
to redeem tin- same when the same was attached
fin- original writ to redeem the following de-ord
M ai
A certain parcel ot real esi.it'
estate, to wi:
'heated in said P.oha-f, ami tin '.mm tier -aid I m
I W berry, by lii mortgage d* •.I
hush mortgaged
dated Her. I;, I**? I. the sum >d live hundred ami lit m
dollars. ml the same land convey d by tin- >ael I
VV. berry to said Furbiish hv his deed of the sunu
date mf the above mentioned mortgage. Ijeien nci
to -a d deed recorded in tin- Waldo lb _i tt \ of In b
lor a particular description of -aid premises.
I s. \\ A l.b.-s, Mu-rill.
lieifast, dune i, is;:. ::w pa

desirable.

says ot it

Mutes

1,1

lluuknipi.

youthlul color.

making the !t:iir grow thick and strong.
a

t h

N A I'iPI. II. Ill P.BAIHh Assignee of
IlilAM <>. A i-1 n bankrupt. In bankruptcy
Hated at lieifast, dill.e 1, !*<??.

as

becomes while and chain.

use

T»y its tonic properties it

As

di-

order of the Court uforesaid a third general
> meeting of the creditor.-of -aid Bankrupt wd
he held at the Custom House, m Belfast, in said Dis
trict, on tin Hth dav ot .linn A. l>. 1 >7r, at In ot
the clock A. M
before Charles liaml'ii, !•>
omof the begisters in Bankruptcy in said Histn t, foi
tin purpose- nameil in M cthm
ot the Kevised
Statutes of tin I uited States
title Bankruptcy. At
which meeting 1 will apply for a settlement of no
account, am! lor a discharge from ah liability as A

glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldues**,
and

l uited

II 111 V M

of

AI.I'KN,

eruptions, itching and dandrull

scalp by its

and the

full

signet-.
are

It restores gray
It

the Hi.-triet
ourt of tie
f Maim
I)istrict

In the matter

ever.

and

Washington -street, opTIIO.S. GANNON.
:!mpg

employ a person more trustcapable of securing for t hem a n early

and favorable consideration at the Patent Ollice.
EDMUND BURKE, lute Com. of Patents.”
Boston, October ID, 1870.
It. II. EDDY, Esc;.—Dear Sir: you procured for
me, in 1840, my first patent. Since then you hawacted for and advised me in hundreds of cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the best agencies in New
York, Philadelphia and Washington, but 1 still give
you almost the whole of my business, in your line,
and advise others to employ you.
Yours truly,
(lEORtiE DRAPER.

rrMIK subscriber offers*
JL for sale FIVE NEW

(’ail

o

a

>

care.

PIPES.

huustctl

double seated Grocery
gons.

Its

wills

have

to

<

HAIR

compounded

is

In- decreed

ma;

I Mstrii't. at 1 <1 o'clock, \. M.. and that notice flu r*
be published in tin- banger Hail W hig .Sc Courier
and the Pepubiican dournai, nrv, -papers printed a
said I tistrict, om e a \\ eek for thre»* successive week-,
am! once in the weeklv Bangor Courier, the ia-t
publication to be thirt> day at least before tile d:i\
of hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may up
pear at -aid time ml place, and-how cause, it am.
thov have, win the praverot said Petition shotiM
imt he granted.
VV.M. P. PKKBI.i:.
:tw I'.'
Clerk ! !>istriet Court, tor said Histrict

‘RENE WEE.
This

that la

charge from all hi -s debt s. prnv aide under tin bank
nipt Ait, ami upon reading said Petition,
It is Ordered b\ Cm Court that a bearing bo hud
im'-. on the first Monday ot September.
upon the
A. I*. If*:;, before the Court in Portland, in said

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

Ksf j

By using this piping till risks of s toppage ol supply
by rust or poisoning by lead is remoued. I or sale
ffv
A. D. FRENCH.
401 f
Belfast, April 3, ls?7.

before purchasing.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
S-> Main Street, Belfast.

CONDITIONS:

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

Rubber Coated Pipe.

Shovels, Hoes & Manure Forks,

Association!

Trotting

Co.7

A Iso agents for the IIUSSLY PLOW'of
Unity,
and the IIUSSLY and DoL PLOW'S made at
Libert y.
Kvery Plow fully warranted, and satisfaction guarrnnteed.
Castings of all the above makes, constantly on

m.

MILLINERY!

Mower!

patentability

People

diseases,

other

<

No. 7 6 State

American

and

DEVONSHIRE,

Opposite Grand Central Depot,

A

Granite polished superior to Scotch

native

HOTEL

:c-

Monuments and Tablets
Of

liing

Bucksport Savings

a

For tho Whiskers.

Meadow

goods usually kept in a tirst-class (irocery
•Store, at wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates

MEADOW ft I AO MOWER

Will be sent on receipt of price to any address by
mail, and a perfect tit guaranteed for live years. 1 ii
ordering state age, and whether glasses had been
used before, and if so, send one of your old lenses if
possible. Address Dr. C. B. Lllill I II 1 LL, Mansion
House, Augusta, Me.
Dr. Light hill, who is well and favorably know u in
this State, for over 18 years as a successful Physician
for the cure of Deafness, Blindness and Catarrh, can
be consulted on all diseases of the Lye, fair, Throat
and Lungs, personally, at the Mansion House, AuMtf
gusta, Me.

:»m:»,s

and all

High Sts.

Eye-glass $2.50

Bank.

Bucksport, Maine, hereby gives public notice that
John (irillin, late «d >t< ckton, in the county of Waldo. on tiie 1-lih day ot October, A. 1>. lis t, t>> hill
d <d that date, duly recorded, mortgaged to said
the mortgag- deed rum ing to O. W. Iler
Bank
bert, 1 reastirei in- homestead farm, sitante in said
Stockton; 11<iiitide. 1 -beginning on the north line ot
the couutv road leading from Searsport towards
I’.i eU-pi.i t t erry and at the -outh-west corner ol
'•liver Treat’s home lot; I In me norther!), by land
ot -aid 1 leaf and < apt. K. llichhoru, about JOU rods,
l>
to land
Berry thence westerly, by said
Berry’s land, h> rods to southwest corner of said
Berrv’s land, t hence northerly ,by said Berry's land,
rod-; thence westerly 1> rods, to land of W. W
ClilTord; tliem-e southerly, by ('lillord s land, to the
count) road In tore uumed; theuce easterly, by said
•" rods, to tir-t
H ad, about
bounds; eoutaining all
'In land within said bounds,and being fioaeres, with
the building- then on.
1 he eomlition of said mortgage having been and -till being broken, the under
signed, in hehali ol .-ai l Bank and in hi* said capacity, claims to loreclose the same, and gives this no
tice for that purpose
I'HKo. »' WOOldMAN,
Receiver Muck-port Saving- Bank.
li>rr.
Jvv !'•
IJl'Cksi’iiitT, Julie

new

Impotentcyi

J. G. D/kMON

1877.

and

MOODY,

or

Patent Vulcanized

pounded.

n. PI.

Spectacle

NEW FIRM !

JUST RECEIVED
FULL LINK OF

Price of Fine

conveniently.

,r

H.JtfOODY’S.
A

1876.

tin- PLABODY MLDICAI.
edition of the celebrated
the “SCIKNl’L UK I.Il f.
or, SK.LK PHKSI.l*VATION.*1 It treats upon M w
Hoop, how I Or I, how regained and perpetuated,
can-*'and cure of F.xhuusted Vitality,
Premature Decline in Man, Spcnnutoi-rim a,it >.
ilia! Losses (nocturnal and diurnall, Nmvim-; and
Physical Debility, l*ypochondria. («loom\ forebodings, Mental Depression, L*»-e ..| nerg; Haggard
Countenance, <’onfiision of .Mind and l.o— of Mi ni
orv, Impure State of the lilood, and all di-.;i'<
arising trom the Fki;oi:s ok Ym m «t the indisere
tions or excesses of mature years.
It tells you all about the Monde of < ieneral ivt
Physiology, the Physiology of .Marriage, oi Wed
lock and < Mlsj ring. Pi iy sical (’on trusts lie Mora lie
Kiinpiricism, Perversion ot Marriage, Conjugal Pie
(■(•{>[ ami Friendly Counsel, Physical Inlirimi\, 1 ts
Causes and ( are, Kelutious Between the >i \(
Proofs of the F.\pansioi» of N ice. t he .Miseries of
Imprudence, Ancient Ignorance and Furors, Mi \
<')
Cl l: 1:, Cure of Body and Mind.
l i;i I Pi.in.
I-M.s <.i
ft:i, \ M \ r, \ddiv'SS to Patients and It:
valid Headers. I'he Author’s PrinciphThe price
of this book is ot Iy $1 on.

LighthiiS.

Notice, Oculist and Anrist,

Savings

Notice of Foreclosure.
undersigned, who lias been duly appointed
rJ"'J,K
Receiver <>i tinBank ot

Association,”

31st,

published by
IXSTl rt'Ti:,
JUST
medical work entitled

greatest

Thursday,
Meadow King Mower.
JUNE 20th and 21st, ’77.
/■'Oil MAINE HOUSES EXCLUSIVELY!
Bonnet Bleaching.
A. L. DENNISON, Gen'l Agent,
First Day, Wednesday.
OOl) morning Mrs. Grundy. “O my! where
Purse of $140; 3
27 Preble Street, Portland, Me.
class. $70 to 1st, $35 to 2nd,
(1X did you
get such
lovely hat ?” Good gracious
$20 to 3rd, $15 to 4th.
Mrs.
“haven’t
heard

MAY 16th, 1377.

Medical

March

Eye-Sight, Preserve Jt!

large Stock and great variety of

A

Receiver Bucksport
.June 1, ls?7.—iUvP.)

Bucksport,

Gold Medal Awarded tc the Author by the

and Chemicals !

Drugs

St., Boston,

Revere House.)

HALL’S

Genuine Patent Medicines

KECEIVING

of the LATEST STYLES, and BEST
QUALITY. All we ask is to call and see us.

WALTER

hereby
small farm
I sirable
live. It is most

f3r

4

Department
of

Ladies' Serge Hatton and Congress.
Good Line in Men's Low Cut Shoes.
Bogs and Childrens' Shoes of all kinds.

H. JOHNSON &

offer lor sale the very deon which 1
pleasantly situated, contains thirty acres, is under
Lgood cultivation and is well fenced
«iml watered, and in all respects eonvemuui.
ii nas upon it nrsr-eiass
uuiunngs in inorougli repair, and an engrafted orchard of bearing
fruit trees, ( all at office 2:$, Main Street, or on the
premises at the intersection of Mie Liucolnville and
Little Kiver roads in the south part of this city.
I. M. BOA HUMAN.
Belfast. April 12, 1877.
41tf

(Opposite

now

Silk Handkerchiefs, only 25

2000 23%,
and
that
customers.
J offer
C'lALL

placed on our counters at prices varying from
$2.00 to $5.00 Per Pair.

Every day

| No. 4 Bulfinch

For Sale.
Little Rogue/’
A sloop rig, centre-board,
YACHT
11 ft. <1 inch beam,
abb-

Our Prices Can't be Beat !

W m O LES ALE !

High Street.

Handkerchiefs,

Uotton

Per Suit.

NEW

—T O

■

MEADOW K 1XG MOWESi

At

Wi: AUK

in

jiu»»i*u

?ui

Farm for Sale.

cheap.

be very

one to

i -adies Linen

DOZ. Ladies
cents each.

JL.fJ

PLAID- SUITS,
only $5.00

PRICES

L>r

uity

Belfast, April 21, 1877.—43tf

f? iv it

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

H.

by every

25 cents.

Has removed his Stock of

Egypt.

| From Fraser's Magazine ]
Iu Cairn the slave dealers (djellubs) distribute their stock among their agents in
various quarters of tlie city, and
there,
although tlie police are supposed to bo on
the watch to prevent it, buying and selling go on under the thinnest veil of concealment. An intending purchaser goes
to one of the private but
perfectly wellknown entrepots in which the dealers and
their slaves are lodged, and, after examining the latter, selects what suits him,
haggles for a time about the price, and
finally closes the bargain then and there,
or subsequently
through a broker, who
receives a small commission for the job.
The djellabs object to show their ware to
Europeans, unless they he introduced by
a native who is not merely a
dragoman;
but with that voucher and the thin disof
a
a fez and
Stambouiee coat a
guise
sight of whatever is oil hand may be
easily enough had. Franks are of course,
now forbidden by their own laws to
buy
or hold slaves, but the
prohibition is not
residents
hi
the
naalways regarded by
tive quarters of the city, where, indeed,
single man cannot hire a house nor obtain lodgings unless he have a female
slave.
I “rices range from £10 or £12 for
a black boy or girl of as
many years old,
to £70 or £100 for an Abyssinian
girl of
from 12 to 17 or 18, and from £500 to
£800, or even £1000 for a high-class Circassian. Adult women slaves who have
already been in service are cheaper, unless their skill in cookery, needlework or
some other useful art balance the vice of
temper or other grave defect, but for
which they are rarely resold. The price
of males above the age of childhood
varies from £20 or £.‘10 to £90 or £100,
Abyssinian youths and men ranging considerably above negroes. The neutral
elass of eunuchs has a still higher value,
but these are now found in only tlie very
wealthiest Moslem families, the rigorous
prohibition which tlie law enforces against
their production within Egyptian territory haring greatly reduced tlie supply
and correspondingly heightened their
price. Till within a few years ago boy
slaves were bought on their way down

Considered

ofr doz.

day the following Special Bargains

Boots

inti uuruur nuu

tt

April 19, 1877.

Jas, W. Claris
The Goods will be sold ;it

CLIFFORD.
WM, 13. SAWYER.
Successors to A. S. Nichols.
3m39

«>i

doz, Gents Hemmed Linen llandkerchiefs, subject to slight imperfections,
from 10 cts. to the finest quality, less by the dozen.

and Bottled,

Our

Experienced Workmen.
Orders left at C. H. Sargent’s
Store, No. 8 Main St-, and at
Laundry, Boaver St.

viut\

the city. In the summer season jits dost- proximity
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable.
The lot attached is suitable for a city garden. ApR. G. DYER.
ply at this office.

onn
£J\JV f

’’rice 25 cents. Sold by all
Druggists. Mailed on
receipt of price, 25 cents for one, $1.25 for six, or
$2.25 for twelve, carefully wrapped and warranted,
by WEEKS & POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

We also invite

acre

Iiay
old, two stories high, and finished
throughout, is suitable for two small
’families. The location, commanding a
on

SPECIAL.

Pains, Lameness, Soreness, Weakness,
Numbness, and Inflammation of the Lungs, Liver,
Kidneys, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder, Heart, and Muscles, are equal to an army of doctors, and acres of
plants and shrubs.

Another

oilers for sale his

of land
THE
dwelling house and 1-8
View Street. The house is three

a

For Local

Only

Goode called for every day.
All classes of work neatly and
promptly executed by

All persons having unsettled accounts with J. B.
Wadlin are requested to call and settle immediately.
tftG

Wadlin

VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

25

subscriber

Abner K. (irav, of Prospect in tlie County ot
Waldo, and to whom it may concern.
undersigned who has been duly appointed
r|MIK
JL Receiver of the Bucksport Savings Bank here,
by give s public notice that on the JMh day of April,
A. 1>., Is?I, the said Abner l\. (iray by his deed of
that date duly recorded, mortgaged to suid Bank
(mortgage deed rutting to its Treasurer) a certain lot
of land with the buildings thereon, situated in said
Prospect, and bounded—Beginning at the northwest
corner ol the east pier of the Marsh bridge and runing thenc*- easterly by the Marsh bridge and the
centre
t the town.way to the southeast corner ot
the Cole lot, so called; thence north JO deg. east to
a stone marked
ltSltR;; thence westerly by land ot
L. !. Cummings to VV m. R. lleagan to the Marsh
Creek; thence southerly by the Marsh Creek to the
first named bound, containing do acres, more or less,
being the same premises on the same day conveyed
to said Cray by t.eo. W. Herbert as Treasurer of said
Bank.
1 he condition ot said mortgage having been
and still being broken, the undersigned in behalf ot
s:iid Bank and in his said capacity, claims to foreclose
the same and gives this notice for that purpose.
TH Co. C. W< KIDMAN,
To

years

after the :$0th

Unsettled bills at S. A. Wetherbee’s
inst., will be left with an Attorney.

HAZELTINE &

grandest curativ e agent in the world of medicine,
amt utterly surpassing all other Plasters heretofore
in use. They accomplish more in one week than the
old Plasters in a whole year.
They do not palliate,
they cure.

this

LAUNDRY!

H. S.

S. A. WETHERBEE.
No. 5 Phenix Row.

For

PLASTERS.

.lust

Ladies

and all articles suitable for use in the kitchen.
^"Trices warranted to suit the TIMES.

Notice of Foreclosure.

House for Sale.

We claim for it the Greatest Benefit to the Con
sumer from the smallest outlay.

TROUSERS!

EITHER AT
Slavery

cine.

15 Suits All fool Scolcli Plaid Goods.

Millinery

bv in

-bilging our reflections on them: as he who’in ;t
melancholy fancy sees something like a face on the
wall or wainscot, can. by two or three touches
with a lead pencil, make it look visible and
agree
The

JST/'W \ REWARD will be paid for a bottle of
"any other Extract or Essence of Jamai(linger if found to equal it in fine flavor, purity
and prompt medical eflect. Sold by all Wholesale
and Retail Druggists, Grocers, and dealers in medi-

New and Seasonable Suits.

Messed is the calamity that makes us humble;
though so repugnant thereto is our nature, in our
present state, that after a while it is to be feared a
-•ml and sharper calamity would be wanted to
cun us of our
pride in having become so humble.
become real

*'• :illd low l'rice slioul.l
be tested once by those in
need of a family medicine
before
allowing themselves to be induced, by
misrepresentation, to buy
others. Insist upon having what you call for—
*s a N 1 o r d’s
Jamaica
Ginger.

ca

in

re

it the rejoc

The fireside is a school of infinite
importance ;
important because it is universal, and because
Jin* education it bestows, being woven at the woof
<-f childhood, gives form and color to the whole
texture of life.

mg

OR ALL AGES,

Mower. Ol-TT.KS

it is

soon

f

Loops, Chimneys, Cutlery,

l:i

Men of the noblest dispositions think themselves
happiest when others share their happiness with
them. [Jeremy Taylor.

evils

roc

c
1^ noon
umuu

■

Iron, Wood, and Gloss Ware,

Crockery,

mer

Special Bargains

Spring Opening

ruin preventing another.

Imaginary

uadmi

nHniviLtoa,

flowers the brow.

life useful when it is
“Is it not
sufliciently
asks the good man.

elegant flavor, great

WATER

ANDREWS

reject truth, and the

Is not

buy-

C. W. HANEY

Old age seizes upon a great sinner like the
lire
upon a rotten house, ii was rotten before, and
must have fallen of itself; so it is no more but

useful

TFA
c.

COLLINS’

hore

Main St.

Newman says there is no such thing as a
lawless creature in God's universe. Law binds the
devil damned and the angels before the throne.

egotist.

OAFS

Those wishing to purchase goods of
this kind will find it for their advantage

lc.

«»ue

ICE

Prices that Can’t be Beat!

for renown.
Strive—but in his great strength,
Not in thy own.
Hope—there is heaven's joy
Laid up for thee.
Love—for true love outlives
Its agony.
Fight, pray, and wrestle on.
Loving God best:
Th.-n, when thy work is done,
Lie down and rest.

of truth necessarily involves in
of the God of truth.

FOOD,

and

a

The papers at this time are so tilled with price-lists,
it is impossible to obtain even a column; so I will
; invite the public to read the low-priced goods adver! tised, remembering that BETTER goods at the same
I LOW RATES can be found for CASH at S. A. II.
! Wetherbee’s.
I Having added to my stock the house furnishing
goods of J. B. WADLIN, I shall be pleased to supply all my old and new customers with

Electro-Galvanic Battery, combined with the
VNcelebrated
Medicated Porous Plaster, forming
the

ing elsewhere.

can

F IVI r* V

ULtNGY,
RISING

MAKES

Which he offers for Sale at

many round

the grave is, only Faith
see beyond it.

11 I

PINPFR
1 iv u
n
u

FurnishingGoods

Not

we

a

-q ./-s_

defeat!

jeetion

INUlbtb I ION,

FI
t
hLA
1

Eyery Improvement

in labor saving apparatus
ia adopted, so as to permit tlie use of costly 111aterials and yet retain a
profit. The bottling machine is alone able to till
two thousand four hun(/re(I hotlles per hour
From this brief statement
it will be seen thatMessrs.
Weeks & Potter have
entered upon the inanufact 11 re of Sanford’s Jamaica Ginger in a manner
tbat must in time secure
for them the enormous
trade in this article. Its

VOLTAIC

—A N D-

Needing thy care.
Pray—There is one at hand
Helping thy prayer.
Fight—for the love of God.

enough

liefer to the Editor of

HATS,

Dark thoughts assail ?
H hy strive, and strive
again.
Only to fail (
W hy hope, when life has
proved
Our best hopes vain !
Whv love, when love is fraught
With so much pain t
W hy not cool heart and brain
In the deep wave !
Why not lie down and rest
In the still grave (

to

Row, New York,

Has just received Ids Spring Stock of

Why pray, when purest prayer

as

nunirrcTinM

large
HASwelljustselected stock of
Dry & Fancy Goods.

fifty-fire thousand

it is manufactur‘‘,10,1 a sca,t‘ simpiy enormous. Two thousand gall°iis are always kept made
long in adva(]Ce of consumption, bv which it acquires a delicious flavor
and brilliant transparencv'

SYMPTOMS,
DYSPEPSIA,

Look! Look!! Look!!!

Why live, when life is sad.
Death only sweet!
Why light, when closest fight

Low

and
RHFUMATIP
nncu
n 1

Paper.

and Devotion.

as

M S

O

over

Boston.

Anger they dropped forever
With tin* passing burden of breath

If

HILLS,

By H. N. Maguire, who has spent 12 years in this
Latest accounts of Gold ami Silver prospects.
Agricultural and Grazing resources. Climate, Hum
ing, Fishing, Indians, an i Settlers’ adventures with
them, Mining and Wild Western Life, tin* Waterfalls, Boiling Geysers, noble Scenery, immense Gorges, etc. With 27 tine illustrations, and new map.
Price ONLY 10 CENTS. Sold byALi.Ni AVSDFALins,or sent post-paid for 12 cents by DONNELLY
LOYD & CO., Publishers, Chicago, III.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING

the fate of the vanquished;
Whose heartaches never cease
Ours the tears.
Regrets and fears;
Theirs the eternal peace.

one

I

MAKtS

EXTRAORDINARY

Ours

Contentment makes
the greatest king.

patarruai
r\ 1 snnnML

vj

Kxtri* Tine llixml Cardfi, with name,
W* J 1.0 ets., post-paid. L. .J< INKS it CD., Nassau,
New York.

indeed a fate deserving pity
Were that sweet rest denied
And few. uietliiiiks. would care to find the
city
Where never any died!

as

bv

mai/crc

were

tin* heart,

battles,

.legion.

Daily the

crowns

hZZ jl*

SYMPTOMS,

OF

THE BLACK

of'^rothers^nmW.^d!
ceeded the previous year

ready for use.

(’raving, with wish that brooked no more denying.
So long hail it been
crossed,
The* blessed possibility of dying—
The treasure they Lad lost.

are

CHILLS,

&

The Substitution of
Brandy for Alcohol,
the use of the True Jamaica Ginger, of their own
selection and importation,
its combination with
choice aromatic*, as devised and originated by
Dr. Sanford, placed this
preparation in actual mer** 80 *ar ahead ol anything
before compounded that
notwithstanding the most
bitter opposition from the
trade, its sales in New

CHILLS & FEVER,
FEVERISH

F. W. DEVOE & CO’S PARIS GREEN.

and another, who had been concealing
The pain of life's long thrall,
Forsook their nleasan’* places and came stealing
Outside the city wall:

Rive—There

COLDS

NFURAI GIG

One

in

PA|i\]Q
r
AINb,

QVMDTniuc
b

WITH

Would it he worth the having or the giving.
The boon of endless breath
Ali. for the* weariness that comes of living
There is no cure but death !

»

&

Y M P

listen, hapless soul, whom angels pity,
(/’raving a boon like ibis—
Mark how the dwellers in this wondrous citv
drew weary of their bliss.

Fnds

Relieves

SEA SICKNESS,

V* t

Thought

Dai-

Instantly

am pc
or
Gn AIMro

And many years Hilled on and saw them striving
With unabated breath;
Ami other years still found and left them living,
lud gave no hope of death.

Jewels of

iM„4„M4,lf

nYQFNTFRY
I t n T
UTofclV

never

Love

A preparation so elegantly llavored and medicinally effective as to utterly surpass all previous pi enarations of crude ginger and household remedies
ior the relief of and cure of diseases and ailments incidental to the Summer and Winter seasons, and to
sudden changes of temperature.

from

they lived, in happiness and pleasure.
And grew in power and pride.
And did great deeds, and laid
up stores of treasure.
And never unv died.

<»urs

FRENCH BRANDY.

CHGLERA MORBUS,
Dl ARRHIEA,

so

Till

AROMATICS AND

and colder.

death should come between ami sever
Them from their loved apart—
W here the mightv work, and win and live forever,
Still holding heart to heart.
And

QUINTESSENCE OF JAMAICA GINGER,^CHOICE

It

the world's remotest quarters
A tide of pilgrims flowed
Across broad plains and over mighty waters.
To lind that blest abode.
W

THE

,4.

lowlier or older.
Radient in deathless youth

hurrying

returned from Boston with

JAMAICA GINGER

BELFAST

S. A. H. Wetherbee

SANFORD’S |

Sale, tin* slock ol (irocerics owned by the
undersigned. A new clean lot of goods. No
dead stock.
Also to let the store owned and occupied by the
sunn-, situated in a good location for water, country
an<l city trade. Brick Store, nearly new, twenty
live by seventy-live, with excellent cellar and rhumb
er, large cistern, counting room, etc., etc., lifted up
in good shape for business, (iood trade established.
The owners are interested somewhat in vessel
property, and have some intlucnce which they will
use for the benefit of the purchaser.
A good chance to do either a Wholesale or Bctail

>.-

<

-.

-..

PROVIDENCE LINE.
New Route to New
VIA

Only

STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS.
and the well known and

a. i\ MANsm:i.i» & <•«>.
Foot of Main Street.
MM

popular

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND,
arriving in New York at 0 A. M. This is the only
line utlording a delightful sail ill rough !%arraI gauielt liar by daylight.
!%'«*

iiitormoiliato

Providence anil

Boston and

lietween

York.

can

he secured at Com-

1 Washington, cor. State street, and
Providence Uailroad Station.

.!. W
A. A.

landings

Hen

Tickets and State Booms

pany’s otlice,
at

Belfast, April 11, 1877.

42 Miles of Rail.

Steamboat K\;m>s Train leaves Boston & I’rovi
denee Bailroad Station daily Sundays excepted
Connect at
To\ Point wharf. Provi
at 0 P. M
deuce, with tin Kiitirely V(‘n;au<l tlagui
ticonl

I.TOli

business.

York,

PROVIDENCE.

UlclIAUDSON, Agent, Boston.

FOLSOM^Sup’t B.

& P. B. K.

